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III. Operational Controls

capability, contacts will have been established with counterparts outside the organization. This
allows for early warning of threats and vulnerabilities that the organization may have notyet
experienced. Early preventative measures (generally more cost-effective than repairing damage)
can then be taken to reduce future losses. Data is also shared outside the organization to allow
others to learn from the organization's experiences.

12.1.3 Side Benefits

Finally, establishing an incident handling capability helps an organization in perhaps unanticipated
ways. Three are discussed here.

Uses of Threat and Vulnerability Data: Incident handling can greatly enhance the risk assessment
process. An incident handling capability will allow organizations to collect threat data that may be
useful in their risk assessment and safeguard selection processes(e.g., in designing new systems).
Incidents can be logged and analyzed to determine whetherthere is a recurring problem (or if
other patterns are present, as are sometimes seen in hacker attacks), which would not be noticed
if each incident were only viewedin isolation. Statistics on the numbers and typesofincidents in
the organization can be used in the risk assessment processas an indication of vulnerabilities and
threats.”

Enhancing Internal Communications and Organization Preparedness. Organizations often find
that an incident handling capability enhances internal communications andthe readiness of the
organization to respondto any type ofincident, not just computer security incidents. Internal
communications will be improved; managementwill be better organized to receive
communications; and contacts within public affairs, legal staff, law enforcement, and other groups
will have been preestablished. The structure set up for reporting incidents can also be used for
other purposes.

Enhancing the Training and Awareness Program. The organization's training process can also
benefit from incident handling experiences. Based on incidents reported, training personnel will
have a better understanding of users' knowledge of security issues. Trainers can use actual
incidents to vividly illustrate the importance of computer security. Training that is based on
current threats and controls recommendedbyincident handling staff provides users with
information morespecifically directed to their current needs — thereby reducing the risks to the
organization from incidents.

* Tt is important, however, not to assumethat since only n reports were made, that n is the total numberofincidents;
it is notlikely that all incidents will be reported,
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12. Incident Handling

12.2 Characteristics of a Successful Incident Handling Capability

A successful incident handling capability has several core characteristics:

e an understanding of the constituencyit will serve;

e an educated constituency;

e a meansfor centralized communications;

e expertise in the requisite technologies; and

e links to other groupsto assist in incident handling (as needed).

12.2.1 Defining the Constituency to Be Served

The constituency includes computer users and
program managers. Like any other customer-
vendorrelationship, the constituency will tend
to take advantage of the capability if the
services rendered are valuable.

The constituency is not always the entire
organization. For example, an organization
may use Several types of computers and

The focus of a computer security incident handling
capability may be external as well as internal. An
incidentthat affects an organization mayalso affectits
trading partners, contractors, or clients. In addition,
an organization's computer security incident handling
capability may be able to help other organizations
and, therefore, help protect the community as a whole.

networks but may decidethat its incident handling capability is cost-justified only for its personal
computerusers. In doing so, the organization may have determined that computerviruses pose a
muchlarger risk than other malicious technical threats on other platforms. Or, a large
organization composedof several sites may decide that current computersecurity efforts at some
sites do not require an incident handling capability, whereas other sites do (perhaps becauseofthe
criticality of processing).

12.2.2 Educated Constituency

Users need to know about, accept, andtrust
the incident handling capability orit will not
be used. Throughtraining and awareness
programs, users can become knowledgeable
about the existence of the capability and how
to recognize and report incidents. Userstrust
in the value of the service will build with

Managers need to know details aboutincidents,
including who discovered them and how,so that they
can prevent similar incidents in the future. However
users will not be forthcoming if they fear reprisal or
that they will become scapegoats. Organizations may
need to offer incentives to employees for reporting
incidents and offer guarantees against reprisal or
other adverse actions. It may also be useful to
consider anonymousreporting.
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reliable performance.

12.2.3 Centralized Reporting and Communications

Successful incident handling requires that users be able to report incidents to the incident handling
team in a convenient, straightforward fashion;this is referred to as centralized reporting. A
successful incident handling capability depends on timely reporting. Ifit is difficult or time
consuming to report incidents, the incident handling capability may not be fully used. Usually,
some form ofa hotline, backed up by pagers, works well.

Centralized communications is very useful for accessing or distributing information relevant to
the incident handling effort. For example,if users are linked together via a network,the incident
handling capability can then use the network to send out timely announcements and other
information. Users can take advantage of the network to retrieve security information stored on
servers and communicate with the incident response team via e-mail.

12.2.4 Technical Platform and Communications Expertise

The technical staff members who comprise the incident handling capability need specific
knowledge, skills, and abilities. Desirable qualifications for technical staff members may include
the ability to:

° work expertly with someorall of the constituency's core technology;

e work in a group environment;

e communicate effectively with different types of users, who will range from system
administrators to unskilled users to managementto law-enforcementofficials;

© be on-call 24 hours as needed; and

e travel on short notice (of course, this depends upon the physical location of the
constituency to be served).

12.2.5 Liaison With Other Organizations |

Due to increasing computer connectivity, intruder activity on networks can affect many |
organizations, sometimesincluding those in foreign countries. Therefore, an organization's |
incident handling team may need to work with other teams or security groupsto effectively handle
incidents that range beyond its constituency. Additionally, the team may need to poolits |
knowledge with other teams at various times. Thus,it is vital to the success of an incident
handling capability that it establish ties and contacts with other related counterparts and
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supporting organizations.

Especially important to incident handling are
contacts with investigative agencies, such as
federal (e.g., the FBI), state, and local law
enforcement. Lawsthat affect computer
crime vary amonglocalities and states, and
some actions maybe state (but not federal)
crimes. It is important for teams to be familiar
with current laws and to have established

contacts within law enforcement and

investigative agencies.

Incidents can also garner much media
attention and canreflect quite negatively on
an organization's image. An incident handling
capability may need to work closely with the
organization's public affairs office, whichis
trained in dealing with the news media. In

12. Incident Handling

The Forum of

Incident Response and Security Teams

The 1988Internetwormincident highlighted the need
for better methods for responding to and sharing
information about incidents, It was also clear that any
single team or "hot line" would simply be
overwhelmed. Out of this was born the conceptof a
coalition ofresponse teams ~ each with its own
constituency, but working together to share
information, provide alerts, and support each other in
the response to incidents. The Forum ofIncident
Response and Security Teams (FIRST) includes
teams from government, industry, computer
manufacturers, and academia. NIST serves as the
secretariat ofFIRST.

presenting informationto the press, it is important that (1) attackers are not given information
that would place the organization at greater risk and (2) potential legal evidence is properly
protected.

12.3 Technical Support for Incident Handling

Incident handling will be greatly enhanced by technical mechanisms that enable the dissemination
of information quickly and conveniently.

12.3.1 Communications for Centralized Reporting of Incidents

The technicalability to report incidents is of primary importance, since without knowledge of an
incident, response is precluded. Fortunately, such technical mechanisms are alreadyin place in
many organizations.

For rapid response to constituency problems, a simple telephone “hotline”is practical and
convenient. Some agencies may already have a numberused for emergencies or for obtaining
help with other problems; it may be practical (and cost-effective) to also use this numberfor
incident handling. It may be necessary to provide 24-hour coveragefor the hotline. This can be
donebystaffing the answering center, by providing an answering service for nonoffice hours, or
by using a combination of an answering machine and personalpagers.
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If additional mechanisms for contacting the
incident handling team can be provided,it may Onewayto establish a centralized reporting and
increase access and thus benefit incident incident response capability, while minimizing

handling efforts. A centralized e-mail address expenditures,is to use an existing Help Desk. Many
; agencies already havecentral Help Desks for fielding

that forwards mail to staff members would Aiiseboleantmonte epalcticns

exchange information with the team. in detecting and eradicating computer viruses. By
Providing a fax numberto users mayalso be expanding the capabilities of the Help Desk and
helpful. publicizing its telephone number {or e-mail address),

an agency may be ableto significantly improve its
; ee —_ ability to handle manydifferent types of incidents:at

12.3.2 Rapid CommunicationsFacilities manimalicast

Some form of rapid communicationsisttaaa
essential for quickly communicating with the
constituency as well as with managementofficials and outside organizations. The team may need
to send out security advisories or collect information quickly, thus some convenient form of
communications, such as electronic mail, is generally highly desirable. With electronic mail, the
team can easily direct information to various subgroupswithin the constituency, such as system
managers or network managers, and broadcast generalalerts to the entire constituency as needed.
Whenconnectivity already exists, e-mail has low overheadandis easy to use. (However,it is
possible for the e-mail system itself to be attacked, as was the case with the 1988 Internet worm.)

Althoughthere are substitutes for e-mail, they tend to increase response time. An electronic
bulletin board system (BBS) can work well for distributing information, especially if it provides a
convenient user interface that encouragesits use. A BBS connected to a network is more
convenient to access than one requiring a terminal and modem; however,the latter may be the
only alternative for organizations without sufficient network connectivity. In addition,
telephones, physical bulletin boards, and flyers can be used.

12.3.3 Secure CommunicationsFacilities

Incidents can range from thetrivial to those involving national security. Often when exchanging
information aboutincidents, using encrypted communications may be advisable. This will help
prevent the unintended distribution of incident-related information. Encryption technologyis
available for voice, fax, and e-mail communications.

12.4 Interdependencies

An incident handling capability generally depends upon other safeguards presented in this
handbook. The most obviousis the strong link to other components of the contingency plan. The
following paragraphsdetail the most important of these interdependencies.
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Contingency Planning. As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, an incident handling
capability can be viewed as the componentof contingency planning that deals with responding to
technical threats, such as viruses or hackers. Close coordination is necessary with other
contingency planning efforts, particularly when planning for contingency processing in the event
of a serious unavailability of system resources.

Support and Operations. Incident handlingis also closely linked to support and operations,
especially user support and backups. For example, for purposesofefficiency and cost savings,
the incident handling capability is often co-operated with a user "help desk." Also, backups of
system resources may need to be used when recovering from anincident.

Training and Awareness. Thetraining and awareness program can benefit from lessons learned
during incident handling. Incident handling staff will be able to help assess the level of user
awareness about current threats and vulnerabilities. Staff members may be able to help train
system administrators, system operators, and other users and systems personnel. Knowledge of
security precautions (resulting from suchtraining) helps reduce future incidents. It is also
importantthat users are trained what to report and how to reportit.

Risk Management. Therisk analysis process will benefit from statistics and logs showing the
numbers and typesofincidents that have occurred and the types of controls that are effective in
preventing incidents. This information can be usedto help select appropriate security controls
and practices.

12.5 Cost Considerations

There are a numberofstart-up costs and funding issues to consider when planning an incident
handling capability. Because the success of an incident handling capability relies so heavily on
users’ perceptionsof its worth and whetherthey useit, it is very important that the capability be
able to meet users’ requirements. Two important funding issuesare:

Personnel. An incident handling capability plan might call for at least one manager and one or
more technical staff members(or their equivalent) to accomplish program objectives. Depending
on the scopeofthe effort, however, full-time staff members may not be required. In some
situations, some staff may be needed part-time or on an on-call basis. Staff may be performing
incident handling duties as an adjunct responsibility to their normal assignments.

Education and Training. Incident handling staff will need to keep current with computer system
and security developments. Budget allowances need to be made,therefore, for attending
conferences, security seminars, and other continuing-education events. If an organization is
located in more than one geographic areas, funds will probably be needed for travel to other sites
for handling incidents.
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Chapter 13

AWARENESS, TRAINING, AND EDUCATION

People, whoareall fallible, are usually recognized as one of the weakestlinks in securing systems.
The purpose of computer security awareness,training, and education is to enhancesecurity by:

e improving awarenessof the need to protect system resources;

° developing skills and knowledge so computerusers can perform their jobs more
securely; and

e building in-depth knowledge, as needed, to design, implement, or operate security
programs for organizations and systems.

Making computer system users aware oftheir security responsibilities and teaching them correct
practices helps users change their behavior.” It also supports individual accountability, which is
one of the most important ways to improve computer security. Without knowing the necessary
security measures (and to how to use them), users cannotbe truly accountable for their actions.
The importance ofthis training is emphasized in the Computer Security Act, which requires
training for those involved with the management, use, and operation of federal computer systems.

This chapterfirst discusses the two overriding benefits of awareness, training, and education,
namely: (1) improving employee behavior and (2) increasing the ability to hold employees
accountable for their actions. Next, awareness, training, and education are discussed separately,
with techniques used for each. Finally, the chapter presents one approach for developing a
computersecurity awareness andtraining program.”

13.1 Behavior

People are a crucial factor in ensuring the security of computer systems and valuable information
resources. Human actions accountfor a far greater degree of computer-related loss than all other
sources combined. Of suchlosses, the actions of an organization's insiders normally cause far
more harm than the actions of outsiders. (Chapter 4 discusses the major sources of computer-
related loss.)

°° One often-cited goal of training is changing people's attitudes. This chapter views changing attitudes as just one
step toward changing behavior.

°° This chapter doesnot discuss the specific contents of training programs. Seethe references for details of suggested
course contents.
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The major causes of loss due to an organization's own employeesare: errors and omissions, fraud,
and actions by disgruntled employees. Oneprincipal purpose of security awareness, training, and
education is to reduce errors and omissions. However, it can also reduce fraud and unauthorized

activity by disgruntled employees by increasing employees’ knowledge of their accountability and
the penalties associated with such actions.

Managementsets the example for behavior within an organization. If employees know that
management doesnot care aboutsecurity, no training class teaching the importance ofsecurity
and imparting valuable skills can be truly effective. This "tone from the top" has myriad effects an
organization's security program.

13.2 Accountability
Oneofthe keys to a successful computer security

Both the dissemination and the enforcement program is security awareness and taining. If
employees are not informed of applicable

of policyarecritical issues that are organizational policies and procedures, they cannot
implemented and strengthened through be expected to acteffectively to securecomputer
training programs. Employees cannotbe TeSOUICes..
expected to follow policies and procedures of
which they are unaware. In addition,
enforcing penalties may be difficult if users can claim ignorance when caught doing something
wrong.

Training employees mayalso be necessary to show that a standard of due care has been taken in
protecting information. Simply issuing policy, with no follow-up to implementthat policy, may
notsuffice.

Manyorganizations use acknowledgmentstatements whichstate that employees have read and
understand computer security requirements. (An example is provided in Chapter 10.)

13.3 Awareness |
Secuity awareness programs:(1) setthe stage for

Awarenessstimulates and motivates those traliing by changing organizaliGnul
bej : . realize the importance ofsecurity and the adverseing trained to care aboutsecurity and to ws oe :

: . : ; consequencesofits failure; and (2) remind users of
remind them of important security practices. the proceduresto be followed.
Explaining what happensto an organization,
its mission, customers, and employeesif
security fails motivates people to take security
seriously.

Awareness can take on different forms for particular audiences. Appropriate awarenessfor
managementofficials might stress management's pivotalrole in establishing organizational
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attitudes toward security. Appropriate awareness for other groups, such as system programmers
or information analysts, should address the need for security asit relates to their job. In today's
systems environment, almost everyone in an organization may have access to system resources —
and therefore may have the potential to cause harm.

Comparative Framework

[awareness[teanne|epvcarton

Teaching Method: Media

Multiple Choice

Test Measure:

(identify learning)

Impact Timeframe

Figure 13.1 compares someofthe differences in awareness, training, and education.
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Awareness is used to reinforce the fact that security supports the mission of the organization by
protecting valuable resources. If employees view security as just bothersomerules and
procedures, they are morelikely to ignore them. In addition, they may not make needed
suggestions about improving security nor recognize and report security threats and vulnerabilities.

Awarenessalso is used to remind people of basic security practices, such as logging off a
computer system or locking doors.

Techniques. A security awareness program can use many teaching methods, including video
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tapes, newsletters, posters, bulletin boards, flyers, demonstrations, briefings, short reminder
notices at log-on, talks, or lectures. Awarenessis often incorporated into basic security training
and can use any method that can change employees’attitudes.

Effective security awareness programs need to
be designed with the recognition that people Employeesoften regard computer security as an
tend to practice a tuning out process (also obstacle to productivity. A commonfeelingis that
known as acclimation). For example, after a they are paid to produce, not to protect. To help
while, a security poster, no matter how well meuvelrembloxees, aWateness shits, ¥P , how security, from a broader perspective, contributes
designed, will be ignored;it will, in effect, to productivity. The consequences ofpoor security
simply blend into the environment. Forthis should be explained, whileavoiding the fear and
reason, awareness techniques should be intimidation that employees often associate with
creative and frequently changed. security.

13.4 Training

The purpose oftraining is to teach people the skills that will enable them to perform their jobs
more securely. This includes teaching people what they should do and howthey should (or can)
do it. Training can address manylevels, from basic security practices to more advanced or
specialized skills. It can be specific to one computer system or generic enoughto addressall
systems.

Training is most effective when targeted to a specific audience. This enables the training to focus
on security-related job skills and knowledge that people need performing their duties. Two types
of audiences are general users and those whorequire specialized or advancedskills.

General Users. Mostusers need to understand good computersecurity practices, such as:

e protecting the physical area and equipment(e.g., locking doors, caring for floppy
diskettes);

e protecting passwords(if used) or other authentication data or tokens(e.g., never
divulge PINs); and

e reporting security violations or incidents (e.g., whom to call if a virusis
suspected).

In addition, general users should be taught the organization's policies for protecting information
and computer systems and the roles and responsibilities of various organizational units with which
they may haveto interact.
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In teaching general users, care should be taken not to overburden them with unneededdetails.
These people are the target of multiple training programs, such as those addressing safety, sexual
harassment, and AIDS in the workplace. The training should be made useful by addressing
security issues that directly affect the users. The goal is to improve basic security practices, not
to make everyoneliterate in all the jargon or philosophyof security.

Specialized or Advanced Training. Many groups need more advanced or more specialized
training than just basic security practices. For example, managers may need to understand
security consequencesandcosts so they can factor security into their decisions, or system
administrators may need to know how to implementand usespecific access control products.

 

There are many different ways to identify
individuals or groups whoneedspecialized or Onegroupthat has beentargeted for specialized
advancedtraining. One methodis to lookat training is executives and functional managers. The
job categories, such as executives, functional training for management personnelis specialized
managers, or technology providers. Another aornaaee eeyiuse Maneeer ae not rs .

rad : . general rule) need to understarid the technical details
methodis to look at job functions, such as ofsecurity. However, they do need to understand
system design, system operation, or system howto organize, direct, and evaluate security
use. A third methodis to look at the specific measures and programs, They also need to
technology and products used, especially for understand risk acceptance.
advancedtraining for user groups and (raining mmmmmmmnnenemeeenmmemmses
for anew system. This is further discussed in
the section 13.6 of this chapter.

Techniques. A security training program normally includestrainingclasses, either strictly devoted
to security or as added special sections or modules within existing training classes. Training may
be computer- or lecture-based (or both), and may include hands-on practice and casestudies.
Training, like awareness, also happenson the job.

13.5 Education

Security education is more in-depth than security training andis targeted for security professionals
and those whose jobs require expertise in security.

Techniques. Security education is normally outside the scope of most organization awareness and
training programs. It is more appropriately a part of employee career development. Security
education is obtained through college or graduate classes or through specialized training
programs. Because ofthis, most computer security programs focus primarily on awareness and
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training, as does the remainderof this chapter.”

13.6 Implementation”

An effective computer security awarenessand training (CSAT) program requires proper planning,
implementation, maintenance, and periodic evaluation. The following seven steps constitute one
approach for developing a CSAT program.”

Step 1: Identify Program Scope, Goals, and Objectives.

Step 2: Identify TrainingStaff.

Step 3: Identify Target Audiences.

Step 4: Motivate Management and Employees.

Step 5: Administer the Program.

Step 6: Maintain the Program.

Step 7: Evaluate the Program.

13.6.1 Identify Program Scope, Goals, and
Objectives

The first step in developing a CSAT program
is to determine the program's scope, goals,
and objectives. The scope of the CSAT
program should providetrainingtoall types of
people whointeract with computer systems.
The scope of the program canbe anentire
organization or a subunit. Since users need
training whichrelates directly to their use of

The Computer Security Act of 1987 requires federal
agencies to “provide for the mandatory periodic
training in computer security awareness and accepted
computer practices of all employees who are involved
with the management, use, or operation of each
federal computer system within or under the
supervision of that agency.” The scope and goals of
federal computer security awarenessand training
programs must implementthis broad mandate.
(Other federal requirements for computer security
training are contained in OMB Circular A-130,
Appendix Tl, and OPM regulations.)

*7 Unfortunately, college and graduate security courses are not widely available. In addition, the courses may only
address general security.

** This section is based on material prepared by the Departmentof Energy's Office of Information Managementforits
unclassified security program.

” This approachis presented to familiarize the reader with someof the important implementation issues. It is not the only
approach to implementing an awareness andtraining program.  
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particular systems, a large organizationwide program may need to be supplemented by more
specific programs. In addition, the organization should specifically address whether the program
applies to employeesonly or also to other users of organizational systems.

Generally, the overall goal of a CSAT programis to sustain an appropriate level of protection for
computer resources by increasing employee awareness of their computer security responsibilities
and the waysto fulfill them. More specific goals may need to be established. Objectives should
be defined to meet the organization's specific goals.

13.6.2 Identify Training Staff

There are many possible candidates for conducting the training including internaltraining
departments, computer security staff, or contract services. Regardless of who is chosen,it is
important that trainers have sufficient knowledge of computersecurity issues, principles, and
techniques. It is also vital that they know how to communicate information and ideaseffectively.

13.6.3 Identify Target Audiences

Not everyone needs the same degree or type of computersecurity information to do their jobs. A
CSATprogram that distinguishes between groups of people, presents only the information needed
by the particular audience, and omits irrelevant information will have the best results. Segmenting
audiences(e.g., by their function or familiarity with the system) can also improve the effectiveness
of a CSAT program. Forlarger organizations, some individuals will fit into more than one group.
For smaller organizations, segmenting may not be needed. The following methods are some
examples of ways to dothis.

Segment according to level of awareness. Individuals may be separated into groups according to
their current level of awareness. This may require research to determine how well employees
follow computersecurity procedures or understand how computersecurityfits into their jobs.

Segmentaccording to general job task orfunction. Individuals may be grouped as data
providers, data processors, or data users.

Segment according to specific job category. Many organizations assign individuals to job
categories. Since each job category generally has different job responsibilities, training for each
will be different. Examples of job categories could be general management, technology
management, applications development,orsecurity.

Segment according to level of computer knowledge. Computer experts may be expected to find a
program containing highly technical information more valuable than one covering the management
issues in computer security. Similarly, a computer novice would benefit more from a training
program that presents introductory fundamentals.
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Segment according to types of technology or systems used. Security techniques used for each
off-the-shelf product or application system will usually vary. The users of major applications will
normally require training specific to that application.

13.6.4 Motivate Management and Employees

To successfully implement an awarenessandtraining program,it is important to gain the support
of management and employees. Consideration should be given to using motivational techniques
to show management and employees howtheir participation in the CSAT program will benefit the
organization.

Management. Motivating management normally relies upon increasing awareness. Management
needs to be aware of the losses that computer security can reduce andtherole of training in
computersecurity. Management commitmentis necessary because of the resources used in
developing and implementing the program and also because the program affects their staff.

Employees. Motivation of managers aloneis

not enough. Employees often need to be Employees and managers should be solicited to
convinced of the merits of computer security provide input to the CSAT program. Individuals are
and howit relates to their jobs. Without morelikely to support a program when they have

. .. . actively participated in its development.
appropriate training, many employees will not
fully comprehend the value of the system 8)
resources with which they work.

Some awareness techniques were discussed above. Regardless of the techniquesthat are used,
employees should feel that their cooperation will have a beneficial impact on the organization's
future (and, consequently, their own).

13.6.5 Administer the Program

There are several important considerations for administering the CSAT program.

Visibility. The visibility of a CSAT program playsa key role in its success. Efforts to achieve
high visibility should begin during the early stages of CSAT program development. However,
care should be give not to promise what
cannot be delivered. Sa

The Federal Information Systems Security Educators’
Association and NIST Computer Security Program

: - Managers’ Forum provide two means for federal
material presented and tailored to the government computersecurity program managers and
audience's needs. Sometraining and training officers to share training ideas and materials.
awareness methods and techniquesare listed

Training Methods. The methodsusedin the

CSATprogram should be consistent with the
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above (in the Techniques sections). Computer security awareness and training can be added to
existing courses and presentations or taught separately. On-the-job training should also be
considered.

Training Topics. There are more topics in computer security than can be taught in any one
course. Topics should be selected based on the audience's requirements.

Training Materials. In general, higher-quality training materials are more favorably received and
are more expensive. Costs, however, can be minimized since training materials can often be
obtained from other organizations. The cost of modifying materials is normally less than
developing training materials from scratch.

Training Presentation. Consideration should be given to the frequency of training (e.g., annually
or as needed), the length of training presentations (e.g., 20 minutes for general presentations, one
hour for updates or one weekfor an off-site class), and the style of training presentation(e.g.,
formal presentation, informal discussion, computer-based training, humorous).

13.6.6 Maintain the Program

Computer technologyis an ever-changingfield. Efforts should be made to keep abreast of
changes in computer technology and security requirements. A training program that meets an
organization's needs today may becomeineffective when the organization starts to use a new
application or changesits environment, such as by connecting to the Internet. Likewise, an
awareness program can becomeobsclete if laws or organization policies change. For example,
the awareness program should make employees aware of a new policy on e-mail usage.
Employees may discount the CSAT program, and by association the importance of computer
security, if the program does not provide current information.

13.6.7 Evaluate the Program

It is often difficult to measure the effectiveness of an awareness or training program.
Nevertheless, an evaluation should attempt to ascertain how muchinformationis retained, to what
extent computer security procedures are being followed, and generalattitudes toward computer
security. The results of such an evaluation should help identify and correct problems. Some
evaluation methods (which can be used in conjunction with one another) are:

e Use student evaluations.

e Observe how well employees follow recommendedsecurity procedures.

e Test employees on material covered.
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e Monitor the number and kind of computer security incidents reported before and
after the program is implemented.'!”

13.7 Interdependencies

Training can, and in most cases should, be used to support every control in the handbook. All
controls are more effective if designers, implementers, and users are thoroughlytrained.

Policy. Training is a critical means of informing employeesof the contents of and reasons for the
organization's policies.

Security Program Management. Federal agencies need to ensure that appropriate computer
security awarenessand training is provided, as required under the Computer Security Act of
1987. A security program should ensure that an organization is meeting all applicable laws and
regulations.

Personnel/User Issues. Awareness, training, and education are often included with other
personnel/user issues. Training is often required before access is granted to a computer system.

13.8 Cost Considerations

The major cost considerations in awareness, training, and education programs are:

e the cost of preparing and updating materials, including the time of the preparer;

e the cost of those providing the instruction;

e employee time attending courses and lectures or watching videos; and

e the cost of outside courses and consultants (both of which may including travel
expenses), including course maintenance.
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Chapter 14

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

IN

COMPUTER SUPPORT AND OPERATIONS

P [a|
Computer support and operationsrefers to
everything done to run a computer system. System managementand administration staff
This includes both system administration and generally perform support and operationstasks
tasks external to the system that support its although sometimes users do. Larger systems may

have full-time operators, system programmers, and
operation (e.g., maintaining documentation). eeretmerenee heatssem cmalleh stsiemns
It does not include system planningordesign. may havea part-time administrator.
The support and operation of any computer
system, from a three-person local area
network to a worldwide application serving
thousandsofusers, is critical to maintaining the security of a system. Support and operationsare
routine activities that enable computer systems to function correctly. These includefixing
software or hardware problems, loading and maintaining software, and helping users resolve
problems.

The failure to consider security as part of the support and operations of computer systems is, for
many organizations, their Achilles heel. Computer security system literature includes many
examples of how organizations undermined their often expensive security measures because of
poor documentation, old user accounts, conflicting software, or poor control of maintenance
accounts. Also, an organization's policies and proceduresoften fail to address manyof these
important issues.

The important security considerations within some of the major categories of support and
operationsare:

uSer support,

software support, The primary goal ofcomputer support and operations
configuration management, is the continued and correct operation of a computer
backups system, Oneof the goals ofcomputer security is the

availability and integrityof systems. These goals are
media controls, very closely linked.
documentation, and

:LL————————————
maintenance.
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Somespecial considerationsare noted for larger or smaller systems.!°!

This chapter addresses the support and operationsactivities directly related to security. Every
contro] discussed in this handbookrelies, in one way or another, on computer system support and
operations. This chapter, however, focuses on areas not covered in other chapters. For example,
operations personnel normally create user accounts on the system. This topic is covered in the
Identification and Authentication chapter, so it is not discussed here. Similarly, the input from
support and operationsstaff to the security awareness and training program is coveredin the
Security Awareness, Training, and Education chapter.

14.1 User Support

In many organizations, user support takes place through a Help Desk. Help Desks can support an
entire organization, a subunit, a specific system, or a combination of these. For smaller systems,
the system administrator normally provides direct user support. Experienced users provide
informal user support on most systems.

An important security consideration for user

support personnelis being able to recognize User support should beclosely linked to the
which problems (broughtto their attention by organization's incident handling capability. In many
users) are security-related. For example, cases, the same personnelaeee
users’inability to log onto a computer system
may result from the disabling of their accounts
due to too many failed access attempts. This could indicate the presence of hackers trying to
guess users' passwords.

 

In general, system support and operationsstaff need to be able to identify security problems,
respond appropriately, and inform appropriate individuals. A wide range of possible security
problems exist. Some will be internal to custom applications, while others apply to off-the-shelf
products. Additionally, problems can be software- or hardware-based.

 

The more responsive and knowledgeable
system support and operation staff personnel Small systemsare especially susceptible to viruses,
are, the less user support will be provided while networks are particularly susceptible to hacker
informally. The support other users provide is tacks, which can be targeted at multiple systems.

System support personnel should be able to recognize
important, but they may not be awareof the atacksendieno tonnerae
“whole picture.”
SeeEEEeee

1 In general, larger systems include mainframes, large minicomputers, and WANs. Smaller systems include PCs
and LANs.
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14.2 Software Support

Software is the heart of an organization's computer operations, whatever the size and complexity
of the system. Therefore, it is essential that software function correctly and be protected from
corruption. There are many elements of software support.

Oneis controlling what software is used on a system. If users or systems personnel can load and
execute any software on a system, the system is more vulnerable to viruses, to unexpected
software interactions, and to software that may subvert or bypass security controls. One method
of controlling software is to inspect or test software beforeit is loaded (e.g., to determine
compatibility with custom applications or identify other unforeseen interactions). This can apply
to new software packages, to upgrades, to off-the-shelf products, or to custom software, as
deemed appropriate. In addition to controlling the loading and execution of new software,
organizations should also give care to the configuration and use of powerful system utilities.
System utilities can compromise the integrity of operating systems andlogical access controls.

 

A second elementin software support can be
to ensure that software has not been modified Viruses take advantage ofthe weak software controls
without proper authorization. This involves in personal computers. Also, there are powerful
the protection of software and backup copies. utilities available for PCs that can restore deleted

. . ——— files, find hidden files, and interface directly with PC
This can be done with a combination of :

7 i hardware, bypassing the operating system. Some
logical and physical access controls. organizations use personal computers without floppy

drives in order to have better control over the system.

Manyorganizations also include a program to
ensure that software is properly licensed, as
required. For example, an organization may

There are several widely available utilities that look
for security problems in both networks and the
systems attached to them. Someutilities look for and

audit systems forillegal copies of copyrighted try to exploit security vulnerabilities. (This type of
software. This problem is primarily associated softwareis further discussed in Chapter 9.)
with PCs and LANs,but can apply to amy type aes
of system.

14.3 Configuration Management

Closely related to software support is configuration management — the process of keeping track
of changes to the system and, if needed, approving them.’” Configuration management normally
addresses hardware, software, networking, and other changes; it can be formal or informal. The
primary security goal of configuration managementis ensuring that changes to the system do not
unintentionally or unknowingly diminish security. Some of the methods discussed under software

‘2 This chapter only addresses configuration management during the operational phase. Configuration management
can have extremely important security consequencesduring the developmentphase of a system.
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support, such as inspecting and testing software changes, can be used. Chapter 9 discusses other
methods.

A ,SSSSEEESe

Note that the security goal is to know what
changes occur, not to prevent security from For networked systems, configuration management
being changed. There may be circumstances should include external connections, Is the computer
whensecurity will be reduced. However, the system connected? To what other systems? In turn,

to what systems are these systems and organizations
decrease in security should be the result of a connatted?
decision based onall appropriate factors.
LL——E

A second security goal of configuration
managementis ensuring that changesto the system are reflected in other documentation, such as
the contingency plan. If the change is major, it may be necessary to reanalyze someorall ofthe
security of the system. This is discussed in Chapter 8.

14.4 Backups

‘SSSSE
Support and operations personne! and
sometimes users back up software and data. Users ofsmallersystems are often responsible for
This functionis critical to contingency their own backups. However,in reality they do not
planning. Frequency of backups will depend always perform backupsregularly, Some

organizations, therefore, task support personnel with
upon how often data changes and how making backupsperiodically for smailer systems,
important those changes are. Program either automatically (through server software) or
managers should be consulted to determine manually (by visiting each machine).
what backup schedule is appropriate. Also, as
a safety measure,it is useful to test that
backup copiesare actually usable. Finally, backups should be stored securely, as appropriate
(discussed below).

14.5 Media Controls

Media controls include a variety of measures to provide physical and environmental protection
and accountability for tapes, diskettes, printouts, and other media. From a security perspective,
media controls should be designed to prevent the loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of
information, including data or software, when stored outside the system. This can include storage
of information beforeit is input to the system andafter it is output.

|

The extent of media control depends upon manyfactors, including the type of data, the quantity
of media, and the nature of the user environment. Physical and environmental protection is used
to prevent unauthorized individuals from accessing the media. It also protects against such
factors as heat, cold, or harmful magnetic fields. When necessary, logging the use of individual
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media (e.g., a tape cartridge) provides detailed accountability — to hold authorized people
responsible for their actions.

14.5.1 Marking

Controlling media may require some form ofphysical labeling. The labels can be usedto identify
media with special handling instructions, to locate needed information, or to log media (e.g., with
serial/control numbers or bar codes) to support accountability. Identification is often by colored
labels on diskettes or tapes or banner pages onprintouts.

If labeling is used for special handling Sl
instructions,it is critical that people be Typical markings for media could include: Privacy
appropriately trained. The marking of PC - ActInformation, CompanyProprietary,or Joe's _
input and outputis generally the responsibility _ BackupTape.In eachcase, theindividualshandling

the media mustknowthe applicable handling
of the user, not the system supportstaff. ~ instructions. For:example, at the Acme Patent
Marking backup diskettes can help prevent Research Firm,proprietaryinformation may not leave
them from being accidentally overwritten. thebuildingexceptunder the careofasecurity -

officer. Also,Joe's Backup Tape sshould beeasy to
14.5.2 Logging find incase.something.happensto Joe’s system.

eeeee|

The logging of media is used to support
accountability. Logs can include control numbers(or other tracking data), the times and dates of
transfers, names and signaturesofindividuals involved, and other relevant information. Periodic
spot checks or audits may be conducted to determine that no controlled items have been lost and
that all are in the custody ofindividuals named in control logs. Automated media tracking
systems may be helpful for maintaining inventories of tape and disklibraries.

14.5.3 Integrity Verification

Whenelectronically stored information is read into a computer system, it may be necessary to
determine whetherit has been read correctly or subject to any modification. The integrity of
electronic information can be verified using error detection and correction or, if intentional
modifications are a threat, cryptographic-based technologies. (See Chapter 19.)

14.5.4 Physical Access Protection

Mediacan be stolen, destroyed, replaced with a look-alike copy, or lost. Physical access controls,
which canlimit these problems, include locked doors, desks, file cabinets, or safes.

If the media requires protection at all times, it may be necessary to actually output data to the
mediain a securelocation (e.g., printing to a printer in a locked room insteadofto a general-
purpose printer in a commonarea).
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Physical protection of media should be extended to backup copiesstored offsite. They generally
should be accorded an equivalentlevel of protection to media containing the same information
stored onsite. (Equivalent protection does not meanthat the security measures need to be exactly
the same. The controls at the off-site location are quite likely to be different from the controls at
the regular site.) Physical access is discussed in Chapter 15.

14.5.5 Environmental Protection

Magnetic media, such as diskettes or magnetic tape, require environmental protection, since they
are sensitive to temperature, liquids, magnetism, smoke, and dust. Other media (e.g., paper and
optical storage) may have different sensitivities to environmentalfactors.

14.5.6 Transmittal

Media control maybe transferred both within the organization and to outside elements.
Possibilities for securing such transmittal include sealed and marked envelopes, authorized
messengeror courier, or U.S. certified or registered mail.

14.5.7 Disposition SSS
Many people throw awayold diskettes, believing that

When media is disposed of, it may be erasingthefiles on the diskette has made the data
important to ensure that information is not unretrievable. In reality, however, erasinga file
; , . . simply removesthe pointer to that file. The pointer
improperly disclosed. This applies both to tells the computer where the file is physically stored.

(such as a diskette) and to media inside a directory listing... This does not mean that the file was
computer system, such as a hard disk. The removed. Commonly available utility programs can
process of removing information from media often retrieve information that is presumed deleted.
is called sanitization. peteneennceatns

Three techniques are commonly used for media sanitization: overwriting, degaussing, and
destruction. Overwriting is an effective method for clearing data from magnetic media. As the
name implies, overwriting uses a program to write (1s, Os, or a combination) onto the media.
Commonpractice is to overwrite the media three times. Overwriting should not be confused with
merely deleting the pointer to a file (which typically happens when a delete commandis used).
Overwriting requires that the media be in working order. Degaussing is a method to magnetically
erase data from magnetic media. Two types of degausser exist: strong permanent magnets and
electric degaussers. The final method ofsanitization is destruction of the media by shredding or
burning.
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14.6 Documentation

Documentationofall aspects of computer support and operations is important to ensure
continuity and consistency. Formalizing operational practices and procedures with sufficient
detail helps to eliminate security lapses and oversights, gives new personnel sufficiently detailed
instructions, and provides a quality assurance function to help ensure that operations will be
performed correctly and efficiently.

The security of a system also needs to be documented. This includes many types of
documentation, such as security plans, contingencyplans,risk analyses, and security policies and
procedures. Muchofthis information, particularly risk and threat analyses, has to be protected
against unauthorized disclosure. Security documentation also needs to be both current and
accessible. Accessibility should take special factors into account (such as the need to find the
contingency plan during a disaster).

Security documentation should be designedto fulfill the needs of the different types of people
whouseit. For this reason, many organizations separate documentation into policy.and
procedures. A security procedures manual should be written to inform various system users how
to do their jobs securely. A security procedures manual for systems operations and support staff
may address a wide variety of technical and operational concernsin considerable detail.

14.7 Maintenance

System maintenance requires either physical or logical access to the system. Support and
operationsstaff, hardware or software vendors,or third-party service providers may maintain a
system. Maintenance may be performed onsite, or it may be necessary to move equipment to a
repair site. Maintenance mayalso be performed remotely via communications connections. If
someone whodoesnot normally have access to the system performs maintenance, then a security
vulnerability is introduced.

In some circumstances, it may be necessary to take additional precautions, such as conducting
backgroundinvestigations of service personnel. Supervision of maintenance personnel may
prevent some problems, such as "snooping around”the physical area. However, once someone
has access to the system,it is very difficult for supervision to prevent damage done throughthe
maintenance process.

Many computer systems provide maintenance [Zs7ee
accounts. These special log-in accountsare Oneofthe most common methods hackers use to
normally preconfigured at the factory with break into systems is through maintenance accounts
pre-set, widely knownpasswords. Itis that still have factory-set or easily guessed passwords.
critical to change these passwords or(reenr
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otherwise disable the accounts until they are needed. Procedures should be developed to ensure
that only authorized maintenance personnel can use these accounts. Ifthe accountis to be used
remotely, authentication of the maintenance provider can be performed using call-back
confirmation. This helps ensure that remote diagnostic activities actually originate from an
established phone numberat the vendor's site. Other techniques canalso help, including
encryption and decryption of diagnostic communications; strong identification and authentication
techniques, such as tokens; and remote disconnectverification.

Larger systems may have diagnostic ports. In addition, manufacturers of larger systems and
third-party providers may offer more diagnostic and support services. It is critical to ensure that
these ports are only used by authorized personnel and cannot be accessed by hackers.

14.8 Interdependencies

There are support and operations components in mostof the controls discussed in this handbook.

Personnel. Most support and operations staff have special access to the system. Some
organizations conduct background checksonindividuals filling these positions to screen out
possibly untrustworthy individuals.

Incident Handling. Support and operations may include an organization's incident handlingstaff.
Evenif they are separate organizations, they need to work together to recognize and respond to
incidents.

Contingency Planning. Support and operations normally provides technical input to contingency
planning andcarries out the activities of making backups, updating documentation, and practicing
responding to contingencies.

Security Awareness, Training, and Education. Support and operationsstaff should be trained in
security procedures and should be aware of the importance of security. In addition, they provide
technical expertise needed to teach users how to secure their systems.

Physical and Environmental. Support and operations staff often control the immediate physical
area around the computer system.

Technical Controls. The technical controls are installed, maintained, and used by support and
operationsstaff. They create the user accounts, add users to access controllists, review audit
logs for unusualactivity, control bulk encryption over telecommunicationslinks, and perform the
countless operational tasks neededto use technical controls effectively. In addition, support and

_ Operationsstaff provide neededinputto the selection of controls based on their knowledge of
system capabilities and operational constraints.
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Assurance. Support and operations staff ensure that changes to a system do not introduce
security vulnerabilities by using assurance methodsto evaluate or test the changesandtheir effect
on the system. Operational assurance is normally performed by support and operationsstaff.

14.9 Cost Considerations

The cost of ensuring adequate security in day-to-day support and operationsis largely dependent
uponthe size and characteristics of the operating environment and the nature of the processing
being performed. If sufficient support personnelare already available, it is important that they be
trained in the security aspects of their assigned jobs; it is usually not necessary to hire additional
support and operationssecurity specialists. Training, both initial and ongoing, is a cost of
successfully incorporating security measures into support and operationsactivities.

Anothercost is that associated with creating and updating documentation to ensure that security
concernsare appropriately reflected in support and operationspolicies, procedures, and duties.
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Chapter 15

PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY

° a

The term physical and environmental

security, as used in this chapter, refers to Physical and environmentalsecurity controls are
measurestaken to protect systems, buildings, implementedto protectthe facility housing system
and related supporting infrastructure against resources,the system resources themselves, and the
threats associated with their physical facilities used to support their operation.
environment.'® Physical and environmental SSTT
security controls include the following three
broad areas:

1. The physical facility is usually the building, other structure, or vehicle housing the system
and network components. Systems can be characterized, based upon their operating
location, as static, mobile, or portable. Static systems are installed in structures at fixed
locations. Mobile systems are installed in vehicles that perform the function of a structure,
but not at a fixed location. Portable systems are notinstalled in fixed operating locations.
They may be operated in wide variety of locations, including buildings or vehicles, or in the
open. The physical characteristics of these structures and vehicles determine the level of
such physicalthreats asfire, roof leaks, or unauthorized access.

2. The facility's general geographic operating location determines the characteristics of
natural threats, which include earthquakes and flooding; man-made threats such as burglary,
civil disorders, or interception of transmissions and emanations; and damaging nearby
activities, including toxic chemicalspills, explosions, fires, and electromagnetic interference
from emitters, such as radars.

3. Supporting facilities are those services (both technical and human) that underpin the
operation of the system. The system's operation usually depends on supportingfacilities such
as electric power, heating and air conditioning, and telecommunications. The failure or
substandard performanceofthese facilities may interrupt operation of the system and may
cause physical damage to system hardwareorstored data.

This chapterfirst discusses the benefits of physical security measures, and then presents an
overview of common physical and environmental security controls. Physical and environmental
security measuresresult in many benefits, such as protecting employees. This chapter focuses on
the protection of computer systems from the following:

'3 This chapter draws upon work by Robert V. Jacobson, International Security Technology, Inc., funded by the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Interruptions in Providing Computer Services. An external threat may interrupt the scheduled
operation of a system. The magnitude of the losses depends on the duration and timing of the
service interruption and the characteristics of the operations end users perform.

Physical Damage. If asystem's hardware is damaged or destroyed, it usually has to be repaired
or replaced. Data may be destroyed as an act of sabotage by a physical attack on data storage
media (e.g., rendering the data unreadable or only partly readable). If data stored by a system for
operational use is destroyed or corrupted, the data needs to be restored from back-up copies or
from the original sources before the system can be used. The magnitude ofloss from physical
damage depends onthe cost to repair or replace the damaged hardware anddata, as well as costs
arising from service interruptions.

Unauthorized Disclosure of Information. The physical characteristics of the facility housing a
system may permit an intruder to gain access both to media external to system hardware(such as
diskettes, tapes and printouts) and to media within system components(suchasfixed disks),
transmission lines or display screens. All mayresult in loss of disclosure-sensitive information.

Loss of Control over System Integrity. If an intruder gains access to the central processing unit,it
is usually possible to reboot the system and bypass logical access controls. This can lead to
information disclosure, fraud, replacement of system and application software, introduction of a
Trojan horse, and more. Moreover,if such access is gained, it may be very difficult to determine
what has been modified, lost, or corrupted.

Physical Theft. System hardware may be stolen. The magnitude ofthe loss is determined by the
costs to replace the stolen hardware and restore data stored on stolen media. Theft may also
result in service interruptions.

This chapter discusses seven major areas of physical and environmental security controls:

physical access controls,
fire safety,
supporting utilities,
structural collapse,
plumbingleaks,
interception of data, and
mobile and portable systems.
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15.1 Physical Access Controls

P :aeaESenee
Physical access controls restrict the entry and
exit of personnel (and often equipment and Life Safety
media) from an area, such as an office
building, suite, data center, or room It is important to understand that the objectives of

physical access contrals may be in conflict with those
» of life safety. Simply stated,life safety focuses on
providing easyexit from’afacility, particularly in an

containing a LAN server.

The controls over physical access to the emergency, while physical security strivesto control
elements of a system can include controlled entry. In general, life safety must be givenfirst
areas, barriers that isolate each area,entry consideration, but it is usually possible to achieve an

ws ‘ ; effective balance between the two goals.
points in the barriers, and screening measures

at each of the entry points. In addition,staff For example, itis often possible to equip emergency
members who workin a restricted area serve exit doors with a time delay. When one pushes onthe
an importantrole in providing physical panic bar, a loudalarm sounds, and the dooris
security, as they can be trained to challenge released after a brief delay. The expectation is that

people will be deterred from using such exits
improperly, but will not be significantly endangered
duringan emergency evacuation.

people they do not recognize.

Physical access controls should address not
only the area containing system hardware, but
also locations of wiring used to connect
elements of the system, the electric powerservice, the air conditioning and heating plant,
telephone and data lines, backup media and source documents, and any other elements required
system's Operation. This meansthatall the areas in the building(s) that contain system elements
must be identified.

It is also important to review the effectiveness
of physical access controls in each area, both There are manytypes of physical access controls,
during normal business hours, and at other including badges, memory cards, guards, keys, true-
times — particularly when an area may be floor-to-true-ceiling wall construction, fences, and

. : ] :unoccupied. Effectiveness depends on both oe
the characteristics of the control devices useh SELLA

(e.g., keycard-controlled doors) and the
implementation and operation. Statementsto the effect that "only authorized persons mayenter
this area" are not particularly effective. Organizations should determine whetherintruders can
easily defeat the controls, the extent to which strangers are challenged, and the effectiveness of
other control procedures. Factors like these modify the effectiveness of physical controls.

Thefeasibility of surreptitious entry also needs to be considered. For example, it may be possible
to go overthe top of a partition that stops at the underside of a suspendedceiling or to cut a hole
in a plasterboard partition in a location hidden by furniture. If a door is controlled by a
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combination lock, it may be possible to observe an authorized person entering the lock
combination. If keycards are not carefully controlled, an intruder maybe able to steal a card left
onadeskor use a card passed back by an accomplice.

Corrective actions can address any of the factors listed above. Adding an additional barrier
reducesthe risk to the areas behind the barrier.

Enhancing the screening at an entry point can redUCC EEE
the numberof penetrations. For example, a guard
mayprovide a higherlevel of screening than a Types ofBuildingCe
keycard-controlled door, pee anti-passbackfeature There are four basic kinds of building construction:
can be added. Reorganizingtraffic patterns, work (a) light frame, (b) heavy timber, (c) incombustible,
flow, and work areas may reduce the number of and (d) fire resistant. Note that the termfireproofis
people who needaccessto a restricted area. Physical not used because nostructure can resist a fire |
modifications to barriers can reduce the vulnerabilit incohianely, Most honeaaes

_, : y survive more than about thirty minutes inafire.
to surreptitious entry. Intrusion detectors, such as Heavy timber meansthatthe basicstructural elements
closed-circuit television cameras, motion detectors, have @ minimum thickness offour inches. When such

and otherdevices, can detectintruders in unoccupied structures burn, thechar that forms tendstoinsulate
the interior of the timber and the structure may
survive for an hour or more depending on the details.
Incombustible meansthat the structure members will

15.2 Fire Safety Factors not burn. This almost always meansthat the
members aresteel. Note, however, that steel loses it
strengthat high temperatures, at which pointthe
structure collapses. Fire resistant means that the
structural members are incombustibleand are

spaces.

Building fires are a particularly important security
threat because of the potential for complete

destruction of both hardware and data, the risk to insulated. Typically, the insulation is either concrete
humanlife, and the pervasiveness of the damage. that encases steel members,or is a mineral woolthat
Smoke, corrosive gases, and high humidity from a is sprayed onto the members. Of course,the heavier
localized fire can damage systems throughout an the insulation, the longer the structure will resist a

; “pas a fire.
entire building. Consequently, it is important to

evaluate the fire safety of buildings that house Note that a building constructedofreinforced
systems. Following are importantfactors in concrete can still be destroyed inafireifthere is
determining therisks from fire. sufficient fuel present and fire fighting is ineffective.

The prolonged heatofa fire can causedifferential
expansion ofthe concrete which causes spalling.

Ignition Sources. Fires begin because something Portions ofthe concrete split off, exposingthe
supplies enough heat to cause other materials to burn. reinforcing, and the interior of the concreteis subject
Typical ignition sources are failures of electric devices to additional spalling. Furthermore, as heated floor
and wiring,carelessly discarded cigarettes, improper slabs expand outward, they deform supporting

columns. Thus, a reinforced concrete parking garage
with open exterior walls and a relatively low fire load
has a low fire risk, but a similar archival record

storage of materials subject to spontaneous
combustion, improper operation of heating devices,

and, of course, arson. storage facility with closed exterior walls and a high
fire load has a higher risk even though the basic

Fuel Sources. Ifa fire is to grow,it must have a building material is incombustible.
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supply offuel, material that will burn to support its growth, and an adequate supply of oxygen.
Oncea fire becomesestablished, it depends on the combustible materials in the building (referred
to as the fire load) to support its further growth. The more fuel per square meter, the more
intense the fire will be.

Building Operation. Ifa building is well maintained and operated so as to minimize the
accumulation of fuel (such as maintaining the integrity of fire barriers), the fire risk will be
minimized.

Building Occupancy. Some occupanciesare inherently more dangerous than others because of
an above-average numberofpotential ignition sources. For example, a chemical warehouse may
contain an above-average fuel load.

Fire Detection. The more quicklyafire is detected,all other things being equal, the more easily
it can be extinguished, minimizing damage. It is also important to accurately pinpoint the location
ofthe fire.

Fire Extinguishment.Afire will burn until it consumesall of the fuel in the building or until it is
extinguished. Fire extinguishment may be automatic, as with an automatic sprinkler system or a
HALONdischarge system, or it may be performed by people using portable extinguishers, cooling
the fire site with a stream of water, by limiting the supply of oxygen with a blanket of foam or
powder,or by breaking the combustion chemical reaction chain.

When properly installed, maintained, and ee
provided with an adequate supply of water, Halons have been identified as harmful to the Earth's
automatic sprinkler systems are highly protective ozone layer. So, under an international
effective in protecting buildings and their agreement {known as the Montreal Protocol),
contents." Nonetheless, one often hears eaeee

f ; i September 1992, the General Services
uninformed personsspeak of the water Administration issued a moratorium onhalon use by
damage done by sprinkler systems as a federal agencies.
disadvantage. Fires that trigger sprinkler
systems cause the water damage.'® In short,
sprinkler systems reducefire damage,protect thelives of building occupants, and limit thefire
damage to the buildingitself. All these factors contribute to more rapid recovery of systems

'% As discussed in this section, many variables affect fire safety and should be taken into accountin selectinga fire
extinguishment system. While automatic sprinklers can be veryeffective, selection ofa fire extinguishmentsystem for a
particular building should take into accountthe particular fire risk factors. Other factors may include rate changes from
either a fire insurance carrier or a business interruption insurancecarrier. Professional advice is required.

'°5 Occurrences of accidental discharge are extremelyrare, and,in a fire, only the sprinkler heads in the immediate
area ofthe fire open and discharge water.
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followingafire.

Each of these factors is important when estimating the occurrencerate of fires and the amount of
damagethat will result. The objective ofa fire-safety program is to optimize these factors to
minimize therisk offire.

15.3 Failure of Supporting Utilities

Systems and the people who operate them need to have a reasonably well-controlled operating
environment. Consequently, failures of heating and air-conditioning systems will usually cause a
service interruption and may damage hardware. Theseutilities are composed of many elements,
each of which must function properly.

For example, the typical air-conditioning system consists of (1) air handlers that cool and humidify
room air, (2) circulating pumpsthat send chilled water to the air handlers, (3) chillers that extract
heat from the water, and (4) cooling towers that discharge the heat to the outside air. Each of
these elements has a mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) and a mean-time-to-repair (MTTR).
Using the MTBF and MTTRvaluesfor each of the elements of a system, one can estimate the
occurrence rate of system failures and the range of resulting service interruptions.

This sameline of reasoning applies to electric powerdistribution, heating plants, water, sewage,
and otherutilities required for system operation or staff comfort. By identifying the failure modes
of each utility and estimating the MTBF and MTTR,necessary failure threat parameters can be
developed to calculate the resulting risk. The risk ofutility failure can be reduced by substituting
units with lower MTBF values. MTTR can be reduced by stocking spare parts on site and
training maintenance personnel. And the outages resulting from a given MTBFcan be reduced by
installing redundant units under the assumptionthat failures are distributed randomlyin time.
Eachofthese strategies can be evaluated by comparing the reduction in risk with the cost to
achieveit.

15.4 Structural Collapse

A building may be subjected to a load greater than it can support. Most commonlythisis a result
of an earthquake, a snow load onthe roof beyonddesigncriteria, an explosion that displaces or
cuts structural members, or a fire that weakens structural members. Even if the structure is not

completely demolished, the authorities may decide to ban its further use, sometimes even banning
entry to remove materials. This threat applies primarily to high-rise buildings and those with large
interior spaces without supporting columns.
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15.5 Plumbing Leaks

While plumbingleaksdo not occur every day, they canbe seriously disruptive. The building's
plumbing drawings can help locate plumbing lines that might endanger system hardware. These
lines include hot and cold water, chilled water supply and return lines, steam lines, automatic
sprinkler lines, fire hose standpipes, and drains. If a building includesa laboratory or
manufacturing spaces, there may be otherlines that conduct water, corrosive or toxic chemicals,
or gases.

Asa rule, analysis often showsthat the cost to relocate threatening linesis difficult to justify.
However, the location of shutoff valves and procedures that should be followed in the event of a
failure must be specified. Operating and security personnel should havethis information
immediately available for use in an emergency. In somecases, it may be possibleto relocate
system hardware, particularly distributed LAN hardware.

15.6 Interception of Data

Depending onthe type of data a system processes, there may bea significantrisk if the data is
intercepted. There are three routes of data interception: direct observation, interception of data
transmission, and electromagnetic interception.

Direct Observation. System terminal and workstation display screens may be observed by
unauthorized persons. In mostcases,it is relatively easy to relocate the display to eliminate the
exposure.

Interception of Data Transmissions. IHan interceptor can gain accessto data transmissionlines,
it may be feasible to tap into the lines and read the data being transmitted. Network monitoring
tools can be used to capture data packets. Of course, the interceptor cannot control whatis
transmitted, and so may notbe able to immediately observe data of interest. However, over a
period of time there may bea seriouslevel of disclosure. Local area networks typically broadcast
messages.'® Consequently,all traffic, including passwords, couldberetrieved. Interceptors
could also transmit spurious data on tappedlines, either for purposes of disruption orfor fraud.

Electromagnetic Interception. Systems routinely radiate electromagnetic energy that can be
detected with special-purpose radio receivers. Successful interception will depend onthe signal
strength at the receiver location; the greater the separation between the system andthe receiver,
the lower the success rate. TEMPESTshielding, of either equipment or rooms, can be used to
minimize the spread of electromagnetic signals. The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver,

' An insider may be able to easily collect data by configuring their ethernet networkinterface to receive all network
traffic, rather than just network traffic intended for this node. This is called the promiscuous mode.
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determined in part by the number of competing emitters will also affect the success rate. The
more workstations of the same type in the same location performing "random"activity, the more
difficult it is to intercept a given workstation's radiation. On the other hand, the trend toward
wireless (i.e., deliberate radiation) LAN connections mayincrease the likelihood of successful
interception.

15.7 Mobile and Portable Systems

The analysis and managementofrisk usually has to be modified if a system is installed in a vehicle
or is portable, such as a laptop computer. The system in a vehicle will share the risks of the
vehicle, including accidents andtheft, as well as regional andlocal risks.

7 —————_——_—_xqx—_—_—_—;_—_>FX£_—_—_———S—_=>oo
Portable and mobile systems share an
increased risk of theft and physical damage. Encryption of data files on stored media may also be a
In addition, portable systems can be cost-effective precaution against disclosure of
"misplaced"or left unattended bycareless confidential information ifa laptop computer islost or
users. Secure storage of laptop computersis ae
often required when they are not in use. iE

If a mobile or portable system uses particularly valuable or important data, it may be appropriate
to either store its data on a medium that can be removed from the system whenit is unattended or
to encrypt the data. In any case, the issue of how custody of mobile and portable computers are
to be controlled should be addressed. Depending onthesensitivity of the system andits
application, it may be appropriate to require briefings of users and signed briefing
acknowledgments. (See Chapter 10 for an example.)

15.8 Approach to Implementation

Like other security measures, physical and environmental security controls are selected because
they are cost-beneficial. This does not mean that a user must conducta detailed cost-benefit
analysis for the selection of every control. There are four general ways to justify the selection of
controls:

1. They are required by law or regulation. Fire exit doors with panic bars and exitlights
are examples of security measures required by law or regulation. Presumably, the regulatory
authority has considered the costs and benefits and has determinedthat it is in the public
interest to require the security measure. A lawfully conducted organization has no option but
to implementall required security measures.

2. The costis insignificant, but the benefit is material. A good example ofthisis a facility
with a key-locked low-traffic doorto a restricted access. The cost of keeping the door
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locked is minimal, but there is a significant benefit. Once a significant benefit/minimal cost
security measure has beenidentified, no further analysis is required to justify its
implementation.

3. The security measure addresses a potentially "fatal" security exposure but has a
reasonable cost. Backing up system software and data is an example of this justification .
For most systems, the cost of making regular backup copies is modest (comparedto the
costs of operating the system), the organization would notbe able to functionif the stored
data werelost, and the cost impactof the failure would be material. In such cases, it would
not be necessary to develop any further costjustification for the backup of software and data.
However, this justification depends on what constitutes a modest cost, and it does not
identify the optimum backup schedule. Broadly speaking, a cost that does not require
budgeting of additional funds would qualify.

4. The security measure is estimated to be cost-beneficial. If the cost of a potential security
measure is significant, and it cannot be justified by any of the first three reasons listed above,
then its cost (both implementation and ongoing operation) and its benefit (reduction in future
expected losses) need to be analyzed to determineif it is cost-beneficial. In this context,
cost-beneficial means that the reduction in expectedlossis significantly greater than the cost
of implementing the security measure.

Arriving at the fourth justification requires a detailed analysis. Simple rules of thumb do not
apply. Consider, for example, the threat of electric powerfailure and the security measures that
can protect against such an event. The threat parameters, rate of occurrence, and range of outage
durations depend on the location of the system,the details of its connection to the local electric
powerutility, the details of the internal powerdistribution system, and the character of other
activities in the building that use electric power. The system's potential losses from service
interruption depends on the details of the functions it performs. Two systems that are otherwise
identical can support functions that have quite different degrees of urgency. Thus, two systems
may have the same electric powerfailure threat and vulnerability parameters, yet entirely different
loss potential parameters.

Furthermore, a numberof different security measures are available to addresselectric power
failures. These measures differ in both cost and performance. For example, the cost of an
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) dependsonthesize of the electric load it can support, the
number of minutes it can support the load, and the speed with which it assumes the load when the
primary powersourcefails. An on-site power generator could also beinstalled either in place of a
UPS(accepting the fact that a powerfailure will cause a brief service interruption) orin order to
provide long-term backup to a UPS system. Design decisions include the magnitudeof the load
the generator will support, the size of the on-site fuel supply, and the details of the facilities to
switch the load from the primary source or the UPSto the on-site generator.
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This example showssystems with a wide range ofrisks and a wide range ofavailable security
measures (including, of course, no action), each with its own cost factors and performance
parameters.

15.9 Interdependencies

Physical and environmental security measures rely on and support the proper functioning of many
of the other areas discussed in this handbook. Among the most important are the following:

Logical Access Controls. Physical security controls augment technical means for controlling
access to information and processing. Even if the most advanced and best-implementedlogical
access controls are in place, if physical security measures are inadequate, logical access controls
may be circumvented by directly accessing the hardware and storage media. For example, a
computer system may be rebooted using different software.

Contingency Planning. A large portion of the contingency planning process involves the failure
of physical and environmental controls. Having sound controls, therefore, can help minimize
losses from such contingencies.

Identification and Authentication (I&A). Manyphysical access control systems requirethat
people be identified and authenticated. Automated physical security access controls can use the
same types of I&A as other computer systems. In addition, it is possible to use the same tokens
(e.g., badges) as those used for other computer-based I&A.

Other. Physical and environmental controls are also closely linked to the activities of the local
guard force, fire house,life safety office, and medical office. These organizations should be
consulted for their expertise in planning controls for the systems environment.

15.10 Cost Considerations

Costs associated with physical security measures range greatly. Useful generalizations about
costs, therefore, are difficult make. Some measures, such as keeping a door locked, may be a
trivial expense. Other features, such as fire-detection and -suppression systems, can be far more
costly. Cost considerations should include operation. For example, adding controlled-entry
doors requires persons using the door to stop and unlock it. Locks also require physical key
management and accounting (and rekeying when keysarelost or stolen). Often these effects will
be inconsequential, but they should be fully considered. As with other security measures, the
objective is to select those that are cost-beneficial.
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Chapter 16

IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION

For most systems, identification and authentication (I&A)is the first line of defense. I&A is a
technical measure that prevents unauthorized people (or unauthorized processes) from entering a
computer system.

I&A is a critical building block of computersecurity since it is the basis for most types of access
control and for establishing user accountability.'"’ Access control often requires that the system
be able to identify and differentiate among users. For example, access controlis often based on
least privilege, which refers to the granting to users of only those accesses required to perform
their duties. User accountability requires the linking of activities on a computer system to specific
individuals and, therefore, requires the system to identify users.

Identification is the means by which a user
provides a claimedidentity to the system. A typical useridentification could be JSMITH (for
Authentication'™is the meansofestablishing Jane Smith).. This information can be known by
the validity ofthis claim. system administrators and other system users. A

typical user authentication could be Jane Smith's
password, which iskept secret. This way system

This chapter discusses the basic means of administrators can set up Jane's access and see her
identification and authentication, the current activity on the audittrail, and system users can send
technology used to provide I&A, and some her e-mail, but no one can pretend to be Jane.
important implementation issues.

Computer systems recognize people based on the authentication data the systems receive.
Authentication presents several challenges: collecting authentication data, transmitting the data
securely, and knowing whether the person whowasoriginally authenticatedis still the person
using the computer system. For example, a user may walk away from a terminal while still logged
on, and another person maystart usingit.

There are three meansof authenticating a user's identity which can be used aloneorin
combination:

® something the individual knows(a secret— e.g., a password, Personal Identification
Number(PIN), or cryptographic key);

'°T Not all types of access control require identification and authentication.

!08 Computers also use authentication to verify that a messageorfile has not been altered andto verify that a message
originated with a certain person. This chapter only addresses user authentication. The other formsof authentication are
addressed in the Chapter 19.
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e something the individual possesses (a token — e.g., an ATM card or a smart card);
and

e something the individual /s (a biometric — e.g., such characteristics as a voice
pattern, handwriting dynamics,or a fingerprint).

1

While it may appear that any of these means
could provide strong authentication, there are For most applications, trade-offs will have to be made
problems associated with each. If people amongsecurity, ease of use, and ease of
wanted to pretend to be someoneelse on a administration, especially in modern networked

environments,
computer system, they can guessorlearn that
individual's password; they can also steal oraA|
fabricate tokens. Each method also has

drawbacksfor legitimate users and system administrators: users forget passwords and maylose
tokens, and administrative overhead for keeping track of I&A data and tokens can be substantial.
Biometric systems havesignificant technical, user acceptance, and cost problems as well.

This section explains current I&A technologies and their benefits and drawbacksas theyrelate to
the three means of authentication. Although someof the technologies make use of cryptography
because it can significantly strengthen authentication, the explanations of cryptography appear in
Chapter 19, rather than in this chapter.

16.1 I&A Based on Something the User Knows

The most common form of I&Ais a user ID coupled with a password. This technique is based
solely on something the user knows. There are other techniques besides conventional passwords
that are based on knowledge, such as knowledgeof a cryptographic key.

16.1.1 Passwords

In general, password systems workby requiring the user to enter a user ID and password (or
passphrase or personal identification number). The system compares the password to a previously
stored password for that user ID. If there is a match, the useris authenticated and granted access.

Benefits of Passwords. Passwords have been successfully providing security for computer
systems for a long time. Theyare integrated into many operating systems, and users and system
administrators are familiar with them. When properly managedin a controlled environment, they
can provide effective security.

Problems With Passwords. The security of a password system is dependent upon keeping
passwordssecret. Unfortunately, there are many waysthat the secret may be divulged. All of the
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problems discussed below canbe significantly mitigated by improving passwordsecurity, as
discussed in the sidebar. However, there is no fix for the problem ofelectronic monitoring,
except to use more advanced authentication (e.g., based on cryptographic techniques or tokens).

1. Guessing orfinding passwords. If
users select their own passwords, they
tend to make them easy to remember.
That often makes them easy to guess.
The names ofpeople's children, pets, or
favorite sports teams are common
examples. On the other hand, assigned
passwords may be difficult to remember,
so users are morelikely to write them
down. Many computer systems are
shipped with administrative accounts that
have preset passwords. Because these
passwordsare standard, they are easily
“guessed.” Although security
practitioners have been warning about
this problem for years, many system
administrators still do not change default
passwords. Another methodoflearning
passwordsis to observe someone
entering a password or PIN. The
observation can be done by someonein
the same room or by someone some
distance away using binoculars. This is
often referred to as shoulder surfing.

2. Giving passwords away. Users may
share their passwords. They may give
their passwordto a co-workerin order to
share files. In addition, people can be
tricked into divulging their passwords.
This processis referred to as social
engineering.

Improving Password Security

Password generators. If users are not allawed to
generate their own passwords, they cannotpick easy-
to-guess passwords. Some generators create only
pronounceable nonwords to help users remember
them. However, users tend to write down hard-to-

remember passwords.

Limits on log-in attempts. Many operating systems
can be configured to lock a user ID after a set number
of failed log-in attempts. This helps to prevent
guessing of passwords.

Passwordattributes. Users can be instructed, or the

system can force them,to select passwords (1) with a
certain minimum length, (2) with special characters,
(3) that are unrelated to their user ID,or (4) to pick
passwords which are not in an on-line dictionary.
This makes passwords moredifficult to guess (but
morelikely to be written down).

Changing passwords. Periodic changing of
passwords can reduce the damage doneby stolen
passwords and can make brute-force attempts to
break into systems moredifficult. Too frequent
changes, however, can be irritating to users.

Technical protection of the password file. Access
control and one-way encryption can be used to protect
the password file itself.

Note: Many of these techniquesare discussed in FIPS 112,
Password Usage and FIPS 181, Automated Password Generator.

3. Electronic monitoring. When passwordsare transmitted to a computer system, they can
be electronically monitored. This can happen on the network used to transmit the password
or on the computersystem itself. Simple encryption of a passwordthat will be used again
does notsolve this problem because encrypting the same password will create the same
ciphertext; the ciphertext becomes the password.
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4. Accessing the passwordfile. If the passwordfile is not protected by strong access
controls, the file can be downloaded. Passwordfiles are often protected with one-way
encryption’ so that plain-text passwordsare notavailable to system administrators or
hackers (if they successfully bypass access controls). Evenif the file is encrypted, brute force
can be used to learn passwordsif the file is downloaded (e.g., by encrypting English words
and comparing them to the fue).

Passwords Used as Access Control. Some mainframe operating systems and many PC
applications use passwords as a meansofrestricting access to specific resources within a system.
Instead of using mechanisms suchas accesscontrollists (see Chapter 17), access is granted by
entering a password. Theresult is a proliferation of passwordsthat can reduce the overall
security of asystem. While the use of passwords as a meansof access control is common,it is an
approachthatis often less than optimal and not cost-effective.

16.1.2 Cryptographic Keys

Althoughthe authentication derived from the knowledge of a cryptographic key may be based
entirely on something the user knows,it is necessary for the user to also possess (or have access
to) something that can perform the cryptographic computations, such as a PC or a smart card.
For this reason, the protocols used are discussed in the Smart Tokens section of this chapter.
However,it is possible to implement these types of protocols without using a smart token.
Additional discussionis also provided under the Single Log-in section.

16.2 I&A Based on Something the User Possesses

Although some techniques are based solely on something the user possesses, most of the
techniques described in this section are combined with something the user knows. This
combination can provide significantly stronger security than either something the user knowsor
possessesalone.''”

Objects that a user possesses for the purpose of I&Aare called tokens. This section divides
tokens into two categories: memory tokens and smart tokens.

' One-way encryption algorithms only provide for the encryption of data. The resulting ciphertext cannot be
decrypted. When passwordsare entered into the system, they are one-way encrypted, and the result is compared with the
stored ciphertext. (See the Chapter 19.)

'° For the purpose of understanding how possession-based I&A works,it is not necessaryto distinguish whether
possession of a tokenin various systemsis identification or authentication.
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16.2.1 Memory Tokens

Memorytokensstore, but do not process, information. Special reader/writer devices control the
writing and reading of data to and from the tokens. The most common type of memory tokenis a
magnetic striped card, in which a thin stripe of magnetic materialis affixed to the surface of a card
(e.g., as on the back of credit cards). A commonapplication of memory tokens for authentication
to computer systems is the automatic teller machine (ATM) card. This uses a combination of
something the user possesses(the card) with something the user knows(the PIN).

Some computer systems authentication technologies are based solely on possession of a token,
but they are less common. Token-only systems are morelikely to be used in other applications,
such as for physical access. (See Chapter 15.)

Benefits ofMemory Token Systems. Memory tokens whenused with PINsprovide significantly
more security than passwords. In addition, memory cardsare inexpensive to produce. For a
hacker or other would-be masquerader to pretend to be someoneelse, the hacker must have both
a valid token and the corresponding PIN. This is much moredifficult than obtaining a valid
password and user ID combination (especially since most user IDs are common knowledge).

Anotherbenefit of tokensis that they can be used in support of log generation without the need
for the employee to key in a user ID for each transaction or other logged event since the token
can be scanned repeatedly. If the token is required for physical entry and exit, then people will be
forced to remove the token whenthey leave the computer. This can help maintain authentication.

Problems With Memory Token Systems. Although sophisticated technical attacks are possible
against memory token systems, most of the problems associated with them relate to their cost,
administration, tokenloss, user dissatisfaction, and the compromise of PINs. Most of the
techniquesfor increasing the security of memory token systems relate to the protection of PINs.
Manyofthe techniques discussed in the sidebar on Improving Password Security apply to PINs.

1. Requires special reader. The need for a special reader increases the cost of using
memory tokens. The readers used for memory tokens must include both the physical unit
that reads the card and a processor that determines whether the card and/or the PIN entered
with the cardis valid. If the PIN or

tokenis validated by a processorthat is
not physically located with the reader, Attacks on memory-card systems have sometimes
then the authentication data is vulnerable been quite creative. One group stole an ATM
to electronic monitoring (although machine that they installed at a local shopping mall.

. The machine collected valid account numbers and
cryptographycan be usedto solve this corresponding PINs, which the thieves used to forge
problem). cards. The forged cards were then used to withdraw

money from legitimate ATMs.

2. Token loss. A lost token may PreVeTt sassSsrSsSSeSSSSSSSs
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the user from being able to log in until a replacement is provided. This can increase
administrative overhead costs.

The lost token could be found by someone who wantsto break into the system, or could be
stolen or forged. If the token is also used with a PIN,any of the methods described above in
password problems can be used to obtain the PIN. Common methodsare finding the PIN
taped to the card or observing the PIN being entered bythe legitimate user. In addition, any
information stored on the magnetic stripe that has not been encrypted canbe read.

3. User Dissatisfaction. In general, users want computers to be easy to use. Many users
find it inconvenient to carry and present a token. However, their dissatisfaction may be
reducedif they see the need for increased security.

16.2.2 Smart Tokens

A smart token expandsthe functionality of a memory token by incorporating one or more
integrated circuits into the token itself. When used for authentication, a smart token is another
example of authentication based on something a user possesses(i.e., the token itself). A smart
token typically requires a user also to provide something the user knows(1.e., a PEN or password)
in order to “unlock” the smart token for use.

There are many different types of smart tokens. In general, smart tokens can be divided three
different ways based on physical characteristics, interface, and protocols used. These three
divisions are not mutually exclusive.

Physical Characteristics. Smart tokens can be divided into two groups: smart cards and other
types of tokens. A smart card lookslike a credit card, but incorporates an embedded
microprocessor. Smart cards are defined by an International Standards Organization (ISO)
standard. Smart tokens that are not smart cards can looklike calculators, keys, or other small
portable objects.

Interface. Smart tokens have either a manualor an electronic interface. Manual or human
interface tokens have displays and/or keypadsto allow humans to communicate with the card.
Smart tokens with electronic interfaces must be read by special reader/writers. Smart cards,
described above, have an electronic interface. Smart tokens that look like calculators usually have
a manualinterface.

Protocol. There are many possible protocols a smart token can use for authentication. In
general, they can be divided into three categories: static password exchange, dynamic password
generators, and challenge-response.

@ Static tokens worksimilarly to memory tokens, except that the users authenticate themselves
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to the token and then the token authenticates the user to the computer.

@ A token that uses a dynamic password generator protocolcreates a unique value, for
example, an eight-digit number, that changes periodically (e.g., every minute). If the token
has a manual interface, the user simply reads the current value and then typesit into the
computer system for authentication. If the token has an electronic interface, the transferis

done automatically. If the correct value is provided, the log-in is permitted, and the useris
granted access to the system.

@ Tokensthat use a challenge-response protocol work by having the computer generate a
challenge, such as a random string of numbers. The smart token then generates a response
based on the challenge. This is sent back to the computer, which authenticates the user based
on the response. The challenge-response protocol is based on cryptography. Challenge-
response tokens can use either electronic or manualinterfaces.

There are other types of protocols, some more sophisticated and someless so. The three types
described above are the most common.

Benefits of Smart Tokens

Smart tokens offer great flexibility and can be used to solve many authentication problems. The
benefits of smart tokens vary, depending on the type used. In general, they provide greater
security than memory cards. Smart tokens can solve the problem ofelectronic monitoring even if
the authentication is done across an open networkby using one-time passwords.

I. One-time passwords. Smart tokensthat use either dynamic password generation or
challenge-response protocols can create one-time passwords. Electronic monitoring is not a
problem with one-time passwords because each time the useris authenticated to the
computer, a different “password” is used. (A hacker could learn the one-time password
through electronic monitoring, but would be of no value.)

2. Reducedrisk offorgery. Generally, the memory on a smart tokenis not readable unless
the PIN is entered. In addition, the tokens are more complex and, therefore, more difficult to
forge.

3. Multi-application. Smart tokens with electronic interfaces, such as smart cards, provide a
wayfor users to access many computers using many networks with only one log-in. This is
further discussed in the Single Log-in section of this chapter. In addition, a single smart card
can be used for multiple functions, such as physical access or as a debit card.
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Problems with Smart Tokens

Like memory tokens, most of the problems associated with smart tokensrelate to their cost, the
administration of the system, and userdissatisfaction. Smart tokens are generally less vulnerable
to the compromise of PINs because authentication usually takes place on the card. (It is possible,
of course, for someone to watch a PIN being entered andsteal that card.) Smart tokens cost
more than memorycards because they are more complex,particularly challenge-response
calculators.

1. Need reader/writers or human eeee
intervention. Smart tokens can use either Electronic reader/writers can take many forms, such
an electronic or a human interface. An as a slot in.a PC or a separate external device. Most

electronic interface requires a reader, humaninterfacesconsist ofa keypad and display.
whichcreates additional expense. a|
Humaninterfaces require more actions
from the user. This is especially true for challenge-response tokens with a manual interface,
which require the user to type the challenge into the smart token and the responseinto the
computer. This can increase userdissatisfaction.

2. Substantial Administration. Smart tokens, like passwords and memory tokens, require
strong administration. For tokens that use cryptography, this includes key management.
(See Chapter 19.)

16.3 I&A Based on Something the UserIs

Biometric authentication technologies use the unique characteristics (or attributes) of an
individual to authenticate that person's
identity. These include physiological
attributes (such as fingerprints, hand Biometricauthentication generally operates in the
geometry, or retina patterns) or behavioral following manner:
attributes (such as voice patterns and hand- .
written signatures). Biometric authentication Before any authentication attempts, a useris

“enrolled” by creating a reference profile (or
technologies based upon these attributes have template) based on the desired physical attribute, The
been developed for computerlog-in resulting template is associated with the identity of the
applications. user and stored for later use.

Whenattempting authentication,the user's biometric
Biometric authentication is technically aitributsie mestinedeiheredicu eet
complex and expensive, and user acceptance reference profile of the biometricattribute is
can be difficult. However, advances continue compared with the measured profile oftheattribute
to be made to make the technology more taken from the user. The result of the comparisonis
reliable, less costly, and more user-friendly. then used to either accept orreject the user.
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Biometric systems can provide an increasedlevel of security for computer systems, but the
technologyis still less mature than that of memory tokens or smart tokens. Imperfections in
biometric authentication devices arise from technical difficulties in measuring and profiling
physicalattributes as well as from the somewhatvariable nature of physical attributes. These may
change, depending on various conditions. For example, a person's speech pattern may change
under stressful conditions or when suffering from a sore throat orcold.

Dueto their relatively high cost, biometric systems are typically used with other authentication
means in environments requiring high security.

16.4 Implementing I&A Systems

Someof the important implementation issues for I&A systems include administration, maintaining
authentication, and single log-in.

16.4.1 Administration

Administration of authentication datais a critical element forall types of authentication systems.
The administrative overhead associated with I&A can be significant. I&A systems needto create,
distribute, and store authentication data. For passwords,this includes creating passwords, issuing
them to users, and maintaining a passwordfile. Token systems involve the creation and
distribution of tokens/PINs and datathattell the computer how to recognize valid tokens/PINs.
For biometric systems,this includes creating andstoring profiles.

The administrative tasks of creating and distributing authentication data and tokens can be a
substantial. Identification data has to be kept current by adding new users and deleting former
users. If the distribution of passwordsor tokens is not controlled, system administrators will not
know if they have been given to someoneotherthanthe legitimate user. It is critical that the
distribution system ensure that authentication datais firmly linked with a given individual. Some
of these issues are discussed in Chapter 10 under User Administration.

In addition, I&A administrative tasks should

addresslost or stolen passwordsor tokens. It One method of looking for improperly used accounts
is often necessary to monitor systems to look is for the computer to inform users when theylast
for stolen or shared accounts logged on. This allows users to check if someone else

, used their account,

Authentication data needs to be storedSS———————____——_——

securely, as discussed with regard to accessing
passwordfiles. The value of authentication data lies in the data's confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. If confidentiality is compromised, someone maybe ableto use the information to
masqueradeasalegitimate user. If system administrators can read the authenticationfile, they
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can masquerade as another user. Many systems use encryption to hide the authentication data
from the system administrators.''' If integrity is compromised, authentication data can be added
or the system can be disrupted. If availability is compromised, the system cannot authenticate
users, and the users may not be able to work.

16.4.2 Maintaining Authentication

So far, this chapter has discussedinitial authentication only. It is also possible for someoneto use
a legitimate user's accountafter log-in.''? Many computer systems handle this problem by logging
a user out or locking their display or session after a certain period of inactivity. However, these
methods canaffect productivity and can make the computerless user-friendly.

16.4.3 Single Log-in

From anefficiency viewpoint, it is desirable for users to authenticate themselves only once and
then to be able to access a wide variety of applications and data available on local and remote
systems, even if those systems require users to authenticate themselves. This is known as single
log-in.''? If the access is within the same host computer, then the use of a modern access control
system (such as an access controllist) should allow for a single log-in. If the access is across
multiple platforms, then the issue is more complicated, as discussed below. There are three main
techniques that can provide single log-in across multiple computers: host-to-host authentication,
authentication servers, and user-to-host authentication.

Host-to-Host Authentication. Under a host-to-host authentication approach, users authenticate
themselves once to a host computer. That computer then authenticatesitself to other computers
and vouchesfor the specific user. Host-to-host authentication can be done by passing an
identification, a password, or by a challenge-response mechanism or other one-time password
scheme. Underthis approach,it is necessary for the computers to recognize each other and to
trust each other.

Authentication Servers. When using authentication server, the users authenticate themselves to a
special host computer (the authentication server). This computer then authenticates the user to

"! Masquerading by system administrators cannot be preventedentirely. However, controls can beset upso that |
improper actions by the system administrator can be detected in audit records.

'? After a user signs on, the computertreats all commandsoriginating from the user's physical device (such as a PC
or terminal) as being from thatuser.

"3 Single log-in is somewhat of a misnomer. It is currently not feasible to have one sign-on for every computer |
system a user might wish to access. The types ofsingle log-in described apply mainly to groups of systems (e.g., within
an organization or a consortium).
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SSS
other host computers the user wants to

access. Underthis approach,it is necessary Kerberos and SPX are examples of network
for the computersto trust the authentication authentication server protocols. They both use

server. (The authentication server need not be ESOF to authenticate users to computers onnetworks.
a separate computer, although in some
environments this may be a cost-effective Way=.emnseeneneeeneeen
to increase the security of the server.)
Authentication servers can be distributed geographically orlogically, as needed, to reduce
workload.

User-to-Host. A user-to-host authentication approach requires the user to log-in to each host
computer. However, a smart token (such as a smart card) can contain all authentication data and
perform that service for the user. To users, it looks as though they were only authenticated once.

16.5 Interdependencies

There are many interdependencies among I&Aandother controls. Several of them have been
discussed in the chapter.

Logical Access Controls. Access controls are needed to protect the authentication database.
I&A is often the basis for access controls. Dial-back modems andfirewalls, discussed in Chapter
17, can help prevent hackers from trying to log-in.

Audit. 1&A is necessary if an audit log is going to be used for individual accountability.

Cryptography. Cryptography provides twobasic services to I&A: it protects the confidentiality
of authentication data, and it provides protocols for proving knowledge and/or possession of a
token without having to transmit data that could be replayed to gain access to a computer system.

16.6 Cost Considerations

In general, passwordsare the least expensive authentication technique and generally theleast
secure. They are already embedded in many systems. Memory tokensare less expensive than
smart tokens, but have less functionality. Smart tokens with a humaninterface do not require
readers, but are more inconvenient to use. Biometrics tend to be the most expensive.

For I&A systems, the cost of administration is often underestimated. Just because a system
comes with a password system does not meanthat using it is free. For example, there is
significant overhead to administering the I&A system.
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Chapter 17

LOGICAL ACCESS CONTROL

my Fy———————_eeeeee
On many multiuser systems, requirements for
using (and prohibitions against the use of) Logical access controls provide a technical means of
various computer resources!!4 vary controlling what information users can utilize, the
considerably. Typically, for example, some programs they can run, and the modifications they can
information must be accessibleto all users,!° re Se
some may be needed by several groups or a
departments, and some should be accessed by
only a few individuals. While it is obvious that users must have access to the information they
need to do their jobs, it may also be required to deny access to non-job-related information. It
mayalso be important to control the kind of access that is afforded (e.g., the ability for the
average user to execute, but not change, system programs). These types of accessrestrictions
enforce policy and help ensure that unauthorized actions are not taken.

Accessis the ability to do something with a[a0&eo
computer resource (e.g., use, change, or The term access is often confused with authorization
view). Access control is the means by which and authentication.
the ability is explicitly enabled orrestricted in
some way(usually through physical and Access is the ability to do something with a computer

resource, This usually refers to a technicalability
system-based controls). Computer-based (e.g,, read, create, modify, ordelete a file, execute a
access controls are called logical access program, or use an external connection)..
controls. Logical access controls can :
prescribe not only who or what(e.g., in the Authorization is the permission to use a computer

resource. Permission is granted, directly or indirectly,case of a process) is to have access to a rrP ) by the application or system owner.
specific system resource but also the type of
access that is permitted. These controls may Authentication is proving (to some reasonable
be built into the operating system, may be degree) that users are who they claim to be,
incorporated into applications programs orEeey
majorutilities (e.g., database management
systems or communications systems), or may be implemented through add-onsecurity packages.
Logical access controls may be implementedinternally to the computer system being protected or
may be implementedin external devices.

"4 The term computer resources includes information as well as system resources, such as programs, subroutines,
and hardware (e.g., modems, communicationslines).

"'S Users need not be actual humanusers. They couldinclude, for example, a program or another computer
requesting use of a system resource.
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‘——SiAleonre
Logical access controls can help protect:

Controlling access is normally thought of as applying
to human users(e.g., will technical access be
provided for user JSMITH tothefile “payroli.dat")
but access can be provided to other computer
systems. Also, access controls are often incorrectly
thoughtof as only applyingtofiles. However, they
also protect other system resources such as the ability

e operating systems and other
system software from
unauthorized modification or

manipulation (and thereby help
ensure the system's integrity
and availability); to place an outgoing long-distance phone call though

a system modem {as well as, perhaps, the information

° the integrity and availability of that can besent over such a call). Access controlscan also apply to specific functions within an
information byrestricting the application and to specificfields ofa file.
numberof users and processes:

with access; and

e confidential information from being disclosed to unauthorized individuals.

This chapter first discusses basic criteria that can be used to decide whethera particular user
should be granted access to a particular system resource. It then reviews the use of these criteria
by those whoset policy (usually system-specific policy), commonly used technical mechanisms
for implementing logical access control, and issues related to administration of access controls.

17.1 AccessCriteria

When determining what kind oftechnical access to
allow te specific data, programs, devices, andIn deciding whether to permit someone to use a. . ;
resources,it is important to consider who will have

a system resource logical access controls
examine whether the user is authorizedfor
the type of access requested. (Note thatthis
inquiry is usually distinct from the question of
whetherthe user is authorized to use the

system at all, which is usually addressed in an
identification and authentication process.)

The system uses variouscriteria to determine
if a request for access will be granted. They
are typically used in some combination. Many

access and what kind of access they will be allowed.
It may be desirable for everyone in the organization to
have access to some information on the system, such
as the data displayed on an organization's daily
calendar of nonconfidential meetings. The program
that formats and displays the calendar, however,
might be modifiable by only a very few system
administrators, while the operating system controlling
that program might be directly accessible by sull
fewer..

of the advantages and complexities involved in implementing and managing access contro] are
related to the different kinds of user accesses supported.

17.1.1 Identity

It is probably fair to say that the majority of access controls are based uponthe identity of the user
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(either human or process), whichis usually obtained through identification and authentication
(I&A). (See Chapter 16.) The identity is usually unique, to support individual accountability, but
can be a groupidentification or can even be anonymous. For example, public information
dissemination systems mayserve a large group called "researchers" in whichthe individual
researchers are not known.

17.1.2 Roles

Accessto information mayalso be controlled
by the job assignmentor function(i.e., the
role) of the user whois seeking access.
Examples ofroles include data entry clerk,
purchase officer, project leader, programmer,
and technical editor. Access rights are
grouped by role name, and the use of
resourcesis restricted to individuals

authorized to assume the associated role. An

individual may be authorized for more than
one role, but may be required to act in only a
single role at a time. Changing roles may
require logging out and then in again, or
entering a role-changing command. Note that
use of roles is not the same as shared-use

accounts. An individual may be assigned a
standard set of rights of a shipping department
data entry clerk, for example, but the account
wouldstill be tied to that individual's identity
to allow for auditing. (See Chapter 18.)

Many systems already support a small number of
special-purpose roles, such as System Administrator
or Operator. For example, an individual whois
logged on in the role of a System Administrator can
perform operations that would be denied to the same
individual acting in the role of an ordinary user.

Recently, the use of roles has been expanded beyond
system tasks to application-oriented activities. For
example, a user in a company could have an Order
Taking role, and would be able to collect and enter
customerbilling information, check on availability of
particular items, request shipmentofitems, and issue
invoices. In addition, there could be an Accounts

Receivable role, which would receive payments and
credit ther to particular invoices. A Shipping role,
could then be responsible for shipping products and
updating the inventory. To provide additional
security, constraints could be imposed so a single user
would never be simultaneously authorized to assume
all three roles. Constraints ofthis kind are sometimes

referred to as separation ofduty constraints.

 

The use of roles can be a very effective way of providing access control. The process ofdefining
roles should be based on a thoroughanalysis of how an organization operates and should include
input from a wide spectrum ofusers in an organization.

17.1.3 Location

Accessto particular system resources may also be based uponphysicalor logical location. For
example, in a prison, all users in areas to which prisoners are physically permitted maybe limited
to read-only access. Changing ordeleting is limited to areas to which prisoners are denied
physical access. The same authorized users(e.g., prison guards) would operate under
significantly different logical access controls, depending upontheir physicallocation. Similarly,
users canbe restricted based upon network addresses(e.g., users from sites within a given
organization may be permitted greater access than those from outside).
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17.1.4 Time

Time-of-day or day-of-week restrictions are commonlimitations on access. For example, use of
confidential personnel files may be allowed only during normal working hours — and maybe denied
before 8:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. and all day during weekends and holidays.

17.1.5 Transaction

Another approach to access control can be used by organizations handling transactions(e.g.,
account inquiries). Phone calls mayfirst be answered by a computerthat requests that callers key
in their account number and perhaps a PIN. Some routine transactions can then be madedirectly,
but more complex ones may require human intervention. In such cases, the computer, which
already knowsthe account number, can grant a clerk, for example, access to a particular account
for the duration of the transaction. When completed, the access authorization is terminated.
This means that users have no choice in which accounts they have access to, and can reduce the
potential for mischief. It also eliminates employee browsing of accounts(e.g., those of celebrities
or their neighbors) and can thereby heighten privacy.

17.1.6 Service Constraints

Service constraints refer to those restrictions that depend upon the parameters that may arise
during use of the application or that are preestablished by the resource owner/manager. For
example, a particular software package mayonly be licensed by the organizationforfive users at a
time. Access would be denied for a sixth user, even if the user were otherwise authorized to use

the application. Another type of service constraint is based upon application content or numerical
thresholds. For example, an ATM machine mayrestrict transfers of money between accounts to
certain dollar limits or may limit maximum ATM withdrawals to $500 per day. Access may also
be selectively permitted based on the type of service requested. For example, users of computers
on a network may be permitted to exchangeelectronic mail but may not be allowed to log in to
each others' computers.

17.1.7 Common Access Modes

In addition to considering criteria for when access should occur, it is also necessary to consider
the types of access, or access modes. The concept of access modesis fundamental to access
control. Common access modes, which can be used in both operating or application systems,
include the following:''°

‘6 These access modes are described generically; exact definitions and capabilities will vary from implementation to
implementation. Readers are advised to consult their system and application documentation.
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Read access providesusers with the capability to view information in a system resource (such
as a file, certain records, certain fields, or some combination thereof), but not to alter it, such
as delete from, add to, or modify in any way. One must assumethat information can be
copied and printedif it can be read (although perhaps only manually, such as by using a print
screen function and retyping the information into anotherfile).

Write access allowsusers to add to, modify, or delete information in system resources(e.g.,
files, records, programs). Normally user have read access to anything they have write access
to.

Execute privilege allowsusers to run programs.

Delete access allows users to erase system resources(e.g., files, records,fields, programs).'’7
Note that if users have write access but not delete access, they could overwrite the field or
file with gibberish or otherwise inaccurate information and, in effect, delete the information.

Other specialized access modes (more often found in applications) include:

Create access allows users to create newfiles, records,orfields.

Search access allowsusersto list the files in a directory.

Of course, these criteria can be used in conjunction with one another. For example, an
organization may give authorized individuals write access to an application at any time from
within the office but only read access during normal working hoursif theydial-in.

Depending uponthe technical mechanisms available to implementlogical access control, a wide
variety of access permissions andrestrictions are possible. No discussion can presentall
possibilities.

ig? Policy: The Impetus for Access Controls

Logical access controls are a technical means of implementing policy decisions. Policy is made by
a managementofficial responsible for a particular system, application, subsystem, or group of
systems. The developmentof an access control policy may not be an easy endeavor. It requires
balancing the often-competing interests of security, operational requirements, and user-
friendliness. In addition, technical constraints have to be considered.

"7 "Deleting" information does not necessarily physically remove the data from the storage media. This can have
serious implicationsfor information that must be kept confidential. See “Disposition of Sensitive Automated
Information,” CSL Bulletin, NIST, October 1992.
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This chapter discusses issues relating to the eee

technical implementation of logical access A fewsimple examples ofspecificpolicy issues are
controls — not the actual policy decisions as to provided below;it is importantto recognize,
who should have what type of access. These however, that comprehensive system-specific policy
decisions are typically included in system- fs plemiRcanilyae fomplek
specific policy, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 1.. The director of an organization's personneloffice
10. could decide thatall clerks can ‘updateallfiles, to

increasetheefficiencyofthe office. Orthe director

Oncethese policy decisions have been made, coulddecide that clerks can only view and update
they will be implemented (or enforced) specific files, to help prevent informationbrowsing,
through logical access controls. In doing SO, 2.Inadisbursingoffice, a singleindividual is usually
it is important to realize that the capabilities of prohibited from bothrequesting and authorizingthat a
various types of technical mechanisms (for particular paymentbe made, This is a policy decision
logical access control) v reatlv.!!8 taken to reducethelikelihood ofembezzlementandg ) vary g y Pah

17.3 Technical 3.. Decisions mayalsobe made regarding access to
Implementation Mechanisms the system itself. In the government,for example, the

senior information resources managementofficial
may decide thatagency systems that process

Many mechanisms have been developed to information, protected bythe Privacy Act may not be
provide internal and external access controls, ‘used toprocess. public-access database applications.
and they vary significantly in terms of
precision, sophistication, and cost. These
methods are not mutually exclusive and are often employed in combination. Managers need to
analyze their organization's protection requirements to select the most appropriate, cost-effective
logical access controls.

17.3.1 Internal Access Controls

Internal access controls are a logical means of separating what defined users (or user groups) can
or cannot do with system resources. Five methods ofinternal access control are discussed in this
section: passwords, encryption, access control lists, constrained user interfaces, and labels.

17.3.1.1 Passwords

Passwordsare most often associated with user authentication. (See Chapter 16.) However, they
are also used to protect data and applications on many systems, including PCs. For instance, an
accounting application may require a passwordto accesscertain financial data or to invoke a

"® Somepolicies may notbe technically implementable; appropriate technical controls may simply notexist.
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restricted application (or function of an application).!"
.SSiaeeeneeeeoNescentomeed

Password-based access control is often

inexpensive because it is already included in a The use of passwords as a meansofaccess control
large variety of applications. However, users can result in a proliferation of passwords that can
mayfind it difficult to remember additional reduce overall security.
application passwords, which, if written GOWN9_eeemenessenemenesreeemermmmnnss
or poorly chosen,can lead to their
compromise. Password-basedaccess controls for PC applications are often easy to circumventif
the user has access to the operating system (and knowledge of what to do). As discussed in
Chapter 16, there are other disadvantages to using passwords.

17.3.1.2 Encryption

Another mechanism that can be used for logical access control is encryption. Encrypted
information can only be decrypted by those possessing the appropriate cryptographic key. Thisis
especially useful if strong physical access controls cannot be provided, such as for laptops or
floppy diskettes. Thus, for example, if information is encrypted on a laptop computer, and the
laptop is stolen, the information cannot be accessed. While encryption can provide strong access
control, it is accompanied by the need for strong key management. Use of encryption may also
affect availability. For example, lost or stolen keys or read/write errors may prevent the
decryption of the information. (See the cryptography chapter.)

17.3.1.3 Access Control Lists

Access Control Lists (ACLs) refer to a register of: (1) users (including groups, machines,
processes) who have been given permissionto use a particular system resource, and (2) the types
of access they have been permitted.

ACLsvary considerably in their capability and flexibility. Some only allow specifications for
certain pre-set groups (e.g., owner, group, and world) while more advanced ACLsallow much
moreflexibility, such as user-defined groups. Also, more advanced ACLscan be usedto
explicitly deny access to a particular individual or group. With more advanced ACLs, access can
be at the discretion of the policymaker (and implemented by the security administrator) or
individual user, depending upon howthe controls are technically implemented.

Elementary ACLs. Elementary ACLs(e.g., "permission bits") are a widely available means of
providing access control on multiuser systems. In this scheme, a short, predefined list of the
access rightsto files or other system resources is maintained.

'!9 Note that this password is normally in addition to the one suppliedinitially to log onto the system.
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Elementary ACLsare typically based on the

concepts of owner, group, and world. For Example ofElementary ACL forthefile "payroll":
each of these, a set of access modes(typically :
chosen from read, write, execute, and delete) Owner: PAYMANAGER
: . . Access: Read, Write, Execute, Delete
is specified by the owner(or custodian) of the

resource. The owneris usually its creator, Group: COMPENSATION-OFFICE
though in some cases, ownership of resources Access!Read, Write, Execute, Delete
may be automatically assigned to project
administrators, regardless of the identity of the "World"

. oe Access: None
creator. File owners often haveall privileges
for their resources. SS

In addition to the privileges assigned to the owner, each resourceis associated with a named
group of users. Users who are membersof the group can be granted modesofaccessdistinct
from nonmembers, who belongto the rest of the "world" that includes all of the system's users.
User groups may be arranged according to departments, projects, or other ways appropriate for
the particular organization. For example, groups may be established for membersofthe
Personnel and Accounting departments. The system administrator is normally responsible for
technically maintaining and changing the membership of a group, based uponinput from the
owners/custodians of the particular resources to which the groups maybe granted access.

: :

Asthe name implies, however, the technology

is not particularly flexible. It may not be Since one would presume that no one would have
possible to explicitly deny access to an access without being granted access, why would it be
individual who is a memberofthefile's group. desirableto explicitly deny access? Consider a

; ; situation in whicha group name has already been
So iL Ee Ceae ort fie groups 0 established for 50 employees. If it were desired to
easily share information (without exposing it excludefive ofthe individuals from that group,it
to the "world"),since the list is predefined to would be easier for the accesscontrol administrator to
only include one group. If two groups wishto_simply grant access to that group andtake it away
share information, an owner may makethefile from the five rather than grant access to 45 people.

. 4 " . Or, consider the case of a complex application in
available to be read by "world." This may which manygroupsofusers are defined. It may be
disclose information that should be restricted. desired, for some reason, to prohibit Ms, X from
Unfortunately, elementary ACLs have no generating a particular report (perhaps she is under
mechanism to easily permit such sharing. investigation). In a situation in which group names

are used (and perhaps modified by others), this
. explicit denial may be a safety check to restrict Ms.

Advanced ACLs. Like elementary ACLs, X's access — incase someone were to redefine a
advanced ACLsprovide a form of access group (with access to the report generation function)
control based upona logical registry. They to include Ms. X. She wouldstill be denied access.
do, however, provide finer precision in
control.
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Advanced ACLscan be very useful in many
complex information sharing situations. They Example of Advanced ACLforthefile "payroll"
provide a great dealof flexibility in
implementing system-specific policy and allow Dee R, W, E, D
for customization to meet the security aciy . oe E ‘
requirements of functional managers. Their BGuimin oR, We Be
flexibility also makes them moreof a E. Roback: R, W, BE -
challenge to manage. Therules for H. Smith: ee
determining accessin the face of apparently PRGSLES oe
conflicting ACL entries are not uniform across Le ee
all implementations and can be confusing toaSS
security administrators. When such systems
are introduced, they should be coupled with training to ensure their correct use.

17.3.1.4 Constrained User Interfaces

Often used in conjunction with ACLsare constrained user interfaces, whichrestrict users' access
to specific functions by never allowing them to request the use of information, functions, or other
specific system resources for which they do not have access. Three major types exist: (1) menus,
(2) database views, and (3) physically constrained user interfaces.

Constrained userinterfaces can provide a
form of access control that closely models Menu-driven systems are 2 common constrained user
how an organization operates. Many systems interface, where different users are provideddifferent.
allow administrators to restrict users’ ability to aacta gotGy
use the operating system or application SyStC1).sammyxe
directly. Users can only execute commands
that are provided by the administrator, typically in the form of a menu. Another means of
restricting users is throughrestricted shells which limit the system commandsthe user can invoke.
The use of menus and shells can often make the system easier to use and can help reduceerrors.

Database views is a mechanism forrestricting user access to data contained in a database. It may
be necessary to allow a user to access a database, but that user may not needaccessto all the data
in the database (e.g., not all fields of a record nor all records in the database). Views can be used
to enforce complex access requirements that are often needed in database situations, such as those
based on the content of a field. For example, consider the situation where clerks maintain
personnelrecordsin a database. Clerks are assigned a range of clients based uponlast name(e.g.,
A-C, D-G). Instead of granting a user access to all records, the view can grantthe user accessto
the record based uponthefirst letter of the last namefield.

Physically constrained userinterfaces canalso limit a user's abilities. A common example is an
ATM machine, which provides only a limited numberof physical buttonsto select options; no
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alphabetic keyboardis usually present.

17.3.1.5 Security Labels
Data Categorization

A security label is a designation assigned to a
resource (such as a file). Labels can be used One tool that is used to inereasethe ease of security
for a variety of purposes, including controlling labellingis categorizing data by similarprotection

on : _ requirements. For example, a label could be
access, specifying protective measures, or developed for “organization proprietary data." This
indicating additional handlinginstructions. In _ label wouldmarkinformationthat can be disclosed -
many implementations, once this designator only to the organization's employees. Anotherlabel,

"public data" could be used to mark information thathas beenset, it cannot be changed (except ae
is available toanyone.perhaps undercarefully controlled conditions

that are subject to auditing).SSESSEeee

Whenusedfor access control, labels are also assigned to user sessions. Users are permitted to
initiate sessions with specific labels only. For example, a file bearing the label "Organization
Proprietary Information" would not be accessible (readable) except during user sessions with the
corresponding label. Moreover, only a restricted set of users would be able to initiate such
sessions. The labels of the session and those ofthe files accessed during the session are used, in
turn, to label output from the session. This ensures that information is uniformly protected
throughoutits life on the system.

Labels are a very strong form of access
control; however, they are often inflexible and For systems with stringent security requirements
can be expensive to administer. Unlike (such as those processing nationalsecurity
permissionbits or access controllists, labels See
cannot ordinarily be changed. Since labels are  _mmmeeeeseeeeeneeeeenmney
permanently linked to specific information,
data cannot be disclosed by a user copying information and changing the accessto that file so that
the information is more accessible than the original owner intended. By removing users’ability to
arbitrarily designate the accessibility of files they own, opportunities for certain kinds of human
errors and malicious software problems are eliminated. In the example above, it would not be
possible to copy Organization Proprietary Informationinto a file with a different label. This
prevents inappropriate disclosure, but can interfere with legitimate extraction of some
information.

Labels are well suited for consistently and uniformly enforcing accessrestrictions, although their
administration and inflexibility can be a significant deterrent to their use.
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Eee
17.3.2 External Access Controls

Oneof the most common PPDsis the dial-back
External access controls are a meansof modem. A typical dial-back modem sequence
controlling interactions between the system _ follows: a user calls the dial-back modem andenters a

~ password. The modem hangs up on the user and
performs a table lookupfor the password provided. If
the passwordis found, the modem places a return call

and outside people, systems, and services.
External access controls use a wide variety of
methods, often including a separate physical to the user (at a previously specified number)to
device (e.g., a computer) that is between the initiate the session. The return callitselfalso helps to
system being protected and a network. protect against the use of lost or compromised

accounts. This is, however, not alwaysthe case.
Malicious hackers can use such advancefunctions as

17.3.2.1 Port Protection Devices call forwarding to reroute calls.

Fitted to a communicationsport of a host
computer, a port protection device (PPD)
authorizes accessto the port itself, prior to and independent of the computer's ownaccess control
functions. A PPD canbe a separate device in the communications stream,'”orit may be
incorporated into a communications device (e.g., a modem). PPDstypically require a separate
authenticator, such as a password,in order to access the communicationsport.

17.3.2.2 Secure Gateways/Firewalls

Often called firewalls, secure gateways block orfilter access between two networks, often
betweena private'*' network and a larger, more public network suchas the Internet, which attract
malicious hackers. Secure gateways allow internal users to connect to external networks and at
the same time prevent malicious hackers from compromisingthe internal systems.'”

Some secure gatewaysareset up to allowall traffic to pass through exceptfor specific traffic
which has knownorsuspected vulnerabilities or security problems, such as remote log-in services.
Other secure gatewaysare set up to disallow all traffic except for specific types, such as e-mail.
Somesecure gateways can makeaccess-control decisions based onthe location of the requester.
There are several technical approaches and mechanisms used to support secure gateways.

20 Typically PPDsare found only in serial communications streams.

"2" Private network is somewhat of a misnomer. Private does not mean that the organization's networkis totally
inaccessible to outsiders or prohibits use of the outside network from insiders (or the network would be disconnected).
It also does not meanthat all the information on the network requires confidentiality protection. It does mean that a
network (or part of a network)is, in some way, separated from another network.

'22 Questions frequently arise as to whether secure gateways help preventthe spread ofviruses. In general, having a
gatewayscantransmitted files for viruses requires more system overhead thanis practical, especially since the scanning
would have to handle manydifferentfile formats. However, secure gateways may reducethe spread of network worms.
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. .eeaaee
Because gateways provide security by
restricting servicesortraffic, they can affect a Types of Secure Gateways
system's usage. Forthis reason,firewall .
experts always emphasize the need for policy, There are manytypes of secure gateways, Some of

the most commonare packetfiltering (or screening)
routers, proxy hosts, bastion hosts, dual-homed
gateways, and screened-host gateways.

so that appropriate officials decide how the
organization will balance operational needs

and security. :

In addition to reducing the risks from
malicious hackers, secure gateways have several other benefits. They can reduce internal system
security overhead, since they allow an organization to concentrate security efforts on a limited
number of machines. (This is similar to putting a guard onthefirst floor ofa building instead of
needing a guard on every floor.)

A secondbenefit is the centralization of services. A secure gateway can be used to provide a
central management point for various services, such as advanced authentication (discussed in
Chapter 16), e-mail, or public dissemination of information. Having a central managementpoint
can reduce system overhead and improveservice.

17.3.2.3 Host-Based Authentication

r .——————SSESESEeee

Host-based authentication grants access based
upon the identity of the host originating the An exampleof host-based authentication is the
request, instead of the identity of the user Network File System (NFS) which allows a server to
making the request. Many network make file systems/directories available to specific

machines.
applications in use today use host-based
authentication to determine whether access is ‘=

allowed. Under certain circumstancesit is

fairly easy to masqueradeasthe legitimate host, especially if the masquerading hostis physically
located close to the host being impersonated. Security measures to protect against misuse of
some host-based authentication systems are available (e.g., Secure RPC'”uses DESto provide a
more secure identification of the client host).

17.4 Administration of Access Controls

Oneof the most complex and challenging aspects of access control, administration involves
implementing, monitoring, modifying, testing, and terminating user accesses on the system. These
can be demanding tasks, even though they typically do not include making the actual decisions as

3 RPC, or Remote Procedure Call, is the service used to implement NFS.
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to the type of access each user may have.'** Decisions regarding accesses should be guided by
organizational policy, employee job descriptions and tasks, informationsensitivity, user "need-to-
know”determinations, and manyotherfactors.

There are three basic approachesto
administering access controls: centralized,
decentralized, or a combination ofthese.

Eachhasrelative advantages and
disadvantages. Which is most appropriate in a
given situation will depend uponthe particular
organization andits circumstances.

17.4.1 Centralized Administration

System and Security Administration

The administration of systems and security requires
access to advanced functions (such as setting up a
user account). The individuals who technically set up
and modify who has access to what are very powerful
users on the system; they are often called system or
security administrators. On some systems, these users
are referred to as having privileged accounts.

The type of access of these accounts varies
considerably. Some administrator privileges, for
example, may allow an individual to administer only
one application or subsystem, while a higher level of
privileges may allow foroversight and establishment
of subsystem administrators.

Using centralized admunistration, one office or
individual is responsible for configuring access
controls. As users’ information processing
needs change, their accesses can be modified
only throughthe central office, usually after
requests have been approved by the
appropriate official. This allowsvery strict
control over information, because the ability
to make changesresides with very few
individuals. Each user's account can be

centrally monitored, and closing all accesses
for any user can be easily accomplishedif that
individual leaves the organization. Since
relatively few individuals oversee the process,
consistent and uniform proceduresandcriteria are usually notdifficult to enforce. However,
when changesare needed quickly, going through a central administration office can be frustrating
and time-consuming.

Normally, users who are security administrators have
two accounts:one for regularuse and one forsecurity
use, This can help protect the security account from
compromise. Furthermore, additional I&A
precautions, such as ensuring that administrator
passwords are robust and changed regularly, are
important to minimize opportunities for unauthorized
individuals to gain access to these functions,

17.4.2 Decentralized Administration

In decentralized administration, access is directly controlled by the ownersorcreatorsofthefiles,
often the functional manager. This keeps control in the hands of those most accountable for the
information, most familiar with it and its uses, and best able to judge who needs what kind of

'24 As discussed in the policy section earlier in this chapter, those decisions are usually the responsibility of the
applicable application manager or cognizant managementofficial. See also the discussion of system-specific policy in
Chapters 5 and 10.
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access. This may lead, however, to a lack of consistency among owners/creators as to procedures
andcriteria for granting user accesses and capabilities. Also, when requests are not processed
centrally, it may be much moredifficult to form a systemwide composite view ofall user accesses
on the system at any given time. Different application or data owners may inadvertently
implement combinations of accesses that introduce conflicts of interest or that are in some other
way notin the organization's bestinterest.'*° It may also be difficult to ensure thatall accesses are
properly terminated when an employeetransfers internally or leaves an organization.

17.4.3 Hybrid Approach

A hybrid approach combinescentralized and decentralized administration. One typical
arrangementis that central administration is responsible for the broadest and most basic accesses,
and the owners/creators of files control types of accesses or changesin users’ abilities for the files
under their control. The main disadvantage to a hybrid approachis adequately defining which
accesses should be assignable locally and which should be assignable centrally.

17.5 Coordinating Access Controls

It is vital that access controls protecting a system work together. At a minimum,three basic types
of access controls should be considered: physical, operating system, and application. In general,
access controls within an application are the most specific. However, for application access
controls to be fully effective they need to be supported by operating system access controls.
Otherwise access can be made to application resources without going through the application.'”°
Operating system and application access controls need to be supported by physical access
controls.

17.6 Interdependencies

Logical access controls are closely related to many other controls. Several of them have been
discussed in the chapter.

Policy and Personnel. The most fundamental interdependenciesoflogical access control are with
policy and personnel. Logical access controls are the technical implementation of system-specific
and organizational policy, which stipulates who should be able to access what kinds of
information, applications, and functions. These decisions are normally based on the principles of

"5 Without necessary review mechanisms, central administration does not a priori preclude this.

6 For example, logical access controls within an application block User A from viewing File F, However,if
operating systems access controls do not also block User A from viewing File F, User A canuse a utility program (or
another application) to view thefile.
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separation of duties andleast privilege.

Audit Trails. As discussedearlier, logical access controls can be difficult to implementcorrectly.
Also,it is sometimes not possible to makelogical access controlasprecise, or fine-grained,as
would be ideal for an organization. In suchsituations, users may either deliberately or
inadvertently abuse their access. For example, access controls cannot prevent a user from
modifying data the user is authorized to modify, even if the modification is incorrect. Auditing
provides a wayto identify abuse of access permissions. It also provides a meansto review the
actions of system or security administrators.

Identification and Authentication. In mostlogical access control scenarios, the identity of the
user must be established before an access control decision can be made. The access control

process then associates the permissible forms of accesses with that identity. This means that
access control can only be as effective as the I&A process employed for the system.

Physical Access Control. Most systems can be compromised if someone can physically access the
machine(i.e., CPU or other major components) by, for example, restarting the system with
different software. Logical access controls are, therefore, dependent on physical access controls
(with the exception of encryption, which can dependsolely on the strength of the algorithm and
the secrecy of the key).

17.7 Cost Considerations

Incorporating logical access controls into a computer system involves the purchase or use of
access control mechanisms, their implementation, and changesin user behavior.

Direct Costs. Among the direct costs associated with the use of logical access controls are the
purchase and support of hardware, operating systems, and applications that provide the controls,
and any add-on security packages. The mostsignificant personnel cost in relation to logical
access controlis usually for administration (e.g., initially determining, assigning, and keeping
access rights up to date). Label-based access controlis available in a limited number of
commercial products, but at greater cost and with less variety of selection. Role-based systems
are becoming moreavailable, but there are significant costs involved in customizing these systems
for a particular organization. Training users to understand and use an access control system is
another necessary cost.

Indirect Costs. The primary indirect cost associated with introducing logicalaccess controls into
a computer system is the effect on user productivity. There may be additional overhead involved
in having individual users properly determine (when undertheir control) the protection attributes
of information. Anotherindirect cost that may arise results from users not being able to
immediately access information necessary to accomplish their jobs because the permissions were
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incorrectly assigned (or have changed). This situation is familiar to most organizations that put
strong emphasis on logical access controls.
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Chapter 18

AUDIT TRAILS

Audit trails maintain a record of system
activity both by system and application
processes and byuseractivity of systems and
applications.'?” In conjunction with
appropriate tools and procedures,audittrails
can assist in detecting security violations,
performance problems, and flaws in
applications.’

Audit trails may be used as either a support
for regular system operations or a kind of
insurance policy or as both of these. As
insurance, audit trails are maintained but are

not used unless needed, such as after a system
outage. As a support for operations, audit
trails are used to help system administrators

The Difference Between

Audit Trails and Auditing

An audit trail is a series of records of computer
events, about an operating system, an application,or
user activities. A computer system may have several
audit trails, each devoted to aparticular type of
activity.

Auditing is the review and analysis of management,
operational, and technical controls. The auditor can
obtain valuable information aboutactivity ona
computer system from the audit trail. Audit trails
improve the auditability of the computer system.
Auditing is discussed in the assurance chapter.

 

ensure that the system or resources have not been harmedby hackers, insiders, or technical
problems.

This chapter focuses on audittrails as a technical control, rather than the process of security
auditing, which is a review and analysis of the security of a system as discussed in Chapter 9. This
chapter discusses the benefits and objectives ofaudit trails, the types of audit trails, and some
common implementation issues.

18.1 Benefits and Objectives

Audit trails can provide a meansto help
accomplish several security-related objectives,
including individual accountability,

Aneventis any action that happens on a computer
system. Examples include logging into a system,
executinga program, and openingafile.

"27 Somesecurity experts makea distinction between an audit trail and an audit log as follows: a log is a record of
events made by a particular software package, and an audit trail is an entire history of an event, possibly using several
logs. However, commonusage within the security community does not makeuseofthis definition. Therefore, this
document does not distinguish between trails and logs.

28 The type and amountofdetail recorded by audit trails vary by both the technical capability of the logging
application and the managerial decisions. Therefore, when westate that “audit trails can...," the reader should be aware
that capabilities vary widely.
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reconstruction of events, intrusion detection, and problem analysis.

18.1.1 Individual Accountability

Audit trails are a technical mechanism that help managers maintain individual accountability. By
advising users that they are personally accountable for their actions, which are tracked by an audit
trail that logs user activities, managers can help promote proper user behavior.'” Usersare less
likely to attempt to circumventsecurity policy if they know that their actions will be recorded in
an auditlog.

For example, audit trails can be used in concert with access controls to identify and provide
information about users suspected of improper modification of data (e.g., introducing errors into a
database). An audit trail may record "before" and "after" versions of records. (Depending upon
the size of the file and the capabilities of the audit logging tools, this may be very resource-
intensive.) Comparisons can then be made between the actual changes made to records and what
was expected. This can help management determineif errors were made bythe user, by the
system or application software, or by some other source.

Audit trails work in concert with logical access controls, which restrict use of system resources.
Granting users access to particular resources usually means that they need that access to
accomplish their job. Authorized access, of course, can be misused, which is where audittrail
analysis is useful. While users cannot be prevented from using resources to which they have
legitimate access authorization, audit trail analysis is used to examine their actions. For example,
consider a personne]office in which users have access to those personnel records for which they
are responsible. Audit trails can reveal that an individualis printing far more records than the
average user, which could indicate the selling of personal data. Another example may be an
engineer whois using a computer for the design of a new product. Audit trail analysis could
reveal that an outgoing modem wasused extensively by the engineer the week before quitting.
This could be used to investigate whether proprietary data files were sent to an unauthorized
party.

18.1.2 Reconstruction of Events

Audit trails can also be used to reconstruct events after a problem has occurred. Damage can be
more easily assessed by reviewing audittrails of system activity to pinpoint how, when, and why
normaloperations ceased. Audit trail analysis can often distinguish between operator-induced
errors (during which the system may have performed exactly as instructed) or system-created
errors (e.g., arising from a poorly tested piece of replacement code). If, for example, a system
fails or the integrity ofa file (either program or data) is questioned, an analysis of the audit trail

'° For a fuller discussion of changing employee behavior, see Chapter 13.
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can reconstruct the series of steps taken by the system, the users, and the application. Knowledge
of the conditions that existed at the time of, for example, a system crash, can be usefulin avoiding
future outages. Additionally, if a technical problem occurs(e.g., the corruption ofa data file)
audit trails can aid in the recovery process(e.g., by using the record of changes made to
reconstruct the file).

18.1.3 Intrusion Detectionaee

Intrusion detectionrefers to the process of identifying
If audit trails have been designed and attempts to penetrate a system and gain unauthorized
implemented to record appropriate a
information, they canassist in intrusion SSS
detection. Although normally thoughtofas a
real-time effort, intrusions can be detected in real time, by examining audit records as they are
created (or throughthe use of other kinds of warning flags/notices), or after the fact (e.g., by
examining audit records in a batch process).

Real-time intrusion detection is primarily aimed at outsiders attempting to gain unauthorized
access to the system. It may also be used to detect changes in the system's performanceindicative
of, for example, a virus or worm attack.'*° There maybe difficulties in implementing real-time
auditing, including unacceptable system performance.

After-the-fact identification may indicate that unauthorized access was attempted (or was
successful). Attention can then be given to damage assessment or reviewing controls that were
attacked.

18.1.4 Problem Analysis

Audit trails may also be used as on-line tools to help identify problems other than intrusions as
they occur. Thisis often referred to as real-time auditing or monitoring. If a system or
application is deemedto be critical to an organization's business or mission, real-time auditing
may be implemented to monitorthe status of these processes (although, as noted above, there can
be difficulties with real-time analysis). An analysis of the audit trails may be able to verify that the
system operated normally (i.e., that an error may have resulted from operator error, as opposed to
a system-originated error). Such useofaudit trails may be complemented by system performance
logs. For example,a significant increase in the use of system resources(e.g., disk file space or
outgoing modem use) could indicate a security problem.

130 Viruses and wormsofforms of malicious code. A virus is a code segmentthatreplicates by attaching copies of
itself to existing executables. A worm is a Self-replicating program.
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18.2 Audit Trails and Logs

A system can maintain several different audit trails concurrently. There are typically two kinds of
audit records, (1) an event-oriented log and (2) a record of every keystroke, often called
keystroke monitoring. Event-based logs usually contain records describing system events,
application events, or user events.

An audit trail should include sufficient information to establish what events occurred and who (or
what) caused them. In general, an event record should specify when the event occurred, the user
ID associated with the event, the program or commandusedto initiate the event, and the result.
Date and time can help determine if the user was a masqueraderorthe actual person specified.

18.2.1 Keystroke Monitoring"

Keystroke monitoring is the process used to view or record both the keystrokes entered by a
computer user and the computer's response during an interactive session. Keystroke monitoring
is usually considered a special case of audit trails. Examples of keystroke monitoring would
include viewing characters as they are typed by users, reading users’ electronic mail, and viewing
other recorded information typed by users.

Some forms of routine system maintenance may record user keystrokes. This could constitute
keystroke monitoring if the keystrokes are preserved along with the useridentification so that an
administrator could determine the keystrokes entered by specific users. Keystroke monitoringis
conductedin an effort to protect systems and data from intruders who access the systems without
authority or in excess of their assigned authority. Monitoring keystrokes typed by intruders can
help administrators assess and repair damage caused byintruders.

18.2.2 Audit Events

System audit records are generally used to monitor and fine-tune system performance.
Application audit trails may be used to discern flawsin applications, or violations of security
policy committed within an application. User audits records are generally used to hold
individuals accountable for their actions. An analysis of user audit records may expose a variety

‘5! The Departmentof Justice has advised that an ambiguity in U.S. law makesit unclear whether keystroke
monitoring is considered equivalent to an unauthorized telephone wiretap. The ambiguity results from the fact that
current laws were written years before such concerns as keystroke monitoring or system intruders becameprevalent.
Additionally, no legal precedent has been set to determine whether keystroke monitoringis legal or illegal. System
administrators conducting such monitoring might be subject to criminal and civil liabilities. The Department ofJustice
advises system administrators to protect themselves by giving notice to system users if keystroke monitoring is being
conducted. Notice should include agency/organization policy statements, training on the subject, and a bannernotice on
each system being monitored. [NIST, CSL Bulletin, March 1993]
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of security violations, which might range from simple browsing to attempts to plant Trojan horses
or gain unauthorizedprivileges.

SSSSSSSSaaaaSS

Sample System Log File Showing Authentication Messages

Jan 27 17:14:04 host1 login: ROOT LOGIN console
Jan 27 17:15:04 host1l shutdown: reboot by root
Jan 27 17:18:38 hostl login: ROOT LOGIN console
Jan 27 17:19:37 hostl reboot: rebooted by root
Jan 28 09:46:53 hostl su: ‘su root' succeeded for userl on /dev/ttyp0
Jan 28 09:47:35 hosti shutdown: rebact by userl
Jan 28 09:53:24 hostl su: ‘su root! succeeded for userl.on /dev/ttypl
Feb 12 08:53:22 hostl su: ‘su root’ succeeded for userl on /dev/ttypl
Feb 17 08:57:50 hostl date: set by userl
Feb 17 13:22:52 host1 su: ‘su root' succeeded for userl on /dev/ttypd

The system itself enforces certain aspects ofpolicy (particularly system-specific policy) such as
access to files and accessto the system itself. Monitoring the alteration of systems configuration
files that implement the policy is important. If special accesses (e.g., security administrator
access) have to be usedto alter configuration files, the system should generate audit records
whenever these accessesare used.

SSSSSeeSSSLESSSraeEe

Application-Level Audit Record for a Mail Delivery System

Apr 9 11:20:22 host1 AA06370: from=<user2@host2>, size=3355, class=0
Apr 9 11:20:23 hostl AA06370: to=<userl@Ghost1>, delay=00:00:02,
stat=Sent

Apr 9 11:59:51 hostl AA0Q6436: from=<user4@hast3>, size=1424, class=0
Apr 9 11:59:52 host1 AA06436: to=<userl@host1l>, delay=00:00:02,
stat=Sent

Apr 9 12:43:52 host1 AA06441: from=<user2Ghost2>, size=2077, class=0
Apr 9 12:43:53 hostl AAQ6441: to=<userl@hostl>, delay=00:00:01, —
stat=Sent

Sometimesa finer level of detail than system audittrails is required. Application audittrails can
provide this greater level of recorded detail. If an applicationis critical, it can be desirable to
record not only who invokedthe application, but certain details specific to each use. For
example, consider an e-mail application. It may be desirable to record whosent mail, as well as to
whomthey sent mail and the length of messages. Another example would be that of a database
application. It may be useful to record who accessed what database aswell as the individual rows
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or columnsofa table that were read (or changed ordeleted), instead ofJust recording the
execution of the database program.

SSS

User Log Showing a Chronological List of Commands Executed by Users

rep user] ttypo 0.02 secs Fri Apr 8 16:02

is userl ttypo 0.14 secs Fri Apr 8 16:01
clear userl ttypo 0.05 secs Fri Apr 8 16:01
rpcinfo userl ttypd 0,20 secs Fri Apr 8 16:01
nroff£ user2 ttyp2 0.75 secs Fri Apr 8 16:00
sh user2 ttyp2 9.02 secs Fri Apr 8 16:00
mv user2 ttyp2 0.02 secs Fri Apr 8 16:00
sh user2 ttyp2 0.03 secs Fri Apr 8 16:00
col user2 toyp2 0.09 secs Fri Apr 8 16:00
man user2 ttyp2 0.14 secs Fri Apr 8 15:57a

A useraudit trail monitorsandlogs useractivity in a system or application by recording events
initiated by the user (e.g., access ofa file, record or field, use of a modem).

Flexibility is a critical feature of audittrails. Ideally (from a security point of view), a system
administrator would have the ability to monitorall system and user activity, but could choose to
log only certain functionsat the system level, and within certain applications. The decision of
how muchto log and how muchto review should be a function of application/data sensitivity and
should be decided by each functional manager/application owner with guidance from the system
administrator and the computersecurity manager/officer, weighing the costs and benefits of the
logging. !**

18.2.2.1 System-Level Audit Trails eae

A system audit trail should be able to identify failed
If a system-level audit capability exists, the log-on attempts, especiallyif the system does notlimit
audit trail should capture, at a minimum, any the number offailed log-on attempts. Unfortunately,

some system-level audit trails cannot detect attemptedattempt to log on (successful or unsuccessful), log-ons, and therefore, cannotlog them for later
the log-on ID, date and time of each log-on teview, These audit trails canonly monitor and log
attempt, date and time of each log-off, the successful log-ons and subsequentactivity. To
devices used, and the function(s) performed effectively detect intrusion, a record offailed log-on
once logged on(e.g., the applications that the attempts is required,
usertried, successfully or unsuccessfully, to Dette

 

'? In general, audit logging can have privacy implications. Users should be aware of applicable privacy laws,
regulations, and policies that may apply in suchsituations.
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invoke). System-level logging also typically includes information thatis not specifically security-
related, such as system operations, cost-accounting charges, and network performance.

18.2.2.2 Application-Level Audit Trails

System-level audit trails may not be able to track and log events within applications, or may not
be able to provide the level of detail needed by application or data owners, the system
administrator, or the computer security manager. In general, application-level audit trails monitor
and log useractivities, including data files
opened and closed, specific actions, such as
reading, editing, and deleting recordsorfields,
and printing reports. Some applications may
be sensitive enough from a dataavailability,
confidentiality, and/or integrity perspective
that a "before" and "after" picture of each
modified record (or the data element(s)

changed within a record) should be captured
by the audit trail.

18.2.2.3 User Audit Trails

User audittrails can usually log:

e all commandsdirectlyinitiated
by the user;

e all identification and

authentication attempts; and
e files and resources accessed.

It is most useful if options and parameters are
also recorded from commands. It is much

more useful to knowthat a usertried to delete

a log file (e.g., to hide unauthorized actions)
than to know the user merely issued the delete
command,possibly for a personaldatafile.

18.3 Implementation Issues

Audit trail data requires protection, since the
data should be available for use when needed

and is not usefulif it is not accurate. Also, the

Audit Logs for Physical Access

Physical access control systems (e.g., a card/key entry
system or an alarm system) use software and audit
trails similar to general-purpose computers. The
following are examplesofcriteria that may be used in
selecting which events to log:

The date and time the access was attempted ormade
shouldbelogged, as should the gate or door through
which the access was attempted or made, and the
individual (or user ID) making the attemptto access
the gateor door.

Invalid attempts should be monitored and logged by
noncomputer audittrails just as they are for
computer-system audit trails. Management should be
made aware if someone attempts to gain access
during unauthorized hours.

Logged information should also include attempts to
add, modify, or delete physical access privileges (e.g.,
granting a new employee access to the building or
granting transferred employees access to their new
office [and, of course,deleting their old access, as
applicabie}).

As with system and application audittrails, auditing
of noncomputer functions can be implemented to send
messages to security personnel indicating valid or
invalid attempts to gain access tocontrolled spaces.
In ordernot to desensitize a guard or monitor,all
access should not result in messages being sent to a
screen. Only exceptions, such as failed access
attempts, should be highlighted to those monitoring
access.
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best planned and implemented audittrail is of limited value without timely review of the logged
data. Audit trails may be reviewed periodically, as needed (often triggered by occurrence of a
security event), automatically in realtime, or in some combination of these. System managers and
administrators, with guidance from computer security personnel, should determine how long audit
trail data will be maintained — either on the system orin archivefiles.

Following are examples of implementation issues that may have to be addressed whenusing audit
trails.

18.3.1 Protecting Audit Trail Data

Accessto on-line audit logs should be strictly controlled. Computer security managers and
system administrators or managers should have access for review purposes; however, security
and/or administration personnel who maintain logical access functions may have no need for
access to audit logs.

It is particularly important to ensure the integrity of audit trail data against modification. One
way to dothis is to use digital signatures. (See Chapter 19.) Another wayis to use write-once
devices. The audit trail files needs to be protected since, for example, intruders may try to "cover
their tracks" by modifying audit trail records. Audit trail records should be protected by strong
access controls to help prevent unauthorized access. The integrity of audit trail information may
be particularly important whenlegalissues arise, such as when audittrails are used as legal
evidence. (This may, for example, require daily printing and signing of the logs.) Questions of
such legal issues should be directed to the cognizant legal counsel.

The confidentiality of audit trail information mayalso be protected, for example,if the audit trail
is recording information about users that may be disclosure-sensitive such as transaction data
containing personal information (e.g., "before" and "after" records of modification to income tax
data). Strong access controls and encryption can beparticularly effective in preserving
confidentiality.

18.3.2 Review of Audit Trails

Audit trails can be used to review what occurred after an event, for periodic reviews, andforreal-
time analysis. Reviewers should know whatto look for to be effective in spotting unusual
activity. They need to understand what normalactivity looks like. Audit trail review can be
easier if the audit trail function can be queried by user ID, terminal ID, application name, date and
time, or some other set of parameters to run reports of selected information.

Audit Trail Review After an Event. Following a knownsystem or application software problem, a
knownviolation of existing requirements by a user, or some unexplained system or user problem,
the appropriate system-level or application-level administrator should review the audittrails.
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Review by the application/data owner would normally involve a separate report, based upon audit
trail data, to determine if their resources are being misused.

Periodic Review ofAudit Trail Data. Application owners, data owners, system administrators,
data processing function managers, and computer security managers should determine how much
review of audit trail recordsis necessary, based on the importanceofidentifying unauthorized
activities. This determination should havea direct correlation to the frequency of periodic
reviews of audittrail data.

Real-Time Audit Analysis. Traditionally, audit trails are analyzed in a batch modeat regular
intervals (e.g., daily). Audit records are archived during that interval for later analysis. Audit
analysis tools can also be usedin a real-time, or near real-time fashion. Such intrusion detection

tools are based on audit reduction, attack signature, and variance techniques. Manualreview of
audit records in real time is almost never feasible on large multiuser systems due to the volume of
records generated. However,it might be possible to view all records associated with a particular
user or application, and view them in real time.!??

18.3.3 Tools for Audit Trail Analysis

Manytypes of tools have been developed to help to reduce the amountof information contained
in audit records, as well as to distill useful information from the raw data. Especially on larger
systems, audit trail software can create very large files, which can be extremely difficult to analyze
manually. The use of automatedtools is likely to be the difference between unused audit trail data
and a robust program. Someofthe types of tools include:

Audit reduction tools are preprocessors designed to reduce the volume of audit records to
facilitate manual review. Before a security review, these tools can remove many audit records
knownto havelittle security significance. (This alone may cutin half the number of recordsin the
audit trail.) These tools generally remove records generated by specified classes of events, such
as records generated by nightly backups might be removed.

Trends/variance-detection tools look for anomalies in user or system behavior. It is possible to
construct more sophisticated processors that monitor usage trends and detect major variations.
For example,if a user typically logs in at 9 a.m., but appears at 4:30 a.m. one morning, this may
indicate a security problem that may needto be investigated.

Attack signature-detection tools look for an attack signature, which is a specific sequence of
events indicative of an unauthorized access attempt. A simple example would be repeated failed
log-in attempts.

3 ‘This is similar to keystroke monitoring, though, and maybelegally restricted.
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18.4 Interdependencies

The ability to audit supports manyofthe controls presented in this handbook. The following
paragraphs describe some of the most important interdependencies.

Policy. The most fundamental interdependency ofaudittrails is with policy. Policy dictates who
is authorized access to what system resources. Therefore it specifies, directly or indirectly, what
violations of policy should be identified through audittrails.

Assurance. System auditing is an important aspect of operational assurance. The data recorded
into an audittrail is used to support a system audit. The analysis of audit trail data and the
process of auditing systems are closely linked; in some cases, they may even be the same thing. In
mostcases, the analysis of audit trail data is a critical part of maintaining operational assurance.

Identification and Authentication. Audit trails are tools often used to help hold users accountable
for their actions. To be held accountable, the users must be knownto the system (usually
accomplished throughthe identification and authentication process). However, as mentioned
earlier, audit trails record events and associate them with the perceiveduser(i.e., the user ID). If
a user is impersonated, the audit trail will establish events but not the identity of the user.

Logical Access Control. Logical access controls restrict the use of system resources to
authorized users. Audit trails complementthis activity in two ways. First, they may be used to
identify breakdownsin logical access controls or to verify that access control restrictions are
behaving as expected, for example, if a particular user is erroneously included in a group
permitted accesstoafile. Second, audit trails are used to audit use of resources by those who
have legitimate access. Additionally, to protect audit trail files, access controls are used to ensure
that audit trails are not modified.

Contingency Planning. Audit trails assist in contingency planning byleaving a record ofactivities
performed on the system or within a specific application. In the event of a technical malfunction,
this log can be used to help reconstruct the state of the system (or specific files).

Incident Response. If a security incident occurs, such as hacking, audit records and other
intrusion detection methods can be used to help determine the extent of the incident. For
example, was just one file browsed, or was a Trojan horse planted to collect passwords?

Cryptography. Digital signatures can be usedto protect audit trails from undetected
modification. (This does not prevent deletion or modification of the audit trail, but will provide
an alert that the audit trail has been altered.) Digital signatures can also be used in conjunction
with adding secure time stamps to audit records. Encryption can be usedif confidentiality of
audit trail information is important.
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18.5 Cost Considerations

Audit trails involve many costs. First, some system overheadis incurred recording the audittrail.
Additional system overhead will be incurred storing and processing the records. The more
detailed the records, the more overhead is required. Another cost involves human and machine
time required to do the analysis. This can be minimized byusing tools to perform most of the
analysis. Many simple analyzers can be constructed quickly (and cheaply) from system utilities,
but they are limited to audit reduction and identifying particularly sensitive events. More complex
tools that identify trends or sequences of events are slowly becoming available as off-the-shelf
software. (If complex tools are not available for a system, development maybe prohibitively
expensive. Someintrusion detection systems, for example, have taken years to develop.)

The final cost of audit trails is the cost of investigating anomalous events. If the system is
identifying too many events as suspicious, administrators may spend undue time reconstructing
events and questioning personnel.
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Chapter 19

CRYPTOGRAPHY

Cryptographyis a branch of mathematics based on the transformation of data. It provides an
important tool for protecting information andis used in many aspects of computersecurity. For
example, cryptography can help provide data confidentiality, integrity, electronic signatures, and
advanced user authentication. Although modern cryptographyrelies upon advanced mathematics,
users can reap its benefits without understanding its mathematical underpinnings.

This chapter describes cryptographyas a tool
for satisfying a wide spectrum of computer Cryptographyis traditionally associated only with
security needs and requirements. It describes keeping data secret. However, modern cryptography
fundamentalaspects of the basic can be used toprovide many security services, such
cryptographic technologies and somespecific ieeeencageee talicicta lias, no
ways cryptography can be applied to improve
security. The chapter also explores sone0f——
the important issues that should be considered
whenincorporating cryptography into computer systems.

19.1 Basic Cryptographic Technologies

Cryptographyrelies upon two basic components: an algorithm (or cryptographic methodology)
and a key. In modern cryptographic systems,algorithms are complex mathematical formulae and
keys are strings of bits. For two parties to communicate, they must use the same algorithm (or
algorithms that are designed to work together). In some cases, they must also use the same key.
Manycryptographic keys must be kept secret;
sometimesalgorithms are also kept secret._——..]se].hllUllUl

There are two basictypes of cryptography: "secret
There are two basic types of cryptography: key" and “public key."
secret key systems (also called symmetric
systems) and public key systems(also called
asymmetric systems). Table 19.1 compares someofthedistinct features of secret and public key
systems. Both types of systems offer advantages and disadvantages. Often, the two are combined
to form a hybrid system to exploit the strengths of each type. To determine which type of
cryptography best meets its needs, an organizationfirst has to identify its security requirements
and operating environment.
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a

SECRET KEY PUBLIC KEY

DISTINCT FEATURES CRYPTOGRAPHY CRYPTOGRAPHY

NUMBER OF KEYS Single key. Pair of keys.

TYPES OF KEYS Keyis secret. Onekeyis private, and
one key is public.

PROTECTION OF KEYS Disclosure and Disclosure and
modification, modification for private

keys and modification
for public keys.

RELATIVE SPEEDS Faster. Slower.

Table 19.1

19.1.1 Secret Key Cryptography

In secret key cryptography, two(or more) parties share the same key, and that key is used to
encrypt and decrypt data. As the name implies, secret key cryptographyrelies on keeping the key
secret. If the key is compromised,the security offered by cryptographyis severely reduced or
eliminated. Secret key cryptography assumesthatthe parties who share a key rely upon each
other not to disclose the key and protectit against modification.

The best knownsecret key system is the Data
Encryption Standard (DES), published by Secret key cryptography has beenin use for centuries.
NIST as Federal Information Processing Early forms merely transposed the written characters
Standard (FIPS) 46-2. Although the to hide the message.
adequacy of DEShasat times beenoeEee
questioned, these claims remain
unsubstantiated, and DES remainsstrong. It is the most widely accepted, publicly available
cryptographic system today. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has adopted
DESasthe basis for encryption, integrity, access control, and key management standards.

The Escrowed Encryption Standard, published as FIPS 185, also makesuse of a secret key
system. (See the discussion of Key Escrow Encryption in this chapter.)
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19.1.2 Public Key Cryptography

Whereassecret key cryptographyusesa single1enaeceeeT
key shared by two (or more) parties, public Public key cryptography is a modern invention and
Key cryptographyuses a pair of keys for each requires the useof advanced mathematics.
party. One of the keys ofthe pair is "public"
and the otheris "private." The public key can
be made knownto otherparties; the private key must be kept confidential and must be known
only to its owner. Both keys, however, need to be protected against modification.

Public key cryptographyis particularly useful when the parties wishing to communicate cannot
rely upon eachother or do not share a common key. Thereare several public key cryptographic
systems. Oneofthefirst public key systems is RSA, which can provide manydifferent security
services. The Digital Signature Standard (DSS), described later in the chapter, is another example
of a public key system.

19.1.3 Hybrid Cryptographic Systems

Public and secret key cryptography haverelative advantages and disadvantages. Although public
key cryptography does not require users to share a commonkey, secret key cryptography is much
faster: equivalent implementations ofsecret
key cryptography can run 1,000 to 10,000 times
 

faster than public key cryptography. Secret keysystemsareoften used for bulk data
encryption and public keysystems for automated key

To maximize the advantages and minimize the distribution.
disadvantages of both secret and public key(rrrenrenereeenrn
cryptography, a computer system can use both
types in a complementary manner, with each performing different functions. Typically, the speed
advantage of secret key cryptography meansthat it is used for encrypting data. Public key
cryptographyis used for applications that are less demanding to a computer system's resources,
such as encrypting the keys used by secret key cryptography (for distribution) or to sign
messages.

19.1.4 Key Escrow

Because cryptography can provide extremely strong encryption,it can thwart the government's
efforts to lawfully perform electronic surveillance. For example, if strong cryptographyis used to
encrypt a phone conversation, a court-authorized wiretap will not be effective. To meet the needs
of the government and to provide privacy, the federal government has adopted voluntary key
escrow cryptography. This technologyallows the use of strong encryption,but also allows the
government whenlegally authorized to obtain decryption keys held by escrow agents. NIST has
published the Escrowed Encryption Standard as FIPS 185. Under the Federal Government's
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voluntary key escrow initiative, the decryption keys are split into parts and given to separate
escrow authorities. Access to one part of the key does not help decrypt the data; both keys must
be obtained.

19.2 Uses of Cryptography

Cryptography is used to protect data both inside and outside the boundaries of a computer
system. Outside the computer system, cryptography is sometimes the only way to protect data.
While in a computer system, data is normally protected with logical and physical access controls
(perhaps supplemented by cryptography). However, whenin transit across communicationslines
or resident on someoneelse's computer, data cannot be protected by the originator'slogical or
physical access controls. Cryptographyprovides a solution by protecting data even when the data 
is no longerin the control of the
originator. Secret Key

Encryption/Decryption

19.2.1 Data Encryption Original Mesrene
"Send the moncy on Friday”

One of the best ways to obtain cost-
effective data confidentiality is
through the use of encryption.
Encryption transforms intelligible
data, called plaintext,'* into an

unintelligible form, called ciphertext. DOChereee
This process is reversed through the
process of decryption. Once data is
encrypted, the ciphertext does not
have to be protected against
disclosure. However, if ciphertextis
modified, it will not decrypt
correctly.

  
 

 
Original (Decrypted) Message:
"Send the money on Friday”

 
 

Both secret key and public key
cryptography can be used for data encryption althoughnotall public key algorithms provide for
data encryption.

To use a secret key algorithm, data is encrypted using a key. The same key mustbe used to

'* The originator does not have to be the original creator of the data. It can also be a guardian or custodian ofthe
data.

'5 Plaintext canbe intelligible to a human(e.g., a novel) or to a machine(e.g., executable code).
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decryptthe data. Use of Public Key Cryptography
for Encryption/Decryption

Whenpublic key cryptographyis
used for encryption, any party Message Prepared by Person A

may use any otherparty's public J
key to encrypt a message; 1 Encryption |
however, only the party with the eiisikes i=
corresponding private key can eeee
decrypt, and thus read, the ;

SS3e TéintattedfalPereon B

Since secret key encryptionis
typically muchfaster, it is Person B's

. private key
normally used for encrypting
larger amounts ofdata.

Plaintext Message Read by Person B

19.2.2 Integrity Person A knows that only Person B can read the message.

 
In computer systems,it is not
always possible for humansto scan information to determine if data has been erased, added, or
modified. Even if scanning were possible, the individual may have no way of knowing what the
correct data should be. For example, "do" may be changed to "do not," or $1,000 may be
changed to $10,000. It is therefore desirable to have an automated meansof detecting both
intentional and unintentional modifications of data.

While error detecting codes have long been used in communicationsprotocols (e.g., parity bits),
these are more effective in detecting (and correcting) unintentional modifications. They can be
defeated by adversaries. Cryptography can effectively detect both intentional and unintentional
modification; however, cryptography does notprotect files from being rnodified. Both secret key
and public key cryptography can be usedto ensure integrity. Although newer public key methods
may offer more flexibility than the older secret key method, secret keyintegrity verification
systems have been successfully integrated into many applications.

Whensecret key cryptographyis used, a message authentication code (MAC)is calculated from
and appendedto the data. To verify that the data has not been modified ata later time, any party
with access to the correct secret key can recalculate the MAC. The new MAC is compared with
the original MAC,andif they are identical, the verifier has confidence that the data has not been
modified by an unauthorized party. FIPS 113, Computer Data Authentication, specifies a
standard technique for calculating a MACfor integrity verification.

Public key cryptographyverifies integrity by using of public key signatures and secure hashes. A
secure hash algorithm is used to create a message digest. The message digest, called a hash,is a
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short form of the message that changesif the message is modified. The hashis then signed with a
private key. Anyone can recalculate the hash and use the corresponding public key to verify the
integrity of the message. '*°

19.2.3 Electronic Signatures

 

Today's computer systems store and process
increasing numbers of paper-based documents What Is an Electronic Signature?
in electronic form. Having documents in e ;
electronic form permits rapid processing and Anelectronic signature is a cryptographicmechanism

that performs a similar function to a written signature.
transmission and improves overall efficiency. Trio ueedtoweniy eloneincrdiennteteeter
However, approval of a paper document has message. For example,a recipient of data (e.g., an e-
traditionally been indicated by a written mail message) can verify who signed the data andthat
signature. What is needed, therefore, is the the data wasnot modified after being signed. This

also meansthat the originator (€.g., sender of an e-
mail message) cannotfalsely deny having signed the
data.

electronic equivalent of a written signature
that can be recognized as having the same
legal status as a written signature. In addition
to the integrity protections, discussed above,
cryptography can provide a meansoflinking a
documentwith a particular person, as is done with a written signature. Electronic signatures can
use either secret key or public key cryptography; however, public key methods are generally
easier to use.

Cryptographic signatures provide extremely strong proof that a message hasnot been altered and
was signed byaspecific key.'*’ However, there are other mechanisms besides cryptographic-
based electronic signatures that perform a similar function. These mechanisms provide some
assuranceofthe origin of a message, some verification of the message's integrity, or both.’

'36 Sometimesa securehashis used for integrity verification. However, this can be defeatedif the hash is not stored
in a secure location, since it may be possible for someone to change the message and then replace the old hash with a
new one based on the modified message.

7 Electronic signatures rely on the secrecy of the keys andthe link or binding between the ownerofthe key and the
key itself. Ifa key is compromised (by theft, coercion, or trickery), then the electronic originator of a message may not
be the same as the ownerof the key. Although the binding of cryptographic keys to actual people is a significant
problem,it does not necessarily make electronic signatures less secure than written signatures. Trickery and coercion
are problemsfor written signatures as well. In addition, written signatures are easily forged.

'%® The strength of these mechanismsrelative to electronic signatures varies depending on the specific
implementation; however,in general, electronic signatures are stronger and moreflexible. These mechanisms may be
used in conjunction with electronic signatures or separately, depending upon the system's specific needs and limitations.
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e Examination of the transmission path of a message. When messages are sent across a
network, suchas the Internet, the message source and the physical path of the message are
recorded as a part of the message. These can be examinedelectronically or manually to
help ascertain the origin of a message.

e Use of a value-added network provider. If two or more parties are communicating via a
third party network, the network provider may be able to provide assurance that messages
originate from a givensource and have not been modified.

e Acknowledgmentstatements. Therecipient of an electronic message may confirm the
message's origin and contents by sending back an acknowledgementstatement.

e Use ofaudit trails. Audit trails can track the sending of messages andtheir contents for
later reference.

Simply taking a digital picture of a written signature does not provide adequate security. Such a
digitized written signature could easily be copied from one electronic documentto another with
no way to determine whetherit is legitimate. Electronic signatures, on the other hand, are unique
to the message being signed and will not verify if they are copied to another document.

19.2.3.1 Secret Key Electronic Signatureseeeeeeeeee
Systems incorporating message authentication

An electronic signature can be implemented technology have beenapproved for use by the federal
using secret key message authentication codes government as a replacementfor written signatures

. : on electronic documents.
(MACs). For example, if two parties share a ;
secret key, and one party receives data with a—zx
MACthatis correctly verified using the
shared key, that party may assume that the other party signed the data. This assumes, however,
that the two parties trust each other. Thus, through the use of a MAC,in addition to data
integrity, a form ofelectronic signature is obtained. Using additional controls, such as key
notarization and keyattributes, it is possible to provide an electronic signature even if the two
parties do nottrust each other.

19.2.3.2 Public Key Electronic Signatures

Another type ofelectronic signature called a digital signature is implemented using public key
cryptography. Datais electronically signed by applying the originator's private keyto the data.
(The exact mathematical process for doing this is not important for this discussion.) To increase
the speed of the process, the private key is applied to a shorter form of the data, called a "hash" or
"message digest,” rather than to the entire set of data. The resulting digital signature can be
stored or transmitted along with the data. The signature can be verified by any party using the
public key of the signer. This feature is very useful, for example, when distributing signed copies
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of virus-free software. Any recipient Use of Public Key Cryptography
can verify that the program remains for Digital Signature
virus-free. If the signature verifies
properly, then the verifier has
confidence that the data was not

modified after being signed and that the Person A's roowner of the public key wasthesigner. private key i

Message Prepared by Person A

NIST has published standards for a
digital signature and a secure hash for
use by the federal government in FIPS
186, Digital Signature Standard and
FIPS 180, Secure Hash Standard. Person A'spublic key

 

Verification   
19.2.4 User Authentication

oo. Message Verified Read by Person B
Cryptography can increase security in

user authentication techniques. As Person B knowsthat only Person A could have sent the message.
discussed in Chapter 16, cryptography

  
 

is the basis for several advanced

authentication methods. Instead of communicating passwords over an open network,
authentication can be performed by demonstrating knowledge of a cryptographic key. Using
these methods, a one-time password, whichis not susceptible to eavesdropping, can be used.
User authentication can use either secret or public key cryptography.

19.3 Implementation Issues

This section explores several important issues that should be considered whenusing(e.g.,
designing, implementing, integrating) cryptography in a computer system.

19.3.1 Selecting Design and Implementation Standards

NIST and other organizations have developed numerousstandards for designing, implementing,
and using cryptographyandforintegrating it
into automated systems. By using these ieee
standards, organizations can reduce costs and
protect their investments in technology.
Standards provide solutions that have been
accepted by a wide community and that have SA

Applicable security standards provide a common
level of security and interoperability among users.

been reviewed by experts in relevant areas.
Standards help ensure interoperability among different vendors’ equipment, thus allowing an
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organizationto select from among various productsin order to find cost-effective equipment.

Managers and users of computer systems will have to select among various standards when
deciding to use cryptography. Their selection should be based on cost-effectiveness analysis,
trends in the standard's acceptance, and interoperability requirements. In addition, each standard
should be carefully analyzed to determineif it is applicable to the organization and the desired
application. For example, the Data Encryption Standard and the Escrowed Encryption Standard
are both applicable to certain applications involving communications of data over commercial
modems. Somefederal standards are mandatory for federal computer systems, including DES
(FIPS 46-2) and the DSS (FIPS 181).

19.3.2 Deciding on Hardwarevs. Software Implementations

The trade-offs among security, cost, simplicity, efficiency, and ease of implementation need to be
studied by managers acquiring various security products meeting a standard. Cryptography can
be implementedin either hardware or software. Each hasits related costs and benefits.

In general, software is less expensive and slower than hardware, although for large applications,
hardware maybe less expensive. In addition, software may beless secure, sinceit is more easily
modified or bypassed than equivalent hardware products. Tamperresistance is usually considered
better in hardware.

In manycases, cryptography is implemented in a hardware device(e.g., electronic chip, ROM-
protected processor) butis controlled by software. This software requires integrity protection to
ensure that the hardware device is provided with correct information (i.e., controls, data) andis
not bypassed. Thus, a hybrid solution is generally provided, even when the basic cryptographyis
implemented in hardware. Effective security requires the correct managementofthe entire hybrid
solution.

19.3.3 Managing Keys

The proper managementof cryptographic keysis essential to the effective use of cryptography for
security. Ultimately, the security of information protected by cryptography directly depends upon
the protection afforded to keys.

All keys need to be protected against modification, and secret keys and private keys need
protection against unauthorized disclosure. Key managementinvolves the procedures and
protocols, both manual and automated, used throughouttheentire life cycle of the keys. This
includes the generation,distribution, storage, entry, use, destruction, and archiving of
cryptographic keys.

With secret key cryptography, the secret key(s) should be securely distributed (1.e., safeguarded
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|
|

against unauthorized replacement, modification, and disclosure) to the parties wishing to
communicate. Depending upon the numberandlocation ofusers, this task may notbe trivial. |
Automated techniques for generating and distributing cryptographic keys can ease overhead costs |
of key management, but someresources have to be devotedto this task. FIPS 171, Key
Management Using ANSI X9.17, provides key managementsolutionsfor a variety of operational

environments. |
Public key cryptographyusersalso have to satisfy certain key management requirements. For
example, since a private-public key pair is associated with (.e., generated or held by) a specific
user, it is necessary to bind the public part of the keypair to the user.'””

exchanging public keys(e.g., putting them on a CD-ROMor other media). However, conducting
electronic business onalarger scale, potentially involving geographically and organizationally
distributed users, necessitates a means for obtaining public keys electronically with a high degree
of confidence in their integrity and binding to individuals. The support for the binding between a
key and its owneris generally referred to as a public key infrastructure.

|
|

In a small community of users, public keys and their "owners" can be strongly bound by simply

|

Users also need to be able enter the community of key holders, generate keys (or have them
generated on their behalf), disseminate public keys, revoke keys (in case, for example, of
compromise of the private key), and change keys. In addition, it may be necessary to build in
time/date stamping andto archive keys for verification of old signatures. +

19.3.4 Security of Cryptographic Modules

 
Cryptographyis typically umplemented in a

module of software, firmware, hardware, or FIPS 140-1, Security Requirementsfor
some combination thereof. This module Cryptographic Modules, specifiesthe physical and
contains the cryptographic algorithm(s), logical security requirements for cryptographic
certain CONMGlEOnatneerememctennm eran modules. The standard defines four security levels for

P > P y cryptographic modules, with each level providing a
storage facilities for the key(s) being used by significant increasein securityoverthe preceding
the algorithm(s). The proper functioning of level. The four levels allow for cost-effective |
the cryptography requires the secure design, solutions that are appropriate fordifferentdegrees of

data sensitivityand different application
environments. The user can select the best module

: . for any given application or system, avoiding the cost
against tampering. of unnecessary security features.

implementation, and use of the cryptographic
module. This includes protecting the module

s

° Tn some cases, the key may be boundto a position or an organization, rather than to an individual user.
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19.3.5 Applying Cryptography to Networks

The use of cryptography within networking applications often requires special considerations. In
these applications, the suitability of a cryptographic module may dependonits capability for
handling special requirements imposedbylocally attached communications equipment or by the
network protocols and software.

Encrypted information, MACs,ordigital signatures may require transparent communications
protocols or equipment to avoid being misinterpreted by the communications equipment or
software as control information. It may be necessary to format the encrypted information, MAC,
or digital signature to ensure that it does not confuse the communications equipment or software.
It is essential that cryptographysatisfy the requirements imposed by the communications
equipment and doesnotinterfere with the proper andefficient operation of the network.

Datais encrypted on a network using either link or end-to-end encryption. In general, link
encryption is performed by service providers, such as a data communications provider. Link
encryption encryptsall of the data along a communicationspath(e.g., a satellite link, telephone
circuit, or T1 line). Since link encryption also encrypts routing data, communications nodes need
to decrypt the data to continue routing. End-to-end encryption is generally performed by the end-
user organization. Although data remains encrypted when being passed through a network,
routing information remainsvisible. It is possible to combine both types of encryption.

19.3.6 Complying with Export Rules

The U.S. Governmentcontrols the export of cryptographic implementations. The rules governing
export can be quite complex, since they consider multiple factors. In addition, cryptographyis a
rapidly changingfield, and rules may change from time to time. Questions concerning the export
of a particular implementation should be addressed to appropriate legal counsel.

19.4 Interdependencies

There are many interdependencies among cryptography and other security controls highlighted in
this handbook. Cryptography both depends on other security safeguards andassists in providing
them.

Physical Security. Physical protection of a cryptographic module is required to prevent — orat
least detect — physical replacement or modification of the cryptographic system and the keys
within it. In many environments(e.g., open offices, portable computers), the cryptographic
moduleitself has to provide the desiredlevels of physical security. In other environments(e.g.,
closed communicationsfacilities, steel-encased Cash-Issuing Terminals), a cryptographic module
maybe safely employed within a secured facility.
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User Authentication. Cryptography can be used both to protect passwordsthat are stored in
computer systems and to protect passwords that are communicated between computers.
Furthermore, cryptographic-based authentication techniques may be used in conjunction with, or
in place of, password-based techniques to provide stronger authentication ofusers.

Logical Access Control. In many cases, cryptographic software may be embedded within a host
system, and it may notbe feasible to provide extensive physical protection to the host system. In
these cases, logical access control may provide a meansofisolating the cryptographic software
from other parts of the host system and for protecting the cryptographic software from tampering
and the keys from replacementor disclosure. The use of such controls should provide the
equivalent of physical protection.

Audit Trails. Cryptography may play a usefulrole in audit trails. For example, audit records may
need to be signed. Cryptography mayalso be needed to protect audit records stored on computer
systems from disclosure or modification. Audit trails are also used to help support electronic
signatures.

Assurance. Assurance that a cryptographic module is properly and securely implementedis
essential to the effective use of cryptography. NIST maintains validation programs for several of
its standards for cryptography. Vendors can have their products validated for conformanceto the
standard througha rigorousset of tests. Such
testing provides increased assurancethat a TY
module meets stated standards, and system
designers, integrators, and users can have
greater confidence that validated products
conform to accepted standards.

NIST maintainsvalidation programs for severalofits
cryptographic standards.

A cryptographic system should be monitored and periodically audited to ensure thatit is satisfying
its security objectives. All parameters associated with correct operation of the cryptographic
system should be reviewed, and operation of the system itself should be periodically tested and the
results audited. Certain information, such as secret keys or private keys in public key systems,
should not be subject to audit. However, nonsecret or nonprivate keys could be used in a
simulated audit procedure.

19.5 Cost Considerations

Using cryptographyto protect information has both direct and indirect costs. Cost is determined
in part by product availability; a wide variety of products exist for implementing cryptography in
integrated circuits, add-on boardsor adapters, and stand-alone units.
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19.5.1 Direct Costs

The direct costs of cryptography include:

e Acquiring or implementing the cryptographic module and integrating it into the computer
system. The medium (i.e., hardware, software, firmware, or combination) and various
other issues such as level of security, logical and physical configuration, and special
processing requirements will have an impact on cost.

e Managing the cryptographyand, in particular, managing the cryptographic keys, which
includes key generation,distribution, archiving, and disposition, as well as security
measures to protect the keys, as appropriate.

19.3.2 Indirect Costs

Theindirect costs of cryptographyinclude:

e A decrease in system or network performance, resulting from the additional overhead of
applying cryptographic protection to stored or communicated data.

e Changesin the way users interact with the system, resulting from more stringent security
enforcement. However, cryptography can be made nearly transparent to the users so that
the impact is minimal.
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Chapter 20

ASSESSING AND MITIGATING THE RISKS

TO A HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER SYSTEM

This chapterillustrates how a hypothetical government agency (HGA)deals with computer
security issues in its operating environment.’*° It follows the evolution of HGA'sinitiation of an
assessmentof the threats to its computer security system all the way through to HGA's
recommendations for mitigating those risks. In the real world, many solutions exist for computer
security problems. Nosingle solution can solve similar security problems in all environments.
Likewise, the solutions presented in this example may not be appropriate for all environments.

This case study is provided for illustrative

purposes only, and should not be construed as This example can be used to help understand how
guidance or specific recommendations to security issues are examined, how somepotential
solving specific security issues. Because a solutions are analyzed, how their cost and benefits are

weighed, and ultimately how managementaccepts
comprehensive example attempting to responsibility for eke,
illustrate all handbook topics would be
inordinately long, this example necessarily
simplifies the issues presented and omits many
details. For instance, to highlight the similarities and differences among controls in the different
processing environments, it addresses some of the major types of processing platforms linked
together in a distributed system: personal computers, local-area networks, wide-area networks,
and mainframes; it does not show how to secure these platforms.

This section also highlights the importance of management's acceptance ofa particular level of
risk—this will, of course, vary from organization to organization. It is management's prerogative
to decide whatlevel of risk is appropriate, given operating and budget environments and other
applicable factors.

20.1 Initiating the Risk Assessment

HGAhasinformation systems that comprise and are intertwined with several different kinds of
assets valuable enough to merit protection. HGA's systems play a keyrole in transferring U.S.
Government fundsto individuals in the form of paychecks; hence,financial resources are among
the assets associated with HGA's systems. The system components owned and operated by HGA

4° While this chapter draws upon manyactual systems, details and characteristics were changed and merged.
Although the chapter is arranged aroundan agency,the case study could also applyto a large division oroffice within an
agency.
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are also assets, as are personnel information, contracting and procurement documents,draft
regulations, internal correspondence, and a variety of other day-to-day business documents,
memos,and reports. HGA's assets include intangible elements as well, such as reputation of the
agency and the confidence ofits employees that personal information will be handled properly and
that the wages will be paid on time.

A recent changein the directorship of HGA has brought in a new management team. Among the
new Chief Information Officer's first actions was appointing a Computer Security Program
Manager who immediately initiated a comprehensiverisk analysis to assess the soundness of
HGA's computer security program in protecting the agency's assets and its compliance with
federal directives. This analysis drew uponprior risk assessments, threat studies, and applicable
internal contro! reports. The Computer Security Program Manageralso established a timetable
for periodic reassessments.

Since the wide-area network and mainframe used by HGA are ownedand operated by other
organizations, they were nottreated in the risk assessment as HGA's assets. And although HGA's
personnel, buildings, and facilities are essential assets, the Computer Security Program Manager
considered them to be outside the scope oftherisk analysis.

After examining HGA's computer system, the risk assessment team identified specific threats to
HGA'sassets, reviewed HGA's and national safeguards against those threats, identified the
vulnerabilities of those policies, and recommendedspecific actions for mitigating the remaining
risks to HGA's computer security. The following sections provide highlights from the risk
assessment. The assessment addressed manyotherissues at the programmatic and system levels.
However, this chapter focuses on security issues related to the time and attendance application.
(Otherissues are discussed in Chapter 6.)

20.2 HGA's Computer System

HGArelies on the distributed computer systems and networks shownin Figure 20.1. They
consist of a collection of components, some of which are systems in their own right. Some belong
to HGA,but others are owned and operated by other organizations. This section describes these
components,their role in the overall distributed system architecture, and how they are used by
HGA.

20.2.1 System Architecture

Most of HGA'sstaff (a mix ofclerical, technical, and managerial staff) are provided with personal
computers (PCs) located in their offices. Each PC includes hard-disk and floppy-disk drives.

The PCs are connected to a local area network (LAN)so that users can exchange and share
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information. The central component of the LAN is a LAN server, a more powerful computerthat
acts as an intermediary between PCson the network and provides a large volume ofdisk storage
for shared information, including shared application programs. The server provides logical access
controls on potentially sharable information via elementary access controllists. These access
controls can be usedto limit user access to various files and programs stored on the server. Some
programs stored on the server can be retrieved via the LAN and executed on a PC;others can
only be executed onthe server.

Toinitiate a session on the network or execute programs on the server, users at a PC must log
into the server and provide a user identifier and password knownto the server. Then they may use
files to which they have access.

Oneofthe applications supported by the server is electronic mail (e-mail), which can be used by
all PC users. Other programs that run on the server can only be executed by a limited set of PC
users.

Several printers, distributed throughout HGA's building complex, are connected to the LAN.
Users at PCs maydirect printouts to whichever printer is most convenient for their use.

&

Since HGA must frequently communicate with industry, the LAN also provides a connection to
the Internet via a router. The router is a networkinterface device that translates between the

protocols and addresses associated with the LAN and the Internet. The router also performs
networkpacketfiltering, a form of network access control, and has recently been configured to
disallow non-e-mail (e.g., file transfer, remote log-in) between LAN and Internet computers.

The LAN server also has connections to several other devices.

e A modem poolis provided so that HGA's employees on travel can "dial up" via the i
public switched (telephone) network and read or send e-mail. Toinitiate a dial-up
session, a user must successfully log in. During dial-up sessions, the LAN server
provides access only to e-mail facilities; no other functions can be invoked.

® A special console is provided for the server administrators who configure the
server, establish and delete user accounts, and have other special privileges needed
for administrative and maintenance functions. These functions can only be invoked i
from the administrator console; that is, they cannot be invoked from a PC on the
networkor from a dial-up session.

® A connection to a government agency X.25-based wide-area network (WAN)is
provided so that information can be transferred to or from other agency systems.
Oneof the other hosts on the WAN is a large multiagency mainframe system. This
mainframeis used to collect and process information from a large numberof
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agencies while providing a range of access controls.

20.2.2 System Operational Authority/Ownership

The system components contained within the large dashed rectangle shownin Figure 20.1 are
managed and operated by an organization within HGA known as the Computer Operations Group
(COG). This group includes the PCs, LAN,server, console, printers, modem pool, androuter.
The WAN is owned andoperated by a large commercial telecommunications companythat
provides WAN services under a government contract. The mainframe is owned and operated by a
federal agency that acts as a service provider for HGA and other agencies connected to the WAN.

20.2.3 System Applications

PCs on HGA's LAN are used for word processing, data manipulation, and other common
applications, including spreadsheet and project managementtools. Many of these tasks are
concerned with data that are sensitive with respect to confidentiality or integrity. Some of these
documentsand data also need to be available in a timely manner.

The mainframe also provides storage andretrieval services for other databases belonging to
individual agencies. For example, several agencies, including HGA,store their personnel
databases on the mainframe; these databases contain dates of service, leave balances, salary and
W-2 information, and so forth.

In addition to their time and attendance application, HGA's PCs and the LAN server are used to
manipulate other kinds of information that may be sensitive with respect to confidentiality or
integrity, including personnel-related correspondence and draft contracting documents.

20.3 Threats to HGA's Assets

Different assets of HGAare subject to different kinds of threats. Some threats are considered less
likely than others, and the potential impact of different threats may vary greatly. The likelihood of
threats is generally difficult to estimate accurately. Both HGAandthe risk assessment'’s authors
have attempted to the extent possible to base these estimates on historical data, but have alsotried
to anticipate new trendsstimulated by emerging technologies(e.g., external networks).

20.3.1 Payroll Fraud

As for mostlarge organizations that controlfinancial assets, attempts at fraud and embezzlement
are likely to occur. Historically, attempts at payroll fraud have almost always come from within
HGAorthe other agencies that operate systems on which HGA depends. Although HGAhas
thwarted manyofthese attempts, and some have involvedrelatively small sums of money,it
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considers preventing financial fraud to be a critical computer security priority, particularly in light
of the potential financial losses and the risks of damageto its reputation with Congress, the
public, and other federal agencies.

Attempts to defraud HGA haveincluded the following:

e Submitting fraudulent time sheets for hours or days not worked, or for pay periods
following termination or transfer of employment. The former may take the form of
overreporting compensatory or overtime hours worked, or underreporting
vacation or sick leave taken. Alternatively, attempts have been made to modify
time sheet data after being entered and approved for submission to payroll.

e Falsifying or modifying dates or data on which one's "years of service"
computations are based, thereby becomingeligible for retirement earlier than
allowed, or increasing one's pension amount.

e Creating employee records and time sheetsforfictitious personnel, and attempting
to obtain their paychecks,particularly after arranging for direct deposit.

20.3.2 Payroll Errors

Ofgreaterlikelihood, but of perhaps lesser potential impact on HGA,areerrorsin the entry of
time and attendance data; failure to enter information describing new employees, terminations,
and transfers in a timely manner; accidental corruption or loss of time and attendance data; or
errors in interagency coordination and processing of personneltransfers.

Errors of these kinds can causefinancial difficulties for employees and accounting problems for
HGA.If an employee's vacation or sick leave balance became negative erroneously during the
last pay period of the year, the employee's last paycheck would be automatically reduced. An
individual who transfers between HGA and another agency mayrisk receiving duplicate
paychecksor no paychecksfor the pay periods immediately following the transfer. Errors of this
sort that occur near the end of the year can lead to errors in W-2 forms and subsequentdifficulties
with the tax collection agencies.

20.3.3 Interruption of Operations

HGA'sbuilding facilities and physical plant are several decades old and are frequently under repair
or renovation. As a result, power, air conditioning, and LAN or WAN connectivity for the server
are typically interrupted several times a year for periods of up to one work day. For example, on
several occasions, construction workers have inadvertently severed poweror networkcables.
Fires, floods, storms, and other natural disasters can also interrupt computer operations, as can
equipment malfunctions.
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Anotherthreat of small likelihood, but significant potential impact, is that of a malicious or
disgruntled employee or outsider seeking to disrupt time-critical processing (e.g., payroll) by
deleting necessary inputs or system accounts, misconfiguring access controls, planting computer
viruses, or stealing or sabotaging computers or related equipment. Suchinterruptions, depending
upon whenthey occur, can prevent time and attendance data from getting processed and
transferred to the mainframe before the payroll processing deadline.

20.3.4 Disclosure or Brokerage of Information

Other kinds of threats may be stimulated by the growing marketfor information about an
organization's employeesorinternalactivities. Individuals who have legitimate work-related
reasonsfor access to the master employee database may attemptto disclose such information to
other employees or contractorsor tosell it to private investigators, employmentrecruiters, the
press, or other organizations. HGAconsiders suchthreats to be moderately likely and of low to
high potential impact, depending on the type of information involved.

20.3.5 Network-Related Threats

Most of the humanthreats of concern to HGAoriginate from insiders. Nevertheless, HGA also
recognizes the need to protect its assets from outsiders. Such attacks may serve manydifferent
purposes and posea broad spectrumofrisks, including unauthorized disclosure or modification of
information, unauthorized use of services and assets, or unauthorized denial of services.

As shownin Figure 20.1, HGA's systems are connected to the three external networks: (1) the
Internet, (2) the Interagency WAN,and (3) the public-switched (telephone) network. Although
these networksare a source of security risks, connectivity with them is essential to HGA's mission
and to the productivity of its employees; connectivity cannot be terminated simply because of
securityrisks.

In each of the past few years before establishing its current set of network safeguards, HGA had
detected several attempts by outsiders to penetrate its systems. Most, but not all of these, have
come from the Internet, and those that succeeded did so by learning or guessing user account
passwords. In two cases, the attacker deleted or corrupted significant amounts of data, most of
which werelater restored from backupfiles. In most cases, HGA could detect noill effects of the
attack, but concludedthat the attacker may have browsed through somefiles. HGA also
concededthat its systems did not have audit logging capabilities sufficient to track an attacker's
activities. Hence, for most of these attacks, HGA could not accurately gauge the extent of
penetration. .

In one case, an attacker madeuse of a bug in an e-mail utility and succeeded in acquiring System
Administrator privileges on the server—asignificant breach. HGA found noevidence that the
attacker attempted to exploit these privileges before being discovered two dayslater. When the
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attack was detected, COG immediately contacted the HGA's Incident Handling Team, and was
told that a bug fix had been distributed by the server vendor several months earlier. To its
embarrassment, COG discovered that it had already received the fix, which it then promptly
installed. It now believes that no subsequentattacks of the same nature have succeeded.

Although HGAhas no evidencethat it has been significantly harmed to date by attacks via
external networks, it believes that these attacks have great potential to inflict damage. HGA's
managementconsidersitself lucky that such attacks have not harmed HGA's reputation and the
confidence ofthe citizens its serves. It also believes the likelihood of such attacks via external

networkswill increase in the future.

20.3.6 Other Threats

HGA's systems also are exposed to several other threats that, for reasons of space, cannotbe fully
enumerated here. Examples of threats and HGA's assessmentof their probabilities and impacts
include those listed in Table 20.1.

20.4 Current Security Measures

HGAhas numerouspolicies and procedures for protecting its assets against the abovethreats.
These are articulated in HGA's Computer Security Manual, which implements and synthesizes the
requirements of many federal directives, such as Appendix III to OMB Circular A-130, the
Computer Security Act of 1987, and the Privacy Act. The manualalso includespolicies for
automated financial systems, such as those based on OMB Circulars A-123 and A-127, as well as
the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act.

Several examples of those policies follow, as they apply generally to the use and administration of
HGA's computer system and specifically to security issues related to time and attendance, payroll,
and continuity of operations.

20.4.1 General Use and Administration of HGA's Computer System

HGA's Computer Operations Group (COG)is responsible for controlling, administering, and
maintaining the computer resources owned and operated by HGA. These functions are depicted
in Figure 20.1 enclosedin the large, dashed rectangle. Only individuals holding the jobtitle
System Administrator are authorized to establish log-in IDs and passwords on multiuser HGA
systems (e.g., the LAN server). Only HGA's employees and contract personnel may use the
system, and only after receiving written authorization from the department supervisor(or, in the
case of contractors, the contracting officer) to whom these individuals report.

COGissues copiesofall relevant security policies and procedures to new users. Before activating
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20. Assessing and Mitigating the Risks to a Hypothetical Computer System

a system accountfor a new users, COGrequiresthat they (1) attend a security awareness and
training course or complete an interactive computer-aided-instruction training session and (2)sign
an acknowledgment form indicating that they understand their security responsibilities.

Authorized users are assigned a secret log-in ID and password, which they must not share with
anyone else. They are expected to comply with all of HGA's passwordselection and security
procedures(e.g., periodically changing passwords). Users whofail to do so are subject to a range
of penalties.

Examples of Threats to HGA Systems

Potential Threat Probability Impact

Accidental Loss/Release of Medium Low/Medium
Disclosure-Sensitive Information

Accidental Destruction of High Medium
Information

Loss ofInformation due to Medium Medium
Virus Contamination

Misuse of Low Low
System Resources ie

Theft High Medium,

Unauthorized Access to Medium Medium
Telecommunications Resources’

Natural Disaster Low High

"HGAoperates a PBX system, which may be vulnerable te (1) hacker disruptions ofPBX availability and,
consequently, agency operations, (2) unauthorized access to outgoing phonelines for long-distance services,
(3) unauthorized access to stored voice-mail messages, and (4) surreptitious access to otherwise private
conversations/data transmissions.

a

Table 20.1

Users creating data that are sensitive with respect to disclosure or modification are expected to
make effective use of the automated access contro] mechanisms available on HGA computers to
reducethe risk of exposure to unauthorized individuals. (Appropriate training and education are
in place to help users do this.) In general, access to disclosure-sensitive informationis to be
granted only to individuals whose jobs requireit.
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20.4.2 Protection Against Payroll Fraud and Errors: Time and Attendance Application

The time and attendance application plays a major role in protecting against payroll fraud and
errors. Since the time and attendance application is a componentofa larger automated payroll
process, manyofits functional and security requirements have been derived from both
governmentwide and HGA-specific policies related to payroll and leave. For example, HGA must
protect personal information in accordance with the Privacy Act. Depending on the specific type
of information, it should normally be viewable only by the individual concerned,the individual's
supervisors, and personnel and payroll department employees. Such information should also be
timely and accurate.

Each week, employees must sign and submit a time sheet that identifies the number of hours they
have worked and the amountof leave they have taken. The Time and Attendance Clerk enters the
data for a given group of employeesand runsan application on the LAN serverto verify the data's
validity and to ensure that only authorized users with access to the Time and Attendance Clerk's
functions can enter time and attendance data. The application performs these security checks by
using the LAN server's access control and identification and authentication (1&A) mechanisms.
The application compares the data with a limited database of employee information to detect
incorrect employee identifiers, implausible numbers of hours worked, and so forth. After
correcting any detected errors, the clerk runs another application that formats the time and
attendancedata into a report, flagging exception/out-of-bound conditions(e.g., negative leave
balances).

Department supervisors are responsible for reviewing the correctness of the time sheets of the
employees undertheir supervision and indicating their approvalbyinitialing the time sheets. If
they detect significant regularities and indications of fraud in such data, they must reporttheir
findings to the Payroll Office before submitting the time sheets for processing. In keeping with
the principle of separation of duty, all data on time sheets and corrections on the sheets that may
affect pay, leave, retirement, or other benefits of an individual must be reviewed for validity byat
least two authorized individuals (other than the affected individual).

Protection Against Unauthorized Execution

Only users with access to Time and Attendance Supervisor functions may approve and submit
time and attendance data — or subsequent corrections thereof — to the mainframe. Supervisors
may not approve their own time and attendancedata.

Only the System Administrator has been granted access to assign a special access controlprivilege
to server programs. Asaresult, the server's operating system is designed to prevent a bogus time
and attendance application created by any other user from communicating with the WAN and,
hence, with the mainframe.
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20. Assessing and Mitigating the Risks to a Hypothetical Computer System

The time and attendance application is supposed to be configured so that the clerk and supervisor
functions can only be carried out from specific PCs attached to the LAN and only during normal
working hours. Administrators are not authorized to exercise functions of the time and
attendance application apart from those concerned with configuring the accounts, passwords, and
access permissions for clerks and supervisors. Administrators are expressly prohibited by policy
from entering, modifying, or submitting time and attendance data via the time and attendance
application or other mechanisms. "*!

Protection against unauthorized execution of the time and attendance application depends on I&A
and access controls. While the time and attendanceapplication is accessible from any PC,unlike
most programs run by PC users,it does not execute directly on the PC's processor. Instead,it
executes on the server, while the PC behaves as a terminal, relaying the user's keystrokes to the
server and displaying text and graphics sent from the server. The reason for this approachis that
common PC systems do not provide I&A and access controls and, therefore, cannot protect
against unauthorized time and attendance program execution. Amy individual who has access to
the PC could run any program stored there.

Anotherpossible approachis for the time and attendance program to perform I&Aandaccess
control on its own by requesting and validating a password before beginning each time and
attendance session. This approach, however, can be defeated easily by a moderately skilled
programming attack, and was judged inadequate by HGA duringthe application's early design
phase.

Recall that the server is a more powerful computer equipped with a multiuser operating system
that includes password-based I&Aand access controls. Designing the time and attendance
application program sothat it executes on the server under the contro]of the server's operating
system provides a moreeffective safeguard against unauthorized execution than executing it on
the user's PC.

Protection Against Payroll Errors

The frequency ofdataentry errors is reduced by having Time and Attendanceclerks enter each
time sheet into the time and attendance application twice. If the two copiesare identical, both are
considered error free, and the record is accepted for subsequent review and approval by a
supervisor. If the copies are not identical, the discrepancies are displayed, and for each
discrepancy, the clerk determines which copy is correct. The clerk then incorporates the
correctionsinto one of the copies, which is then accepted for further processing. If the clerk

'41 Technically, Systems Administrators maystill have the ability to do so. This highlights the importance of adequate
managerial reviews, auditing, and personnel background checks.
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makes the same data-entry error twice, then the two copies will match, and one will be accepted
as correct, even thoughit is erroneous. To reducethis risk, the time and attendanceapplication
could be configured to require that the two copies be entered by different clerks.

In addition, each department has one or more Time and Attendance Supervisors who are
authorized to review these reports for accuracy and to approve them by running another server
program thatis part of the time and attendance application. The data are then subjected to a
collection of "sanity checks" to detect entries whose values are outside expected ranges. Potential
anomalies are displayed to the supervisor prior to allowing approval; if errors are identified, the
data are returned to a clerk for additional examination and corrections.

Whena supervisor approvesthe time and attendance data, this application logsinto the
interagency mainframe via the WAN andtransfers the data to a payroll database on the
mainframe. The mainframelater prints paychecksor, using a poo] of modems that can send data
over phone lines, it may transfer the fundselectronically into employee-designated bank accounts.
Withheld taxes and contributions are also transferred electronically in this manner.

The Director of Personnelis responsible for ensuring that forms describing significant
payroll-related personnel actions are provided to the Payroll Office at least one week before the
payroll processing date for the first affected pay period. These actions include hiring,
terminations, transfers, leaves of absences and returns from such,and payraises.

The Managerof the Payroll Office is responsible for establishing and maintaining controls
adequate to ensure that the amounts of pay, leave, and other benefits reported on pay stubs and
recorded in permanent records and those distributed electronically are accurate and consistent
with time and attendance data and with other information provided by the Personnel Department.
In particular, paychecks must never be provided to anyone whois not a bonafide, active-status
employee of HGA. Moreover, the pay of any employee who terminates employment, who
transfers, or who goes on leave without pay must be suspendedasofthe effective date of such
action; that is, extra paychecks or excess pay mustnotbe dispersed.

Protection Against Accidental Corruption or Loss of Payroll Data

The same mechanisms used to protect against fraudulent modification are used to protect against
accidental corruption of time and attendance data — namely, the access-controlfeatures of the
server and mainframe operating systems.

COG's nightly backups ofthe server's disks protect against loss of time and attendance data. To a
limited extent, HGA also relies on mainframe administrative personnel to back up time and
attendance data stored on the mainframe, even though HGAhasno direct control over these
individuals. As additional protection against loss of data at the mainframe, HGAretains copies of
all time and attendance data on line on the server for at least one year, at which time the data are
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archived and kept for three years. The server's access controls for the on-line files are
automatically set to read-only access by the time and attendance application at the time of
submission to the mainframe. Theintegrity of time and attendance datawill be protected by
digital signatures as they are implemented.

The WAN's communications protocols also protect against loss of data during transmission from
the server to the mainframe (e.g., error checking). In addition, the mainframe payroll application
includes a program that is automatically run 24 hours before paychecks and paystubs are printed.
This program producesa report identifying agencies from whom time and attendance data for the
current pay period were expected but not received. Payroll department staff are responsible for
reviewing the reports and immediately notifying agencies that need to submit or resubmit time and
attendance data. If time and attendanceinputor other related informationis not available on a
timely basis, pay, leave, and other benefits are temporarily calculated based on information
estimated from prior pay periods.

20.4.3 Protection Against Interruption of Operations

HGA's policies regarding continuity of operations are derived from requirements stated in OMB
Circular A-130. HGA requires various organizations within it to develop contingencyplans, test
them annually, and establish appropriate administrative and operational procedures for supporting
them. The plans must identify the facilities, equipment, supplies, procedures, and personnel
needed to ensure reasonable continuity of operations under a broad range of adverse
circumstances.

COG Contingency Planning

COGis responsible for developing and maintaining a contingencyplan that sets forth the
procedures and facilities to be used when physical plant failures, natural disasters, or major
equipment malfunctions occursufficient to disrupt the normal use of HGA's PCs, LAN,server,
router, printers, and other associated equipment.

The plan prioritizes applications that rely on these resources,indicating those that should be
suspendedif available automated functions or capacities are temporarily degraded. COG
personnel have identified system software and hardware components that are compatible with
those used by two nearby agencies. HGAhassigned an agreement with those agencies, whereby
they have committed to reserving spare computational and storage capacities sufficient to support
HGA's system-based operations for a few days during an emergency.

No communication devices or network interfaces may be connected to HGA's systems without
written approval of the COG Manager. The COGstaff is responsible for installing all known
security-related software patches in a timely manner and for maintaining spare or redundant PCs,
servers, storage devices, and LAN interfaces to ensure that at least 100 people can simultaneously
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perform word processing tasksat all times.

To protect against accidental corruption or loss of data, COG personnel back up the LAN server's
disks onto magnetic tape every night and transport the tapes weekly to a sister agency for storage.
HGA's policies also stipulate that all PC users are responsible for backing up weekly any
significant data stored on their PC's local hard disks. For the past several years, COG hasissued a
yearly memorandum reminding PC users ofthis responsibility. COG also strongly encourages
them to store significant data on the LAN serverinstead of on their PC's hard disk so that such
data will be backed up automatically during COG's LAN server backups.

To prevent more limited computer equipment malfunctions from interrupting routine business
operations, COG maintains an inventory of approximately ten fully equipped spare PC's, a spare
LAN server, and several spare disk drives for the server. COG also keeps thousandsoffeet of
LAN cable on hand. Ifa segment of the LAN cable that runs through the ceilings and walls of
HGA's buildingsfails or is accidentally severed, COG technicians will run temporary LAN cabling
along the floors of hallways and offices, typically restoring service within a few hoursfor as long
as needed until the cablefailure is located and repaired.

To protect against PC virus contamination, HGA authorizes only System Administrators
approved by the COG Managertoinstall licensed, copyrighted PC software packages that appear
on the COG-approvedlist. PC software applications are generally installed only on the server.
(These stipulations are part of an HGAassurancestrategy that relies on the quality of the
engineering practices of vendors to provide software that is adequately robust and trustworthy.)
Only the COG Manageris authorized to add packages to the approvedlist. COG proceduresalso
stipulate that every month System Administrators should run virus-detection and other
security-configuration validation utilities on the server and, on a spot-check basis, on a numberof
PCs. If they find a virus, they must immediately notify the agency team that handles computer
security incidents.

COGis also responsible for reviewing audit logs generated by the server, identifying audit records
indicative of security violations, and reporting suchindications to the Incident-Handling Team.
The COG Managerassigns these duties to specific members of the staff and ensures that they are
implemented as intended.

The COG Manageris responsible for assessing adverse circumstances and for providing
recommendations to HGA's Director. Based on these and other sourcesof input, the Director
will determine whether the.circumstances are dire enough to merit activating varioussets of
procedurescalled for in the contingency plan.

Division Contingency Planning

HGA's divisions also must develop and maintain their own contingency plans. The plans must
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identify critical business functions, the system resources and applications on which they depend,
and the maximum acceptable periods of interruption that these functions can tolerate without
significant reduction in HGA's ability to fulfill its mission. The head of each division is responsible
for ensuring that the division's contingency plan and associated supportactivities are adequate.

For each major application used by multiple divisions, a chief of a single division must be
designated as the application owner. The designated official (supported byhis or herstaff) is
responsible for addressing that application in the contingency plan and for coordinating with other
divisions that use the application.

If a division relies exclusively on computer resources maintained by COG (e.g., the LAN),it need
not duplicate COG's contingency plan, but is responsible for reviewing the adequacyofthat plan.
If COG's plan does not adequately address the division's needs, the division must communicateits
concerns to the COG Director. In either situation, the division must make knownthecriticality of
its applications to the COG.If the division relies on computer resourcesor services that are not
provided by COG,the division is responsible for (1) developing its own contingencyplan or (2)
ensuring that the contingency plans of other organizations(e.g., the WAN service provider)
provide adequate protection against service disruptions.

20.4.4 Protection Against Disclosure or Brokerage of Information

HGA's protection against information disclosure is based on a need-to-knowpolicy and on
personnel hiring and screening practices. The need-to-know policy states that time and
attendance information should be madeaccessible only to HGA employees and contractors whose
assigned professional responsibilities require it. Such information must be protected against
access from all other individuals, including other HGA employees. Appropriate hiring and
screening practices can lessen the risk that an untrustworthy individual will be assigned such
responsibilities.

The need-to-know policy is supported by a collection of physical, procedural, and automated
safeguards, including the following:

e Time and attendance paper documents are mustbe stored securely when notin
use, particularly during evenings and on weekends. Approved storage containers
include lockedfile cabinets and desk drawers—to which only the ownerhas the
keys. While storage in a containeris preferable,it is also permissible to leave time
and attendance documents on top of a desk or other exposed surface in a locked
office (with the realization that the guard force has keys to the office). (This is a
judgmentleft to local discretion.) Similar rules apply to disclosure-sensitive
information stored on floppy disks and other removable magnetic media.

e Every HGA PCis equipped with a key lock that, when locked, disables the PC.
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When information is stored on a PC'slocal hard disk, the user to whom that PC

was assigned is expected to (1) lock the PC at the conclusion of each work day
and (2) lock the office in which the PC is located.

e The LAN server operating system's access controls provide extensive features for
controlling accessto files. These include group-oriented controls that allow teams
of users to be assigned to named groups by the System Administrator. Group
members are then allowed accessto sensitive files not accessible to nonmembers.

Each user can be assigned to several groups according to need to know. (The
reliable functioning of these controls is assumed, perhaps incorrectly, by HGA.)

e All PC users undergo security awareness training whenfirst provided accounts on
the LAN server. Amongotherthings, the training stresses the necessity of
protecting passwords. It also instructs users to log off the server before going
homeat night or before leaving the PC unattended for periods exceeding an hour.

20.4.5 Protection Against Network-Related Threats

HGA's current set of external network safeguards has only beenin place for a few months. The
basic approachisto tightly restrict the kinds of external network interactions that can occur by
funneling all traffic to and from external networks through twointerfaces that filter out
unauthorized kinds of interactions. As indicated in Figure 20.1, the two interfaces are the
networkrouter and the LAN server. The only kindsofinteractions that these interfaces allow are
(1) e-mail and (2) data transfers from the server to the mainframe controlled by a few special
applications(e.g., the tume and attendance application).

Figure 20.1 showsthat the network routeris the only direct interface between the LAN and the
Internet. The router is a dedicated special-purpose computerthat translates between the
protocols and addresses associated with the LAN and the Internet. Internet protocols, unlike
those used on the WAN,specify that packets of information coming from or going to the Internet
mustcarry an indicator of the kind of service that is being requested or used to process the
information. This makesit possible for the router to distinguish e-mail packets from other kinds
of packets—for example, those associated with a remote log-in request.'** The router has been
configured by COG to discard all packets coming from or going to the Internet, except those
associated with e-mail. COG personnelbelieve that the router effectively eliminates
Internet-based attacks on HGAuseraccounts becauseit disallows all remote log-in sessions, even
those accompaniedby a legitimate password.

'2 Although not discussed in this example, recognize that technical “spoofing” can occur.
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The LAN server enforces a similar type of restriction for dial-in access via the public-switched
network. The access controls provided by the server's operating system have been configured so
that during dial-in sessions, only the e-mail utility can be executed. (HGApolicy, enforced by
periodic checks, prohibits installation of modems on PCs, so that access must be through the LAN
server.) In addition, the server's access controls have been configured so that its WAN interface
device is accessible only to programs that possess a special access-controlprivilege. Only the
System Administrator can assign this privilege to server programs, and only a handful of
special-purpose applications, like the time and attendance application, have been assignedthis
privilege.

20.4.6 Protection Against Risks from Non—HGA Computer Systems

HGArelies on systems and componentsthat it cannot control directly because they are owned by
other organizations. HGAhas developed a policy to avoid unduerisk in suchsituations. The
policy states that system components controlled and operated by organizations other than HGA
maynot be used to process, store, or transmit HGA information without obtaining explicit
permission from the application owner and the COG Manager. Permission to use.such system
components may not be granted without written commitment from the controlling organization
that HGA's information will be safeguarded commensurate with its value, as designated by HGA.
This policy is somewhat mitigated by the fact that HGA has developed an issue-specific policy on
the use of the Internet, which allowsfor its use for e-mail with outside organizations and access to
other resources (but not for transmission of HGA's proprietary data).

20.5 Vulnerabilities Reported by the Risk Assessment Team

The risk assessment team found that manyofthe risks to which HGAis exposed stem from (1)
the failure of individuals to comply with established policies and proceduresor (2) the use of
automated mechanisms whoseassurance is questionable because of the ways they have been
developed, tested, implemented, used, or maintained. The team also identified specific
vulnerabilities in HGA's policies and procedures for protecting against payroll fraud anderrors,
interruption of operations, disclosure and brokering of confidential information, and unauthorized
access to data by outsiders.

20.5.1 Vulnerabilities Related to Payroll Fraud

Falsified Time Sheets

The primary safeguards against falsified time sheets are review and approval by supervisory
personnel, who are not permitted to approve their own time and attendance data. The risk
assessment has concludedthat, while imperfect, these safeguards are adequate. Therelated
requirementthat a clerk and a supervisor must cooperate closely in creating time and attendance
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data and submitting the data to the mainframealso safeguards against other kindsofillicit
manipulation of time and attendance data by clerks or supervisors acting independently.

Unauthorized Access

When a PCuserenters a passwordto the server during I&A, the passwordis sent to the server by
broadcasting it over the LAN "in the clear." This allows the password to be intercepted easily by
any other PC connected to the LAN. Infact, so-called "password sniffer" programs that capture
passwordsin this way are widely available. Similarly, a malicious program planted on a PC could
also intercept passwordsbefore transmitting them to the server. An unauthorized individual who
obtained the captured passwordscould then run the time and attendance application in place of a
clerk or supervisor. Users might also store passwordsin a log-onscriptfile.

Bogus Time and Attendance Applications

The server's access controls are probably adequate for protection against bogus time and
attendance applications that run on the server. However, the server's operating system and access
controls have only been in widespread use for a few years and contain a numberof
security-related bugs. And the server's access controls are ineffective if not properly configured,
and the administration of the server's security features in the past has been notablylax.

Unauthorized Modification of Time and Attendance Data

Protection against unauthorized modification of time and attendance data requiresa variety of
safeguards because each system component on whichthe data are stored or transmitted is a
potential source of vulnerabilities.

First, the time and attendance data are entered on the server by a clerk. On occasion,the clerk
may begin data entry late in the afternoon, and complete it the following morning,storingit in a
temporary file between the two sessions. One wayto avoid unauthorized modification is to store
the data on a diskette and lock it up overnight. After being entered, the data will be stored in
another temporary file until reviewed and approved by a supervisor. These files, now stored on
the system, must be protected against tampering. As before, the server's access controls,if
reliable and properly configured, can provide such protection (as can digital signatures, as
discussedlater) in conjunction with properauditing.

Second, when the Supervisor approves a batch of time and attendancedata, the time and
attendance application sends the data over the WAN to the mainframe. The WAN is a collection
of communications equipment and special-purpose computerscalled "switches" that act asrelays,
routing information through the network from source to destination. Each switchis a potential
site at which the time and attendance data may be fraudulently modified. For example, an HGA
PC user might be able to intercept time and attendance data and modify the data enroute to the
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payroll application on the mainframe. Opportunities include tampering with incomplete time and
attendance input files while stored on the server, interception and tampering during WAN transit,
or tampering on arrival to the mainframeprior to processing by the payroll application.

Third, on arrival at the mainframe, the time and attendancedata are held in a temporary file on the
mainframe until the payroll application is run. Consequently, the mainframe's I&A and access
controls must providea critical element of protection against unauthorized modification of the
data.

According to the risk assessment, the server's access controls, with prior caveats, probably
provide acceptable protection against unauthorized modification of data stored on the server. The
assessment concluded that a WAN-basedattack involving collusion between an employee of
HGAandan employee of the WAN service provider, although unlikely, should not be dismissed
entirely, especially since HGA hasonly cursory information about the service provider's personnel
security practices and no contractual authority over how it operates the WAN.

The greatest source of vulnerabilities, however, is the mainframe. Althoughits operating system's
access controls are mature and powerful, it uses password-based I&A. This is of particular
concern, becauseit serves a large numberof federal agencies via WAN connections. A number of
these agencies are known to have poor security programs. As a result, one such agency's systems
could be penetrated (e.g., from the Internet) and then used in attacks on the mainframe via the
WAN.Infact, time and attendance data awaiting processing on the mainframe would probably
notbe as attractive a target to an attacker as other kinds of data or, indeed, disabling the system,
rendering it unavailable. For example, an attacker might be able to modify the employee data base
so that it disbursed paychecks or pensions checksto fictitious employees. Disclosure-sensitive
law enforcement databases mightalso be attractive targets.

The access control on the mainframeis strong and provides good protection against intruders
breaking into a secondapplication after they have brokeninto a first. However, previous audits
have shownthat thedifficulties of system administration may present some opportunities for
intruders to defeat access controls.

20.5.2 Vulnerabilities Related to Payroll Errors

HGA's managementhasestablished procedures for ensuring the timely submission and
interagency coordination of paperwork associated with personnel status changes. However, an
unacceptably large numberof troublesome payroll errors during the past several years has been
traced to the late submission of personnel paperwork. The risk assessment documented the
adequacy of HGA's safeguards, butcriticized the managersfor not providing sufficient incentives
for compliance.
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20.5.3 Vulnerabilities Related to Continuity of Operations

COG Contingency Planning

The risk assessment commended HGA for many aspects of COG's contingency plan, but pointed
out that many COG personnel were completely unaware of the responsibilities the plan assigned
to them. The assessmentalso noted that although HGA's policies require annualtesting of
contingencyplans, the capability to resume HGA's computer-processing activities at another
cooperating agency has never been verified and may turn outto beillusory.

Division Contingency Planning

The risk assessment reviewed a numberofthe application-oriented contingency plans developed
by HGA'sdivisions(including plans related to time and attendance). Most of the plans were
cursory and attempted to delegate nearly all contingency planning responsibility to COG. The
assessmentcriticized several of these plans for failing to address potential disruptions caused by
lack of access to (1) computer resources not managed by COGand(2) nonsystem resources, such
as buildings, phones, and otherfacilities. In particular, the contingency plan encompassing the
time and attendance application wascriticized for not addressing disruptions caused by WAN and
mainframe outages.

Virus Prevention

The risk assessment found HGA's virus-prevention policy and procedures to be sound, but noted
that there waslittle evidence that they were being followed. In particular, no COG personnel
interviewed had ever run a virus scanner on a PC on a routine basis, though several had run them
during publicized virus scares. The assessmentcited this as a significant risk item.

Accidental Corruption and Loss of Data

The risk assessment concluded that HGA's safeguards against accidental corruption andloss of
time and attendance data were adequate, but that safeguards for some other kinds of data were
not. The assessment included an informal audit of a dozen randomly chosen PCs and PC usersin
the agency. It concluded that many PC usersstore significant data on their PC's hard disks, but
do not back them up. Based on anecdotes, the assessment's authors stated that there appear to
have been many past incidents of loss of information stored on PC hard disks and predicted that
such losses would continue.

20.5.4 Vulnerabilities Related to Information Disclosure/Brokerage

HGAtakes a conservative approach toward protecting information about its employees. Since
information brokerage is morelikely to be a threat to large collections of data, HGArisk
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assessment focused primarily, but not exclusively, on protecting the mainframe.

The risk assessment concludedthat significant, avoidable information brokering vulnerabilities
were present—particularly due to HGA's lack of compliance with its own policies and procedures.
Timeand attendance documentsweretypically not stored securely after hours, and few PCs
containing time and attendance information were routinely locked. Worse yet, few were routinely
powered down, and many wereleft logged into the LAN server overnight. These practices make
it easy for an HGA employee wandering the halls after hours to browseor copy time and
attendance information on another employee's desk, PC hard disk, or LAN serverdirectories.

The risk assessmentpointed out that information sent to or retrieved from the serveris subject to
eavesdropping by other PCs on the LAN. The LAN hardwaretransmits information by
broadcasting it to all connection points on the LAN cable. Moreover, information sent to or
retrieved from the serveris transmitted in the clear—that is, without encryption. Given the
widespread availability of LAN "sniffer" programs, LAN eavesdroppingistrivial for a prospective
information broker and, hence,is likely to occur.

Last, the assessment noted that HGA's employee master database is stored on the mainframe,
where it might be a target for information brokering by employeesof the agency that ownsthe
mainframe. It might also be a target for information brokering, fraudulent modification, or other
illicit acts by any outsider who penetrates the mainframe via another host on the WAN.

20.5.5 Network-Related Vulnerabilities

Therisk assessment concurred with the general approach taken by HGA,butidentified several
vulnerabilities. It reiterated previous concerns aboutthe lack of assurance associated with the
server's access controls and pointed out that these play a critical role in HGA's approach. The
assessment noted that the e-mail utility allows a user to include a copy of any otherwise accessible
file in an outgoing mail message. If an attackerdialed in to the server and succeededin logging in
as an HGA employee, the attacker could use the mail utility to export copiesofall the files
accessible to that employee. In fact, copies could be mailed to any host on the Internet.

The assessmentalso noted that the WAN service provider may rely on microwavestations or
satellites as relay points, thereby exposing HGA's information to eavesdropping. Similarly, any
information, including passwords and mail messages, transmitted during a dial-in session is subject
to eavesdropping.
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20.6 Recommendationsfor Mitigating the Identified Vulnerabilities

The discussionsin the following subsections were chosentoillustrate a broad sampling” of
handbooktopics. Risk management and security program managementthemesare integral
throughout, with particular emphasis given to the selection of risk-driven safeguards.

20.6.1 Mitigating Payroll Fraud Vulnerabilities

To removethe vulnerabilities related to payroll fraud, the risk assessment team recommended
the use of stronger authentication mechanisms based on smart tokens to generate one-time
passwordsthat cannot be used by an interloper for subsequent sessions. Such mechanisms would
makeit very difficult for outsiders (e.g., from the Internet) who penetrate systems on the WAN to
use them to attack the mainframe. The authors noted, however, that the mainframe serves many
different agencies, and HGAhasno authority over the way the mainframe is configured and
operated. Thus, the costs and proceduraldifficulties of implementing such controls would be
substantial. The assessment team also recommended improving the server's administrative
procedures and the speed with which security-related bug fixes distributed by the vendorare
installed on the server.

After input from COGsecurity specialists and application owners, HGA's managers accepted
most of the risk assessment team's recommendations. They decided that since the residual risks
from thefalsification of time sheets were acceptably low, no changes in procedures were
necessary. However, they judged the risks of payroll fraud due to the interceptability of LAN
server passwords to be unacceptably high, and thus directed COG to investigate the costs and
proceduresassociated with using one-time passwords for Time and Attendance Clerks and
supervisor sessions on the server. Other users performingless sensitive tasks on the LAN would
continue to use password-based authentication.

While the immaturity of the LAN server's access controls was judgeda significant source ofrisk,
COG wasonly able to identify one other PC LAN product that would be significantly better in
this respect. Unfortunately, this product was considerably less friendly to users and application
developers, and incompatible with other applications used by HGA. The negative impact of
changing PC LAN products was judged too high for the potential incremental gain in security
benefits. Consequently, HGA decided to accept the risks accompanying use of the current
product, but directed COG to improveits monitoring of the server's access control configuration

'3 Someof the controls, such as auditing and access controls, play an importantrole in many areas. The limited
nature of this example, however, prevents a broader discussion.

'’ Note that, for the sake of brevity, the process of evaluating the cost-effectiveness of various security controls is not
specifically discussed.
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20. Assessing and Mitigating the Risks to a Hypothetical Computer System

andits responsiveness to vendorsecurity reports and bugfixes.

HGAconcurredthatrisks of fraud due to unauthorized modification of time and attendance data

at or in transit to the mainframe should not be accepted unless no practical solutions could be
identified. After discussions with the mainframe's owning agency, HGA concludedthat the
owning agency wasunlikely to adopt the advanced authentication techniques advocatedin the risk
assessment. COG, however, proposed an alternative approachthat did not require a major
resource commitment on the part of the mainframe owner.

The alternative approach would employdigital signatures based on public key cryptographic
techniques to detect unauthorized modification of time and attendance data. The data would be
digitally signed by the supervisor using a private key prior to transmission to the mainframe.
Whenthe payroll application program was run on the mainframe, it would use the corresponding
public key to validate the correspondence between the time and attendance data and the signature.
Any modification of the data during transmission over the WAN orwhile in temporary storage at
the mainframe would result in a mismatch between the signature and the data. Ifthe payroll
application detected a mismatch,it would reject the data; HGA personnel would then be notified
and askedto review, sign, and send the data again. If the data and signature matched, the payroll
application would process the time and attendance data normally.

HGA's decision to use advanced authentication for time and attendance Clerks and Supervisors
can be combined with digital signatures by using smart tokens. Smart tokens are programmable
devices, so they can be loaded with private keys and instructions for computing digital signatures
without burdening the user. When supervisors approve a batch of time and attendancedata, the
time and attendance application on the server would instruct the supervisorto insert their token in
the token reader/writer device attached to the supervisors' PC. The application would then send a
special “hash" (summary) of the time and attendance data to the token via the PC. The token
would generate a digital signature using its embedded secret key, and then transfer the signature
back to the server, again via the PC. The time and attendance application running on the server
would appendthe signature to the data before sending the data to the mainframe and,ultimately,
the payroll application.

Although this approach did not address the broader problems posed by the mainframe's I&A
vulnerabilities, it does provide a reliable means of detecting time and attendance data tampering.
In addition, it protects against bogus time and attendance submissions from systems connected to
the WAN because individuals wholack a time and attendance supervisor's smart token will be
unable to generate valid signatures. (Note, however, that the use ofdigital signatures does
require increased administration, particularly in the area of key management.) In summary,digital
signatures mitigate risks from a numberofdifferent kinds of threats.

HGA's management concludedthat digitally signing time and attendance data wasa practical,
cost-effective way of mitigating risks, and directed COG to pursue its umplementation. (They also
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noted that it would be useful as the agency movedto use ofdigital signatures in other
applications.) This is an example of developing and providing a solution in an environment over
which nosingle entity has overall authority.

20.6.2 Mitigating Payroll Error Vulnerabilities

After reviewing the risk assessment, HGA’s management concluded that the agency's current
safeguards against payroll errors and against accidental corruption andloss of time and attendance
data were adequate. However, the managers also concurred with the risk assessment's
conclusions about the necessity for establishing incentives for complying (and penalties for not
complying) with these safeguards. They thus tasked the Director of Personnel to ensure greater
compliance with paperwork-handling procedures and to provide quarterly compliance audit
reports. They noted that the digital signature mechanism HGAplansto use for fraud protection
can also provide protection against payroll errors due to accidental corruption.

20.6.3 Mitigating Vulnerabilities Related to the Continuity of Operations

The assessment recommended that COG institute a program ofperiodic internal training and
awarenesssessions for COG personnel having contingencyplan responsibilities.The assessment
urged that COG undertake a rehearsal during the next three months in whichselected paris of the
plan would be exercised. The rehearsal should include attempting to initiate some aspect of
processing activities at one of the designated alternative sites. HGA’s management agreed that
additional contingencyplan training was needed for COG personnel and committeditself to its
first plan rehearsal within three months.

After a short investigation, HGA divisions owning applications that depend on the WAN
concluded that WAN outages, although inconvenient, would not have a major impact on HGA.
This is because the few time-sensitive applications that required WAN-based communication with
the mainframe wereoriginally designed to work with magnetic tape instead of the WAN,and
could still operate in that mode; hence courier-delivered magnetic tapes could be used as an
alternative input medium in case of a WAN outage. The divisions responsible for contingency
planning for these applications agreed to incorporate into their contingencyplans both
descriptions of these procedures and other improvements.

With respect to mainframe outages, HGA determinedthatit could not easily make arrangements
for a suitable alternative site. HGA also obtained and examined a copy of the mainframefacility's
own contingency plan. After detailed study, including review by an outside consultant, HGA
concluded that the plan had major deficiencies and posedsignificant risks because of HGA's
reliance onit for payroll and other services. This was broughtto the attention of the Director of
HGA,who,in a formal memorandumto the head of the mainframe’s owning agency,called for (1)
a high-level interagency review ofthe plan byall agencies that rely on the mainframe, and (2)
corrective action to remedyany deficiencies found.
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20. Assessing and Mitigating the Risks to a Hypothetical Computer System

HGA's management agreed to improve adherenceto its virus-prevention procedures. It agreed
(from the point of view of the entire agency) that information stored on PC hard disks is
frequently lost. It estimated, however, that the labor hours lost as a result would amountto less
than a person year—which HGA management does not consider to be unacceptable. After
reviewing options for reducing this risk, HGA concludedthat it would be cheaperto accept the
associatedloss than to commitsignificant resources in an attempt to avoid it. COG volunteered,
however, to set up an automated program on the LAN serverthat e-mails backup reminderstoall
PC users once each quarter. In addition, COG agreed to provide regular backup services for
about 5 percent of HGA's PCs; these will be chosen by HGA's managementbased on the
information stored on their hard disks.

20.6.4 Mitigating Threats of Information Disclosure/Brokering

HGAconcurred with the risk assessment's conclusions about its exposure to
information-brokering risks, and adopted most of the associated recommendations.

The assessment recommended that HGA improveits security awarenesstraining (e.g., via
mandatory refresher courses) andthat it institute some form of compliance audits. The training
should be sure to stress the penalties for noncompliance. It also suggested installing "screen lock"
software on PCs that automatically lock a PC after a specified period of idle time in which no
keystrokes have been entered; unlocking the screen requires that the user enter a password or
reboot the system.

The assessment recommended that HGA modify its information-handling policies so that
employees would be required to store some kinds ofdisclosure-sensitive information only on PC
local hard disks (or floppies), but not on the server. This would eliminate or reduce risks of LAN
eavesdropping. It was also recommendedthat an activity log be installed on the server (and
regularly reviewed). Moreover, it would avoid unnecessary reliance on the server's access-control
features, which are of uncertain assurance. The assessment noted, however,that this strategy
conflicts with the desire to store most information on the server's disks so that it is backed up
routinely by COG personnel. (This could be offset by assigning responsibility for someone other
than the PC owner to make backupcopies.) Since the security habits of HGA's PC users have
generally been poor, the assessment also recommended use of hard-disk encryptionutilities to
protect disclosure-sensitive information on unattended PCs from browsing by unauthorized
individuals. Also, ways to encrypt information on the server's disks would be studied.

The assessment recommended that HGA conducta thorough review of the mainframe's
safeguards in these respects, andthat it regularly review the mainframe audit log, using a query
package, with particular attention to records that describe user accesses to HGA's employee
master database.
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20.6.5 Mitigating Network-Related Threats

The assessment recommended that HGA:

e require stronger I&A for dial-in access or, alternatively, that a restricted version of the
mail utility be provided for dial-in, which would preventa user from includingfiles in
outgoing mail messages;

e replace its current modem poolwith encrypting modems,and provide each dial-in user
with such a modem; and

e work with the mainframe agencytoinstall a similar encryption capability for
server-to-mainframe communications over the WAN.

Aswith previous risk assessment recommendations, HGA's management tasked COG to analyze
the costs, benefits, and impacts of addressing the vulnerabilities identified in the risk assessment.
HGAeventually adopted someofthe risk assessment’s recommendations, while declining others.
In addition, HGA decidedthatits policy on handling time and attendance information needed to
be clarified, strengthened, and elaborated, with the belief that implementing such a policy would
help reducerisks of Internet and dial-in eavesdropping. Thus, HGA developed and issued a
revised policy, stating that users are individually responsible for ensuring that they do not transmit
disclosure-sensitive information outside of HGA'sfacilities via e-mail or other means. It also

prohibited them from examining or transmitting e-mail containing such information during dial-in
sessions and developed and promulgated penalties for noncompliance.

20.7 Summary

This chapter has illustrated how manyof the concepts described in previous chapters might be
applied in a federal agency. An integrated example concerning a Hypothetical Government
Agency (HGA)has been discussed and usedas the basis for examining a numberofthese
concepts. HGA's distributed system architecture and its uses were described. The time and
attendance application was considered in somedetail.

For context, some national and agency-level policies were referenced. Detailed operational
policies and procedures for computer systems were discussed andrelated to these high-level
policies. HGAassets and threats were identified, and a detailed survey of selected safeguards,
vulnerabilities, and risk mitigation actions were presented. The safeguards included a wide variety
of procedural and automated techniques, and were usedto illustrate issues of assurance,
compliance, security program oversight, and inter-agency coordination.

As illustrated, effective computer security requires clear direction from upper management.
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Upper management mustassign security responsibilities to organizational elements and individuals
and must formulate or elaborate the security policies that become the foundation for the
organization's security program. These policies must be based on an understanding of the
organization's mission priorities and the assets and business operations necessary to fulfill them.
They must also be based on a pragmatic assessment of the threats against these assets and
operations. A critical element is assessmentofthreat likelihoods. These are most accurate when
derived from historical data, but mustalso anticipate trends stimulated by emerging technologies.

A good security program relies on an integrated, cost-effective collection of physical, procedural,
and automated controls. Cost-effectiveness requires targeting these controls at the threats that
pose the highest risks while accepting other residual risks. The difficulty of applying controls
properly and in a consistent manner over time has been the downfall of many security programs.
This chapter has provided numerous examples in which major security vulnerabilities arose from a
lack of assurance or compliance. Hence, periodic compliance audits, examinations of the
effectiveness of controls, and reassessments of threats are essential to the success of any
organization's security program.
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Interdependencies Cross Reference

The following is a cross reference of the interdependencies sections. Note that the references only
include specific controls. Some controls were referenced in groups, such as technical controls and
occasionally interdependencies were notedfor all controls.

Control

Policy

Program Management

Risk Management

Life Cycle

Assurance

Personnel

Training and Awareness

Chapters Where It Is Cited

Program Management
Life Cycle
Personnel/User

Contingency
Awareness and Training
Logical Access
Audit

Policy
Awareness and Training

Life Cycle
Contingency
Incident

Program Management
Assurance

Life Cycle
Support and Operations
Audit

Cryptography

Training and Awareness
Support and Operations
Access

Personnel/User

Incident

Support and Operations
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Contingency

Incident

Physical and Environment

Support and Operations

Identification and

Authentication

Access Controls

Audit

Cryptography

Cross Reference and Index

Incident

Support and Operations
Physical and Environmental
Audit

Contingency
Support and Operations
Audit

Contingency
Support and Operations
Logical Access
Cryptography

Contingency
Incident

Personnel/User

Physical and Environmental
Logical Access
Audit

Cryptography

Policy
Personnel/User

Physical and Environmental
Identification and Authentication

Audit

Cryptography

Identification and Authentication

Logical Access
Cryptography

Identification and Authentication
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A

account management(user)
access controllists

access modes

acknowledgment statements
accountability
accreditation

reaccreditation

advanced authentication

advanced development
asset valuation

attack signature
audits/auditing

audit reduction

authentication, host-based

authentication, host-to-host
authenticationservers

authorization (to process)

B

bastion host

biometrics

Cc

certification

self-certification

challenge response
checksumming
cold site

Computer Security Act
Computer Security Program Managers

Forum

conformance- see validation

consequence assessment
constrained user interface

cost-benefit

crackers - see hackers

General Index

110-12

182, 189, 199-201, 203

196-7, 200

111, 112, 144

12, 36, 39, 143, 144, 159, 179, 195, 212
6, 66-7, 75, 80, 81-2, 89, 90-2, 94-5,
75, 83, 84, 85, 96, 100

181, 204, 230
93

61

219, 220

18, 51, 73, 75, 81, 82, 96-9, 110, 111, 112-3, 159,
195, 211
219

205

189

189

66, 81, 112

204

180, 186-7

75, 81, 85, 91, 93, 95
94

185, 186, 189
99

125, 126

3, 4, 7, 52-3, 71-2, 73, 76, 143, 149,

50, 52, 151

61

201-2

65-6, 78, 173-4
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D

data categorization
Data Encryption Standard (DES)
database views

diagnostic port - see maintenance accounts
dial-back modems

digital signature - see electronic signature
Digital Signature Standard
disposition/disposal
dual-homed gateway
dynamic password generator

iE

ease of safe use

electromagnetic interception
see also electronic monitoring

electronic monitoring
electronic/digital signature
encryption
end-to-end encryption
Escrowed Encryption Standard
espionage
evaluations (product)

see also validation

export (of cryptography)

i

Federal Information Resources Management
Regulation (FIRMR)

firewalls - see secure gateways
FIRST

FISSEA

G

gateways - see secure gateways

H

hackers

HALON

hash, secure
hotsite

Cross Reference and Index

202

205, 224, 231
202

203

Eaaneconl
75, 85, 86, 160, 197, 235
204

185

94

172

171, 182, 184, 185, 186,

95, 99, 218, 228-30, 233

140, 162, 182, 188, 199, 224-7, 233
233

224, 225-6, 231

22, 26-8
94

233-4

7, 46, 48, 52

52, 139
151

25-6, 97, 116, 133, 135, 136, 156, 162, 182, 183,
186, 204

169, 170

228, 230

125, 126
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I

individual accountability - see accountability
integrity statements
integrity verification
internal controls

intrusion detection

J,K

keys, cryptographic for authentication
Key escrow

see also Escrowed Encryption Standard
key management (cryptography)
keystroke monitoring

L

labels

least privilege
liabilities

likelihood analysis
link encryption

M

maintenance accounts

malicious code

(virus, virus scanning, Trojan horse)
monitoring

N,O

operational assurance
OMBCircular A-130

P

password crackers
passwords, one-time
password-basedaccesscontrol

penetrationtesting
permissionbits
plan, computersecurity
privacy
policy (general)
policy, issue-specific

95

100, 159-60, 227-30
98, 114

100, 168, 213

182

225-6

85, 114-5, 186, 199, 232
214

159, 202-3

107-8, 109, 112, 114, 179
95

62-3

233

161-2

27-8, 79, 95, 99, 133-5, 157, 166, 204, 213,
215, 230

36, 67, 75, 79, 82, 86, 96, 99-101, 171, 182, 184
185, 186, 205, 213, 214, 215

’

82-3, 89, 96

7, 48, 52, 73, 76, 116, 149

99-100, 182

185-6, 189, 230
182, 199
98-9

200-1, 203

53, 71-3, 98, 127, 161
14, 28-9, 38, 78, 92, 196
12, 33-43, 49, 51, 78, 144, 161
37-40, 78
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policy, program
policy, system-specific
port protection devises
privileged accounts
proxy host
public access
public key cryptography
public key infrastructure

aR
RSA

reciprocal agreements
redundantsite

reliable (architectures, security)
responsibility

see also accountability
roles, role-based access
routers

S

safeguard analysis
screening (personnel)
secret key cryptography
secure gateways(firewalls)
sensitive (systems, information)
sensitivity assessment
sensitivity (position)
separation of duties
single log-in
standards, guidelines, procedurés
system integrity

T

Cross Reference and Index

34-7, 51

40-3, 53, 78, 86, 198, 204, 205, 215
203-4

206

204

116-7

223-30

232

225

125

125

93, 94

12-3, 15-20

107, 113-4, 195
204

61

108-9, 113, 162
223-9

204-5

4, 7, 53, 71, 76

75, 76-7

107-9, 205

107, 109, 114, 195
188-9

35, 48, 51, 78, 93, 231

6-7, 166

TEMPEST- see electromagnetic interception
theft

tokens (authentication)
threat identification

Trojan horse - see malicious code
trusted development
trusted system

23-4, 26, 166, 172
115, 162, 174, 180-90

21-29, 61

93

6, 93, 94
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U,V

uncertainty analysis
virus, Virus scanning - see malicious code
validation testing
variance detection

vulnerability analysis

W, xX, YZ
warranties
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N.ifSTTechnical Publications
Periodical
 

Journal! of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research
and developmentin those disciplines of the physical and engineering sciences in which the Institute is
active. These include physics, chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a
broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology
underlying standardization. Also included from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to
the Institute’s technical and scientific programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals
 

Monographs—Majorcontributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the
Institute’s scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) devel-
oped in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.
Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and
other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical
properties of materials, compiled from the world’s literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a
worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public
Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published
bimonthly for NIST by the American Chemical Society (ACS) and the American Institute of Physics (AIP).
Subscriptions, reprints, and supplements are available from ACS, 1155 Sixteenth St., NW, Washington, DC
20056.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building
materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and
performancecriteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety
characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of
a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the
subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of
other government agencies.
Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized
requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of
the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector
standardizing organizations.

Order the following NIST publications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 2216].
Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series
collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the
official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuantto
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.
1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of
Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).
NIST Interagency Reports (NISTIR)—Aspecial series of interim or final reports on work performed by
NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial distribution is handled
by the sponsor; public distribution is by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161,
in paper copy or microfiche form.
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